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SOUTHERN BESSARABIA FACING TERRORISM, 

PROPAGANDA AND DIPLOMACY. REDEFINING 

THE SOVIET STRATEGY TOWARDS ROMANIA 

DURING THE EARLY 1920`S 
    George Damian Mocanu  

 

ABSTRACT 
The Bessarabian issue influenced the Romanian-Russian relation for over 
200 years. In this art icle we fo llow the evolution of this dispute at the end 
of the First World War and the beginning of the Soviet Union. During the 
early 1920’s , Southern Bessarabia was captive in the face of terrorist 
attacks launched by the incipient Soviet  special forces. This became a 
subject of intense international propaganda and the whole province was 
on the agenda of the Great Powers all around the globe, from Western 
Europe to Japan. The destiny of Bessarabia for the next century was 
defined in  these years by the Soviet insistence to recapture the province 
and the creation of a new republic carry ing the artificial Moldavian 
identity. 

Keywords: Bessarabia, dip lomacy, terroris m, Soviet Union  

On 18th September 1924, Universul newspaper described the 
attacks organized by the Soviet Special Forces in Southern 
Bessarabia as a series of violent events, known as the “Tatar Bunar 

rebellion”
1. The first attack was on 11th September 1924, followed 

                                                                 
1 Vlad Darie, Mihai Potârniche, Cronica Basarabiei 1918-1944. Mărturii 

din presa timpului, Agenția Moldpres, Chișinău, 2012, p. 81  
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by a week of other assaults in many other localities in the region 
north of Danube Delta, all sharing the same pattern: a group of 
Soviet fighters killing the local authorities (the mayor, gendarmes), 
cutting off the communication lines via telegraph or telephone, 
instigating the population to plunder and to install a new authority 
of a local Soviet2. The violence spread by the Soviet agents was 
stopped by the Romanian Army during 18-20th September, but 
even so, the attacks of Tatar Bunar played an important role during 
an intricate string of events, influencing on the long term the 
Romanian – Soviet relationship.  

Southern Bessarabia or Bugeac, composed of Ismail and 
Cetatea Albă counties during the interwar period, was a focal point 

for the Russian policy from the very beginning of the 19th century. 
A sparsely populate region, with virtually no natural resources, 
focused the attention of the Russian politicians, diplomats and 
military due to its geopolitical positioning: overlooking the 
northern shores of Danube Delta, the Danube crossings at Cartal 
(Orlovka)-Isaccea, fortified points from Ismail and Chilia, and the 
possibility for Russia to meddle in the Danubian affairs by 
becoming a riparian state when accessing the Danube Delta. This 
is actually the region that was originally named Bessarabia, being 
abusively extended over the part of Moldavia between Prut and 
Nistru rivers on 1812, when the Russian Empire annexed the 
province3. Aiming to remove Russia from the Danube, Southern 
Bessarabia came back to Romania after the Crimean War during 
1856-1878, being re-annexed by Russia after the Treaty of Berlin 

                                                                 
2  Pavel Moraru, Serviciile secrete și Basarabia. Dicționar 1918 -1991, 
Editura Militară, București, 2008, p. 229  
3  George Damian, Documentele anexării Basarabiei. Corespondeța 

diplomatică Paris – Sankt Petersburg, Centrul de Studii pentru Resurse 
Românești, București, 2012 
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in 1878, being re-united in 1918 with Romania as part of the 
former Russian province of Bessarabia. 

We consider that the attack in Tatar Bunar (and not only 
this, but the whole Soviet intervention in the region north of 
Danube Delta), together with all the events that preceded and 
followed, as being part of a profound change in the general 
strategy of Soviet Union towards Romania, with the background of 
shifts in the Moscow elites after the death of Vladimir I. Lenin 
(21st January 1924). We will try to present the way in which the 
abandoning of the “world revolution” generated by the conflict 
among Stalin and Trotsky, and the defining of a new Soviet 
strategy “socialism in a single country” modified the relations 

between Soviet Union and Romania, putting the Bessarabian issue 
on new tracks, with visible effects at the beginning of the Second 
World War – the re-annexation of Bessarabia in 1940 having 
manifestations with consequences up to nowadays, as the artificial 
construct of the “Moldavian identity”. 

Romania enterred the First World War allied with Russia, 
but the relations were damaged in the beginning of the spring of 
1917, when Bolshevik activists of the Russian Army broke 
Cristian Rokovsky free from Iași prison and staged a failed coup 

against the Romanian monarchy and government. A second 
Bolshevik attempt in Iași was in December 1917 under the 

leadership of Semion Roshal, inspired by Germans during the 
negociations in Brest-Litovsk 4 . If the Bolsheviks failed in their 
attempts in Iași, this was not the case in Kishinev, where the 

Bolsheviks forced their control over the main railroad station, 
postal office and telegraph on 1st January 1918 (Soviet 

                                                                 
4 Larry Watts, Ferește-mă, Doamne, de prieteni... Războiul clandestin al 

Blocului Sovietic cu România , Editura RA O, București, 2011, p. 69 
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historiography considers 1st January 1918 as the moment when 
Soviet power was installed in Kishinev) 5. On 12/25th January 1918 
Romanian troops crossed the Prut river and chased away the 
Bolsheviks from Kishinev, which led to the arrest of the Romanian 
diplomats in Moscow on Lenin’s orders, then to the Council of 
People Comissioners of Russian Soviet Republic ascertaining the 
state of war between Romania and Russia. The union of 
Bessarabia with Romania following the vote in Sfatul Țării 

(Bessarabian Parliament) on 27th March/ 8th April 1918 had no 
chance at improving the relations between the Romanian 
government and the Bolshevik leadership of Russia. 

Between 1918-1919 Russian Bolsheviks launched a series of 
attacks in Bessarabia (considered as “revolts” or “rebellions” by 

Soviet historiography, even that they were carried by Soviet 
soldiers from the left bank of Dniester), even trying to join forces 
with troops of Soviet Hungary in 19196. The Russian Civil War 
left the access to Danube Delta and the Bessarabian issue on a 
secondary level for the Bolshevik leadership. Also, the defeat of 
Soviet Hungary during the summer of 1919 led to a change in the 
Soviet operations in the region. Beginning with 1920, General 
Mikhail Frunze, as commander of the Military-Revolutionary 
Council of the Southern Front (Ukraine), started to build a 
clandestine network of saboteurs and partisans aiming to 
destabilize Bessarabia 7 . Between 1919-1925, the Soviet secret 
services organized 120 terrorist attacks in Bessarabia, with an 

                                                                 
5  ***, Istoria Moldovei, Asociația Istoricilor și Politologilor Pro-
Moldova, Chișinău, 2016, p. 29  
6 Larry Watts, op. cit., p. 74-86 
7 Raymond W. Leonard, Secret Soldiers of the Revolution: Soviet Military 
Intelligence, 1918-1933, Praeger, 1999, p. 167-169 
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almost weekly frequency8. Those attacks followed the same pattern 
almost every time: an infiltration of up to 50 combatants dressed as 
civilians, with weaponry of Russian origin, robbing and looting, 
carrying sabotages of the infrastructure and assassinations of 
Romanian authorities, at the same time promoting an aggressive 
Soviet propaganda, calling for a Soviet revolution 9 . The large 
number of such attacks, the almost identical modus operandi, the 
constant frequency of their launching along three preferred lines of 
infiltration (Hotin-Noua Suliță in the north, Tiraspol-Tighina in 
center and Cetatea Albă-Ismail in the south) confirm their planning 
and existence of a command center, all attested by contemporary 
sources. There is an interesting opinion of the American historian 
Larry Watts, stating that the subversive operations of Soviet 
military in Bessarabia at the beginning of 1920’s marked the 

birthplace of the “units with special destination” – Spetsnaz of the 
Red Army10. 

The recognition of Bessarabia’s union with Romania during 

Paris Peace Conference was hampered by the fact that the Russian 
Empire was an allied country, adding to that the absence of 
Russia’s representatives while the new Bolshevik government 

lacked international formal recognition. Nicolae Titulescu resumed 
the British and American reservation on the issue of recognizing 
the union of Bessarabia with Romania in the words of British 
diplomat Eyre Crowe:  

                                                                 
8 Anton Moraru, Istoria românilor. Basarabia și Transnistria , Ch ișinău, 

1995, p. 203 
9 Pavel Moraru, La hotarul românesc al Europei. Din istoria Siguranței 

Generale din Basarabia, Institutul Național pentru Studiul 

Totalitarismului, București, 2009, pp. 62-75 
10 Larry Watts, op. cit., p. 91 
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“We cannot dispose of other’s land without his admission, or at 
least giving him the right to bring the issue in front of a tribunal, in 
this case the Council of the League of Nations”

11. 

The Treaty recognizing the union of Bessarabia was 
discussed by the Paris Peace Conference at the beginning of 1920, 
being suported by France and Great Britain (with reservations), 
under the condition that Romania will retreat its troops from 
Hungary, with guarantees of help in case of a new Bolshevik 
assault. Representatives of United States opposed the signing of 
this treaty during 1920, in the end being signed by France, Great 
Britain, Italy and Japan on 28th October 1920. Immediately, 
governments in Kiev and Moscow announced the rejection of this 
treaty12. Annulment of the Bessarabia Treaty became a priority for 
the Soviet diplomacy. 

The first article of the Bessarabia Treaty stipulated that:  
“The High Contracting Parties declare that they recognize the 

sovereignty of Romania over the territory of Bessarabia comprised 
between the present frontier of Romania, the Black Sea, the course 
of the Dniester River from its mouth to the point where it  meets 
the old boundary between Bessarabia and Bukovina, and that old 
boundary”

 13.  

The other 9 articles established the methods of tracing the 
frontier, national minorities rights, ways to accept and renounce 
Romanian citizenship, transfer of Chilia branch opening in Danube 
Delta under the jurisdiction of Danube European Commission and 

                                                                 
11 Nicolae Titulescu, Basarabia, pământ românesc, București, 1992, p. 61 
12 Mihai Țurcanu, Atitudinea SUA față de problema Basarabiei la ultima 

etapă a Primului Război Mondial și în timpul Conferinței de Pace de la 

Paris (1917-1920), în Revista de Istorie a Moldovei, 3-4/2019, p. 75-85 
13  Dan Constantin Mâţă, Recunoaşterea internaţională a Unirii 

Basarabiei cu România, Revista Română, 35, 1/2004 
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Romania’s responsibility for the proportional part of Bessarabia in 

the public debt of the Russian Empire 14. 
The Bessarabia Treaty was supposed to come into force only 

after being ratified by all signatories, something which became an 
impossible mission due to Soviet diplomatic offensive. Romania 
tried to obtain the acknowledgement and international legitimation 
of the union with Bessarabia along two lines: the ratification of 
Bessarabia Treaty by all signatories and direct negotiations with 
Soviet Russia. The last was especially difficult while the de facto 
state of war between the two parties was still active during the 
weekly terrorist attacks in Bessarabia operated by Soviet Russia. 

Initial direct diplomatic contacts of Romania and Russia 
took place in February 1920 in Copenhagen, while the Bessarabia 
Treaty was being discussed at the Peace Conference. Romania 
conditioned the reestablishment of diplomatic relations by the 
Russian acknowledgement of the Bessarabia’s union with 

Romania, which was rejected. Romania had a difficult position 
among divergent interests of the two European great powers: on 
one side France promoted an uncompromising attitude towards the 
Bolshevik regime, exploring even the possibility of a military 
intervention, while Great Britain pleaded for a normalization of 
relations with Soviet Russia. During 1920-1922 Take Ionescu led 
the Romanian diplomacy and he considered that the international 
recognition of Bessarabia’s union with Romania would be under 

adequate guarantees from the 1920 Bessarabia Treaty, with no 
need for talks or an understanding with Soviet Russia, especially 
while Take Ionescu was favoring the opinion that the Bolshevik 

                                                                 
14 Ibidem 
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regime would not pass the test of time 15 . A new diplomatic 
meeting between Romanians and Russians took place in 
September 1921 in Warsaw: as subject for a bilateral diplomatic 
conference, the Romanians proposed the issue of National Bank 
reserves confiscated in Moscow in 1918 (the so called Romanian 
Treasury) and the settlement of the practical aspects of 
Bessarabia’s union; the Russians asked to discuss the very union of 

Bessarabia with Romania. The Romanians refused this subject, as 
it would have annulled the Bessarabia Treaty of 1920 and insisted 
on including the issue of Romanian Treasury – only to receive the 
reply of the Soviet representative:  

“If you want Bessarabia you have to pay for it”
16.  

The final Soviet proposal at the Warsaw Conference in 1921 
was that Romania should renounce its claims for the Romanian 
Treasury in exchange for the acknowledgement of Bessarabia’s 

union, along with a non-aggression treaty with Soviet Russia. 
Under the pressure from France, not willing to open diplomatic 
relations with Soviet Russia, and fearing the annulment of the 
1920 Bessarabia Treaty, Romania rejected the Soviet proposals in 
Warsaw. 

The next opportunity to discuss the Bessarabia issue was at 
the Genova Conference (10th April-19th May 1922). This was 
preceded by the ratification of the Bessarabia Treaty by the Great 
Britain, hoping that this gesture would strengthen Romania’s 

position during the negotiations with Soviet Russia17. The Genova 

                                                                 
15  Dov B. Lungu, Soviet-Romanian Relations and the Bessarabian 
Question in the Early 1920s, în Southeastern Europe, 6, 1(1979), p. 29-45 
16 Ibidem, p. 39 
17  Mihai Piț igoi, O oportunitate ratată. Marea Britanie și ratificarea 

Tratatului de la Paris privind Basarabia , Analele Ştiinţifice ale 

Universităţii Alexandru Ioan Cuza d in Iaşi. Istorie, 64/2018, p. 401-413 
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Conference was undermined by the signing of Rapallo Treaty (16th 
Aprile 1922) between Germany and Soviet Russia, a treaty that 
brought the international admittance of Soviet Russia, while both 
parties renounced any mutual claims, establishing through a secret 
annex the beginning of a military cooperation to last the whole 
interwar period.  

In December 1922, a meeting in Lausanne between the 
Soviet Commissioner for Foreign Policy Chicherin and Romanian 
diplomat Constantin Diamandy established that the bilateral 
negotiations on Bessarabia should resume on the general principles 
established a year before in Warsaw. The Soviet-Romanian 
Conference would wait until March 1924, while Moscow was less 
and less inclined towards discussion. 

The Vienna Soviet-Romanian Conference between 27th 
March and 2nd April 1924 marked the closure of explorations along 
the negotiation lines established up to this point (returning of the 
Romanian Treasury in Moscow, signing of a non-aggression 
treaty, discussion of the Bessarabia’s union with Romania) and 
registered the failure of talks initiated after the Peace Conference 
in Paris. Soviet Russia managed to break through international 
isolation with the Rapallo Treaty signed by Germany, and the 
French cordon sanitaire of Romania and Poland did not prove to be 
threatening enough. It was clear from the very mandates of both 
Romanian and Soviet delegations in Vienna that the conference 
was heading towards a fiasco. The Soviet mandate established by 
the Politic Bureau of the Russian Communist Party stated in the 
first phrase that “Bessarabia cannot be ceded to Romania under no 
circumstances”; the way of conducting the negotiations 

demonstrated the will to find a peaceful solution for the issue, by 
asking for a referendum in Bessarabia as a central point of 
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discussion, but the whole conference was transformed in a 
propaganda oportunity by the Soviet on the Bessarabian dispute 18. 

The Soviets threw in play a new line of negotiation asking 
for a referendum in Bessarabia to solve the issue of union with 
Romania. Even that this argument was used before linked to 
Bessarabia, this time the Soviet diplomats had the mission to 
repeat it over and over again – knowing too well that it will be 
rejected. On the other side, Romanians wanted to separate the issue 
of the Romanian Treasury from the Bessarabian one, being ready 
to sign a non-aggression treaty with Soviet Russia – but all this 
package, intensely debated at preceding talks , now had no 
importance for Moscow. The Vienna Conference was destined to 
fail from the very beginning, having a single purpose for the 
Soviets: international propaganda on the Bessarabian issue by 
asking for a referendum to be contested by the government in 
Bucharest 19 . For the Soviets the Bessarabian dispute became 
secondary on the diplomatic level: according to Maksim Litvinov, 
Russia was not under pressure waiting for a favorable occasion to 
solve the issue, the disputed frontier being too small compared to 
Soviet frontiers, and the lack of a commercial treaty with Romania 
bearing no negative consequences for the Soviet economy20. 

The transfer of Bessarabian issue on a secondary register for 
the Soviet diplomacy was accompanied by other changes in the 
general policy of Moscow after the death of Vladimir I. Lenin at 
the beginning of 1924. The following re-settlement of the Soviet 

                                                                 
18 Gheorghe Cojocaru, Cominternul și originile moldovenismului. Studiu 

și documente, Editura Civitas, Chișinău, 2009, doc. 7  
19 Marcel Mitrașcă, Moldova: A Romanian Province Under Russian Rule, 
Algora Publishing, 2002, p. 119-120 
20  Dumitru Preda, Relatii româno-sovietice. Documente 1917-1934, 
Editura Enciclopedică, București 1999, p. 283  
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elite manifested many conflicts between the adverse groups 
competing for the Leninist heritage, the most visible being the 
confrontation between those supporting the continuation of the 
world revolution (Lev Trotsky’s group) and those favoring the 
construction of socialism in a single country (Joseph Stalin’s 

camp). The success of the coup in Russia was only a first step 
according to Vladimir I. Lenin, the true objective being the 
organization of Bolshevik rebellions in the developed countries of 
Western Europe, for this being founded the Communist 
International to  

“struggle by all availab le means, including armed force, for the 
overthrow of the international bourgeoisie and the creation of an 
international Soviet republic as a transition stage to the complete 
abolition of the state”

21.  

The export of Bolshevik revolutions failed in the post-war 
years, and in time was clearer and clearer that it was not a feasible 
project – but while Lenin was alive, even lacking the necessary 
physical and intellectual abilities to exert his attributions, the 
principle of world revolution was never questioned22 . After the 
death of Lenin, Joseph Stalin published in April 1924 the brochure 
“Foundations of Leninism”, a collection of 9 lectures questioning 
the principle of world revolution asserting that “the proletariat can 
and must build the socialist society in one country”. The idea of 
socialism in a single country was elaborate by one of Stalin’s 

supporters, Nikolai Bukharin in the brochure “Can We Build 
Socialism in One Country in the Absence of the Victory of the 

                                                                 
21  Fisher, Harold  Henry, The Communist Revolution: An Outline of 
Strategy and Tactics, Stanford UP, 1955, p. 13. 
22 Pentru evoluțiile teoretice ale marxis m-len inismului și punerea lor în 

aplicare în această perioadă v. Francois Furet, Trecutul unei iluzii, 
Humanitas, București, 1996, cap. ”Socialismul într-o singură țară”  
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West-European Proletariat?” printed in April 1925. The principle 

of socialism in a single country became Soviet state policy 
beginning with January 1926, but the idea had manifestations in 
Soviet policy even before that. Defining the groups and the 
loyalties in the groups competing for power at the top of Soviet 
elite created a series of contradictory and confusing events only at 
a first glance, up to the moment of Trotskyist camp defeat in 1927, 
when Joseph Stalin took control.  

Before the Vienna Conference, Romanian intelligence 
services found out about Soviet intentions to establish a Moldavian 
republic on the left bank of Dniester, on 19th February 1924, only 
two weeks after the first Soviet drafts on this issue23. Implementig 
the idea of a Soviet Moldavian Republic is by itself a change in the 
Soviet approach of the Bessarabian issue, and also a signal that 
there was no real intentions to solve the dispute in Vienna (marshal 
Semion Budionyi remembered that Grigory Kotovsky and Mikhail 
Frunze proposed in 1923 the foundation of a Moldavian republic 
on the left bank of Dniester)24. On 4th February 1924 in Moscow 
was established the Initiative Group to Form the Moldavian 
Republic, composed of Grigory Kotovsky, Robert Eideman, 
Dubogo, Osadchenko, Ion Dic Dicescu, Popovici, Zalic, Nicolau, 
Badulescu, Tkachenko and Tinkelman 25 . The structure of this 
intiative group deserves a short analysis: Kotovsky, Eideman, 
Dubogo and Osadchenko were members of the Soviet military, 
commanders of large units in Ukraine; Ion Dic Dicescu, Alexandru 
Nicolau, Alter Zalic, Popovici were Romanian socialists, 
supporters since 1917-1918 of the Bolshevik revolution, active in 

                                                                 
23 Dov B. Lungu, loc. cit., p. 43 
24  A. Repin, Obrazovanie Moldavskoi SSR, Cartea Moldovenească, 

Chișinău, 1983, p. 44-45 
25 Gheorghe Cojocaru, op. cit., doc. 1 
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Odessa’s group of Christian Rakovsky, then high level members of 
Komintern; Solomon Tinkelman was a Bolshevik activist in 
Kishinev; under the nome de guerre Al. Bădulescu hid Ghiță 

Moscu, a former socialist from Iași; the Ukrainian Pavel 

Tkachenko was the single member of this group with origins on 
the left bank of Dniester. The founding of a Moldavian republic on 
the left bank of Dniester reveals itself through the membership of 
its initiative group as a common project of the Soviet military in 
Ukraine and the Kominternists of Romanian origins belonging to 
the supporters of Christian Rakovsky (a Bulgarian socialist raised 
in Romania, with a personal objective of founding a Balkan 
Communist Federation, aiming for a connecting lane of Soviet 
Russia with the region south of Danube. On another level, this 
initiative group ilustrates the conflict between the Kominternists of 
Romanian origins and the Communists in Bessarabia; the former, 
having high level offices in Moscow, wanted to provoke a 
Bolshevik revolution in Romania via Bessarabia, but saw the 
province between Prut and Dniester as part of a Communist 
Romania; the latter Bolsheviks of Ukrainian of Jewish origins had 
a different objective: a Bessarabia separated from Romania, 
autonomous or part of Soviet Ukraine (this dispute would 
materialize later, part of the confrontation over the language and 
identity of the inhabitants of the Trasnistrian Moldavian 
republic)26. 

The main objective for the new Moldavian republic eastern 
of Dniester is clearly stated in the protocol of the initiative group 
from 4th February 1924 by Ion Dic Dicescu: on the Bessarabian 

                                                                 
26  Aleksandr Voronovici, The Moldovan ASSR between the Bolshevik 
Empire and Greater Romania: Nation- and State-Building in the Soviet 
Borderland (1917-1940). Master Thesis, Central European University, 
2010, p. 32-35 
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issue there wer two competing views in Moscow – first, promoted 
by Christian Rakovsky rejected the acknowledgement of 
Bessarabia’s union with Romania, asking for a referendum; the 

second, supported by Maksim Litvinov contemplated an eventual 
acknowledgement of Bessarabia’s union in exchange for 

diplomatic from the government in Bucharest – the main role for 
the initiative group was to support Rakovsky’s view. They recalled 

also the backing of Mikhail Frunze (commander of the Soviet 
military in Ukraine and Crimea) for the foundation of a 
Transnistrian republic with the objective of being a spring-board 
for projecting the Bolshevik revolution in the Balkans 27. 

Bearing the same date of 4th February 1924 “The 

Memorandum concerning the necessity of founding the Soviet 
Socialist Moldavian Republic”

28 gives us in its preamble the Soviet 
point of view on the union of Bessarabia with Romania. Asserting 
that on the left bank of the Dniester there were some 500.000 
Moldovans needing an own statal organization, the main objective 
of the new republic being formulated as follows:  

“The Moldavian Republic could p lay the same role as a political 

and propaganda factor as the Belarus Republic plays towards 
Poland and the Karel Republic towards Finland. It will focus the 
attention and sympathy of the Bessarabian population and will 
create obvious pretexts for the objective of incorporation of 
Bessarabia into the Moldavian Republic. From this point of view it 
is imperative to found specifically a socialist republic and not an 
autonomous region in  the Ukrain ian Soviet  Socialist Republic. 
The union of both banks of Dniester would serve USSR as a 
strategic breach towards Balkans through Dobrudja and towards 
Central Europe through Bukovina and Galitzia, which USSR 
would be able to use as bridge heads for its military and political 
objectives”. 

                                                                 
27 Gheorghe Cojocaru, op. cit., doc. 1 
28 Ibidem, doc. 3 
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In spite of Mikhail Frunze and Semion Budionyi backing for 
the foundation of the Moldavian republic, the Political Bureau of 
the Communist Party in Ukraine did not hurry to follow the 
Memorandum of 4th February 1924. During the meeting of 7th 
March, the communist leadership of Ukraine underlined its will to 
create an autonomous region and not a new republic on the left 
bank of Dniester, and on 18th April the decision was indefinitely 
postponed under the pretext that there was no reliable ethnographic 
and territorial data29. Until July 1924 nothing happened with the 
creation of the Moldavian republic (with the notable exception of 
the ignition of the conflict between Romanian and Ukrainian 
Bolsheviks over the issue of who should be in charge of 
Bessarabian’s problems), forcing a personal intervention of 

Mikhail Frunze to Stalin in order to bring the project back on 
track. On 29th July 1924 the Moscow Political Bureau trusted 
Mikhail Frunze with the mission of organizing the necessary steps 
to found the Moldavian Tranistrian Republic 30 . In August, the 
Ukrainian communists founded the Organizing Commission for 
the Creation of Moldavian Republic, starting a sudden conflict 
with Ion Dic Dicescu who claimed for himself the initiative of the 
idea, a prolonged conflict over the issue of the official language to 
be used in the new republic: Moldavian or Romanian 31 ? The 
dispute between Romanian and Ukrainian communists was solved 
by the Moscow Political Bureau on 25th September 1924 in the 
favor of the Ukrainians, the Romanian communists being left with 
no influence in the new republic on Dniester32. 

                                                                 
29 Ibidem, doc. 9, 13 
30 Ibidem, doc. 26 
31 Ibidem, doc. 32-36 
32 Ibidem, doc. 41 
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The Soviet military intervention in Tatar Bunar took place 
right between the dispute involving Romanian and Ukrainian 
communists over the founding of the Moldavian Transnistrian 
Republic and the decision of the Political Bureau in Moscow 
which marked the latter’s victory. The top soviet leadership was 
contemplating three ways of dealing with the Bessarabian issue: 
the least favored one considered the eventuality of recognizing the 
union of Bessarabia in exchange of Romanian concessions, being 
supported by the diplomat Maksim Litvinov; a solution projecting 
diplomatic action along traditional Komintern methods of 
propaganda and political agitation (supported by Christian 
Rakovsky and Soviet foreign affairs minister Georgi Chicherin); 
and the plan of Bessarabia’s reconquest by force promoted by 

Kliment Voroshilov and Mikhail Frunze, implemented by the 
terrorist attacks33. The published documents from Soviet archives 
do not reflect the events in Tatar Bunar, which questions the 
intentions and objectives of the organizers. Similar events in Hotin 
or Tighina during preceding years are part of Soviet military 
planning in Ukraine, but the documentary references on the attack 
in Tatar Bunar appear only after the events34. The organization and 
launch of events seem to have been secret for the communist elite 
involved in the region, as confessed by Elek Köblös:  

“With Tatar Bunar we had no connection. It was a surprise for us. 

Not even the comrades in Kishinev knew about it. After we 
published a call fo r Tatar Bunar in three languages”

35.  

(Eventually the Soviets would mount an aggressive propaganda 
concerning the failed attack in Tatar Bunar as will be shown, but 

                                                                 
33  Wim P. Van  Meurs, The Bessarabian Question in Communist 
Historiography, Columbia University Press, New York, 1994, p. 74 
34 Larry Watts, op. cit., p. 91 
35 Pavel Moraru, Serviciile secrete și Basarabia..., p. 232 
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the Soviet historiography maintains up to today that the lack of 
published documents to certify the organization of the attack by 
Soviet structures would be a proof that the events in Southern 
Bessarabia in September 1924 were an authentic revolt of the 
population36. This thesis is contradicted by the premeditation of the 
attack, its unfolding, and the confessions and proofs presented 
during the following trial.) 

The preparations for an attack in Southern Bessarabia began 
in 1923 under the coordination of a certain Osip Poliakov, a 
fisherman from Vylkovo, who under the nome de guerre I. PLatov 
called himself “commander of Southern Bessarabia”. Poliakov 

smuggled repeatedly at the end of 1923 and beginning of 1924 
rifles and ammunition from Soviet Union to the villages on the 
Kilia branch of Danube Delta and in the center of the region, 
building up a few weapons caches entrusted to local Bolshevik 
groups, led by individuals infiltrated from Soviet Union, directly 
over the Dniester or via ships sailing from the Bulgarian port of 
Varna37. Osip Poliakov found himself in Odessa during the attack 
on Tatar Bunar (11-18th September 1924), which indicates that 
even if the event was organized by the Soviets, it did not have their 
approval to start at that specific moment.  

The violent events started with the attack on Nikolaevka 
village during a market day, on 11th September 1924: a group of 
the clandestine structure built by Poliakov in the region, led by a 
certain Ivan Bejanovici aka Koltsov (infiltrated from the Soviet 
Union) assassinated the mayor alongwith two gendarmes and a 

                                                                 
36  ***, Istoria Moldovei, Asociația Istoricilor și Politologilor Pro-
Moldova, Chișinău, 2016, p. 83-88 
37 Gheorghe Tătărescu, Internaționala a III-a și Basarabia, în Gheorghe 

I. Brătianu, Basarabia – drepturi naționale și istorice, Ed itura Semne, 

București, 1995, p. 109-112 
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villager, setting the mayor’s office on fire. The attackers 
announced the witnesses that the Bolshevik revolution had just 
started in Bessarabia and they will be freed by the Red Army, 
asking the locals to organize a village Soviet. Koltsov’s group 

robbed some clients of the market in Nikolaevka and then left the 
village with a few carts laden with different goods. Romanian 
authorities’ intervention during the next days led to the arrest of 
many members of Poliakov’s networ

38. This development worried 
Andrei Kliushnikov alias Nenin, Poliakov’s second in command, 
who asked for a meeting of the leaders of the Bolshevik network in 
Tatar Bunar on 15th September. Weapons and ammunitions were 
brought here from the caches in the neighboring villages, and on 
16th September, under Kliushnikov orders, the local Bolsheviks 
took over the town of Tatar Bunar: after a short fight in the center 
of the city with the gendarmes (two of them being killed along 
with their commander) the attackers proclaimed the installment of 
Soviet power, waiting for the arrival of the Red Army. The 
attackers in Tatar Bunar were joined by those from the Bolshevik 
cells in villages Cișmea, Nerușai și Galilești.  

After establishing control in Tatar Bunar, the attackers split 
in two columns of approximately 100 fighters each: first towards 
north-east with the intention of occupying the port-city Cetatea 
Albă, the second towards Vylkovo on Chilia branch (both points 

with possibilities of receiving waterborne support from Soviet 
Union). The first column was stopped by a platoon of the 35th 
Infantry Regiment stationed in Cetatea Albă, the second was 

disarmed by the military sailors of the Romanian Navy. The town 
of Tatar Bunar was surrounded by Romanian troops on 17th 
September, and the next day the attackers retreated towards the 
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Black Sea, most probably with the intention of escaping in the 
Soviet Union by the sea, but again were surrounded by Romanian 
troops. During this last stand Andrei Kliushnikov was shot39. The 
disorders started on 11th September and were quelled by 19th 
September. On the body of Kliushnikov was found a photograph 
of him together with two other comrades who took part in the 
attack on Tatar Bunar, with the message “Odessa, 31

st June 1924. 
In the memory of the past and with the hope of the future world 
conflagration, that is the Soviet Moldavian Republic”. It is worth 

mentioning that one of the slogans imposed by the attackers in the 
controlled villages was “Long live the Soviet Moldavian 
Republic!” 

The attack on Tatar Bunar seems to have been a clandestine 
operation prepared by agents of the Soviet military (by smuggling 
weapons and ammunition and recruiting a support network of 
locals) with the objective of eliminating the Romanian 
administration and police forces in preparation of a Red Army 
invasion; the final scope being that of imposing a Soviet 
Moldavian Republic with access to the Danube Delta and Black 
Sea. The preparations for this operation should be seen in 
conjunction with the political arrangements for the foundations of 
a Moldavian republic (re-started by Mikhail Frunze, the 
commander of Soviet military in Ukraine). The fact that the events 
started without the coordinator of the operation Poliakov who was 
in Odessa and the surprise among the Soviet elite pleads for an 
onset of the attack without a specific order. The events in 
Nikolaevka are very similar to a common market robbery in the 
name of Soviet revolution, but the following arrests made the local 
leaders of the clandestine network to decide on their own the 
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commencement of the operation, hoping to be rescued by an 
intervention of the Red Army. The rapid reaction of the Romanian 
Army and the restoration of authority in the affected villages made 
unfeasible any external intervention to support the attackers. 
Basically it was a clandestine operation out of control before a 
political decision was made to coordinate all the efforts in play.  

It is not clear the final tally of victims, but it is in the order 
of tens for both parties in conflict, the number of 3.000 deaths 
promoted by the Soviet historiography being a blatant fabulation. 

Following the events in Tatar Bunar, 489 locals were 
arrested, 287 of them being sent to stand trial in Kishinev (Soviet 
propaganda used the expression “The Trial of the 500”, a number 

totally ignoring the reality). The Kishinev trial took place during 
1925 and was an opportunity for a virulent Soviet propaganda set 
in motion by Moscow against Romania – if the military 
clandestine operation failed, they tried to recover what was 
possible. The audiences for this propaganda were the countries of 
Western Europe (mainly France and Germany), along the 
traditional Komintern lines: public conferences, brochures, open 
letters published by partner newspaper bearing signatures of public 
personalities. The events in Tatar Bunar were as a revolt of 
oppressed villagers under the yoke of a bloody Romanian 
oligarchy, the main idea being to represent Romania as a 
tyrannical state ignoring the rights of national minorities. A special 
resonance in the Western mass-media of the time had the open 
letter in support of the Tatar Bunar revolt signed by names as 
Albert Einstein, Romain Roland, Henri Barbusse, Andre Gide, 
Panait Istrati etc. The mass media campaign promoting the 
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“victims from Tatar Bunar” was supported in Bucharest by 

newspapers as Adevărul and Facla, both subsidized by Moscow
40. 

The attacks in Tatar Bunar delayed the official founding of a 
Soviet Moldavian Republic until 11th October 1924, when the 
Council of Peoples Commissioners in Soviet Ukraine decided to 
create the Soviet Socialist Autonomous Moldavian Republic 
(RASSM) on the left bank of Dniester. While the eastern frontiers 
of this new republic were precisely defined, the western border had 
an ambiguous formula “the state frontier of the Soviet Union”. 

Only that the Soviet Union had no defined border in this western 
region, lacking a treaty with Romania – meaning that in the future 
RASSM intended to extend towards west41. This was confirmed by 
the article that announced the foundation of the new republic in 
Pravda on 18th October:  

“A large part of Moldavian workers and peasants still are under 
the yoke of Romanian bojars who occupied Bessarabia (…) the 

workers and peasants confirmed that Bessarabia is part  of the 
Soviet Socialist Autonomous Moldavian Republic”.  

The events around Bessarabia had far away effects: after the 
closure of negotiations in Vienna, the Soviet ambassador in China, 
Lev Karakhan (who was previously involved in discussions with 
Romania) asked Japanese ambassador Kenkichi Yoshizawa to start 
secret talks on the Bessarabian issue. Karakhan concluded with 
Yoshizawa a secret agreement stipulating that Soviet Union and 
Japan would not enter in any treaty that could affect the 
sovereignty of any of the parties – a diplomatic formula for the 
Japanese commitment not to ratify the Bessarabia Treaty from 
1920. Soviet-Japanese negotiations started on 16th April 1924 
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reached in 1925 to a formula through which Japan pledged not to 
ratify the Bessarabia Treaty as long as this was not ratified by all 
European powers (after the treaty was ratified by Great Britain in 
1922 and France in 1924, Italy was postponing the ratification). 
Thus Japan tried to move back to Europe the responsibility for a 
European issue. This stipulation was included in a secret annex to 
the Soviet-Japanese convention signed on 25th January 1925. 
Moscow sought to ensure that Bessarabia Treaty would never enter 
into force42. 

At the beginning of 1925 in Moscow was published the 
brochure “Romania and Bessarabia. Seven years after the 
annexation of Bessarabia”, signed by Christian Rakovsky. This is 

the first Soviet publication to give an articulated position on the 
history and political conditions in Bessarabia, almost at the same 
time with the foundation of the spring-board state RASSM on the 
left bank of Dniester. Christian Rakovsky wanted to give an 
answer to Nicolae Titulescu, after the Romanian diplomat 
published an article in the British media remembering the fact that 
Rakovsky himself condemned in 1912 the annexation of 
Bessarabia by the Russian Empire. Rakovsky’s answer is that in 

1912 he had a position from the point of view of the class-struggle 
and uses this dispute to state the first principles of Soviet 
Moldovenism. For Rakovsky Bessarabia had a multi-ethnic 
population, different from the Romanian population after one 
century in the Russian Empire. According to Rakovsky, Romania 
could not have a historically justifiable pretense over Bessarabia, 
since Romania itself appeared only after the annexation of this 
province by the Russian Empire. The union of Bessarabia with 
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Romania in 1918 was carried under the threat of Romanian Army 
by counter-revolutionaries in Kishinev. Basically, Rakovsky 
distilled the myths and fundamental arguments of Soviet 
Modovenism immediately after the foundation of RASSM43. 

The failure of Tatar Bunar attacks in September 1924 
marked a change in the strategy of Soviet Union towards Romania 
referring to the Bessarabian issue. The Soviets discarded the tactics 
of terrorist attacks in the region, preferring to create intelligence 
and propaganda networks. On national level, the Soviet Union 
founded the RASSM on the left bank of Dniester, with the 
objective of including Bessarabia between Prut and Dniester in this 
new republic, through unification, not by annexation. One 
consequence was the creation of a Moldavian identity separated 
from the Romanian identity, the exclusion of Romanians in 
Komintern from any structure dealing with the new Moldavian 
republic. On a diplomatic level the Soviet Union gave up the 
negotiations with Romania that intended to solve the Bessarabian 
dispute on the basis of mutual concessions and preferred to wait on 
the long term for a favorable opportunity, in the meantime 
launching an active propaganda in Western Europe, trying to 
impose the idea that Bessarabia was illegally annexed by Romania 
and subjected to a regime of exploitation and breach of human 
rights. At the same time, the Soviet Union had a secret agreement 
with Japan to obstruct the possible entry into force of the 
Bessarabia Treaty of 1920 thus blocking the international 
recognition of the union of Bessarabia with Romania.  

The complex actions on multiple levels of the Soviet Union 
had long lasting effects: beginning with the re-annexation of 
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Bessarabia in 1940 to maintaining of the myths on the history of 
this province and the artificial construct of the Moldavian identity. 
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THE BRIGHT AND BRAVE NEW WORLD 
Mihail Ungheanu44 

 

ABSTRACT 
The modern world presents itself as the epitome of reason and freedom, as a 
place and time wherein man becomes himself and can after a long history 
become what he seeks to be. The modern world produces a new kind of man 
who wants to free himself from any kind of eternal determination and wants 
to build his future on scientific knowledge and a scientific view of society 
and reality. This spiritual outlook is not new and it has been captured in some 
remarkable literary works like A Brave New World. But this so-called 
freedom is not freedom at all but a new subservience to a system that is less 
human than all previous. It is the technological system, as the French 
sociologist Jacques Ellul put it. This system doesn’t emancipate man from 

nature or self. It is just another illusion that can lead to the destruction of 
mankind. The forces behind it are not the search for truth, but the forces of 
desire and conquering the whole world and universe and make it subservient 
to human whims and wishes . 

Keywords :  freedom, man, society, progress, modernity, Ellu l 

INTRODUCTION 
The world we live in is not the world in which most of 

humanity had and has been living for thousands of years. The present-
day world is a world that calls itself (post)modern, a world that had 
scut off its bonds with the past, and pretends it can build a magnificent 
new future. The modern world had consciously cut the ties with the 
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traditional world-views that are regarded as old, as inimical to man. 
Modernity has its spiritual or noological profile that can be analyzed 
and exposed for what it is in reality. What means to be modern is 
expressed by the American theologian Michael Gillespie:  

“To be modern means to be new, to be an unprecedented event in 
the flow of t ime, something different than anything that has come 
before, a novel way  of being in the world, u ltimately not as a form 
of being, but a form of becoming. To understand oneself as new is 
also to understand oneself as self-orig inating, as free and creative 
in a radical sense, not merely as determined by a tradit ion or 
governed by fate or providence. To be modern is to be self-
liberat ing and self-making, and thus not merely to be in h istory but 
to make history”.

45 

THE  SPIRITUAL OUTLOOK OF MODERNITY 
A spiritual outlook of a society, of a culture, can be found in 

what Jacques Ellul called common places46. Every civilization and 
every historical time have their commonplaces47 , that express the 
point of view and unconscious ideas, feelings, images, etc. that 
underpin the life and thinking of the people of that respective age and 
civilization. The common places are a kind of holdover of a passed 
age – most of the time, they are the spoors that stay behind. The 
french sociologist compares them to the bones that remain after a man 
is dead, or with the findings of the archeologist. The common places 
bore witness of a certain time and place, and they are expressions of 
the worldview or worldviews that had animated the life of a certain 
society. The common places might be holdovers that become visible 
only after the spiritual outlook they express is gone, but they can be 
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analyzed in the times when that spiritual outlook is not completely 
gone and the new phase has not arisen yet. Like the bones and 
skeleton left behind by the past civilizations, the common places seem 
to be sterile48 . Whatever we know about the Middle Ages or the 
bourgeoisie, is known thanks to the efforts of historians, but the 
results of these historians are common places. The knowledge of the 
common places is akin to the analysis of what humans left behind 
after they eat or of blood analysis. The common places contain the 
choices people have made once, what preferences they had, etc.49 

“Le lieux communes sont effectivent le  sous -produits des valeurs 
qu’ne société prétend se donner pour vivre, des idées et des 

philosophies dans lesquelles elle s’incarne, de l’éducation et de 

l’instruction qu’elle répand. Ils sont la  forme intellectuelle, au 

niveau de l’uomo qualunque, des activités qu’elle juge 

essentielles, à quoi elle contraint le citoyen et le travalieur; il faut  
bien que «ça sorte» d’une façon ou d’une autre.”

50 

The people caught up in their activities won’t express what 

they do in a philosophical language, but in what is called a 
commonplace. The common places are the intersection points of 
philosophy, ideology, of religious ideas, and also of the real and 
particular activities through which one earns his life, defends it, etc. 
The common places contain the intellectual and spiritual food of a 
society, the material and economical ones, the spoors of political and 
technical achievements, the illusions and ideals that have fed a 
particular society, etc. These commonplaces contain also what was 
toxic in the age the represent, what was dangerous, what poisoned the 
whole social and spiritual make-up of that society. The 
commonplaces of the modern bourgeoisie society contain also the 
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seeds of the disease that killed or might have killed her. They still 
exist, since the present-day society is the product of the bourgeoisie, 
even if, in Ellul’s terms, the bourgeoisie as a class has vanished. 
Nevertheless, the spiritual outlook of the bourgeoisie is the spiritual 
look of present-day society, which lives, thinks, feels, and breathes 
just like the old bourgeois and entertains the same ideas and values. 
Comfort is one of those ideals. Welfare is another expression thereof. 
And another idea or commonplace that is inherited by modernity in its 
post-modern occurrence is the idea of being a master and proprietor of 
nature, both the exterior one and the inner one. Man is thought to be a 
self-proprietor. He owns himself, not God as it was considered in 
medieval times. My body belongs to me; hence one can make 
whatever she or he wants with it. Though the commonplaces might pe 
uttered and expressed by the upper class, they express the attitude of 
the social whole.  The upper class knows itself better than anyone else 
in society, she expresses herself and his fears or certitudes, with the 
help – today – modern mass-media. They contain the collective 
beliefs not only of the upper class but of the whole society. Collective 
illusion, false representation of the enemy, the exaltation of the ideals 
that a people and society have accepted. The common places function 
like a kind of archetype and when they are active they are not under 
scrutiny or can’t be put under critical scrutiny.  

“Le lieu commun est vraiment commun parce qu’i ne supporte 

acune discussion des base.”
51 

The commonplace or the common places build up the 
unconscious structure of meaning that makes it possible that two people 
from the same age or society can have a meaningful discussion be it 
about politics or civilization. In other terms, they function as paradigms. 
They set the rules that establish how a game is being played; they 
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cannot be discussed while the game is played.  The common places 
imply that there is a unanimous agreement about something52 . If 
seemingly different people say a liberal or a Marxist, a capitalist or a 
socialist/ a worker are agreeing upon some subjects, then this is a sign 
that those subject-matters are common places and can’t be criticized or 

can’t be taken for serious scrutiny
53. The common places thus work the 

unconscious dogmas, and they can be propagated and instilled in the 
population or a part of the population employing propaganda. The 
common places, that work most of the time unconscious, express the 
necessary values for the existence of society and the justifications that 
are used by social groups to legitimize what they are doing or saying. 
Those values and justificatory reasons are valid for everyone in that 
society. Sie sind gültig und bindend für alle. The way Marxism or 
Marxist accounts for these commonplaces, or representation is not 
correct, even if those common representations are first uttered by the 
upper class. They are not propagated from the upper class. There is an 
inherent adhesion from all the classes to these common places. These 
commonplaces or their off-shots are working even today, the idea of 
progress and technical progress are no really under critical scrutiny and 
discussion. The common places and the off-hots thereof that are still 
guiding the now present stage of modernity have their origins in the 
technical medium, in the workings of what might be called a 
technocracy. They have impregnated the way people think and feel, 
first the western world, and have created a society that becomes more 
and more totalitarian despite the claims that the world or at least a part 
of the world to become more and more democratic. The acceptance of 
these common places had made it possible that the world and human 
societies go into one direction. It is a unitary direction that goes behind 
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differences and discrepancies. Everyone, from different societies, be it 
capitalist or socialist, expresses themselves in the same way, and use the 
same justifications, and secretly the same values. Everyone wants to 
progress, comfort, technical development, etc54.  Of course, the most of 
the people do not get the most elaborate expressions of these 
commonplaces, theories, explanations, etc. Through propaganda, they 
get only a much-simplified version thereof, which can be reduced to 
some formulas. Most of the abstract thought that is used to build the 
complex of ideas expressed therein come to the people in a vulgar and 
material way. One example used by Ellul to illustrate this point is 
marxism (in 1966, when the first edition of Exégès des nouveaux lieux 

communs). Marxist values had become common even to people from 
the right, values like the direction of History, its place, and values, the 
role of social security, etc. No one held then the values from the right 
from 1900. The way history was conceived was also marxist. It is 
progressive and all the facts that contradict this way of history were 
seen as a holdover from the past and therefore not taken into account as 
evidence of the falsehood of the progressive way of viewing history. 
Another commonplace that is very active is the one about happiness. 
Happiness is understood in modern terms as a subjective and sensual 
fulfillment of someone’s life. Follow the course of history, or we have 
to be honest toward ourselves, or nobody can help, or everything is 
politics, make free space for the young people, etc are catchphrases that 
exemplify common places. The idea of following the course of history 
or History is a confession of faith just like another commonplace that is 
the idea of progress, of unlimited technical progress. To these 
confessions of faith comes also the belief that, through his actions, man 
can become happy and master the world and may of time and space 
themselves. Another idea that is deeply entrenched in the minds and 
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souls of modern-day humanity is the idea that through politics 
everything can be solved. The state (or a corporation that takes the role 
of the state) is thought of as being the agent through which progress and 
betterment of human condition must take place. The idea of the nanny 
state, basically the new totalitarian politics that takes hold over Western 
Europe, which might express itself in the imposition of gender 
ideology, is a consequence of the points of view contained by the 
modern commonplaces and the domination of the technological way of 
thinking. Another trope is the assertion that the modern man has 
reached adulthood because he got rid of superstition, religion, the belief 
in God. One has to see how many people believe in horoscope, or how 
many become members of different sects, or to scrutinize the modern 
atheistic religions of communism, nazism and the whole trope of man 
reaching adulthood goes out through the windows. Despite these 
commonplaces, despite the idea that man has reached adulthood and is 
no more under the tutelage of God, the condition of man is not that of 
an adult. Man has entered a post-Christian age or worse an age that 
intends to promote post-humanism using transhumanist, through 
technical and ideological means. The present-day society is not 
secularized. It has embraced another type of sacred which deifies man 
and hist pragmatic reason. It is the world of le système technicen. The 
world of technology. The expansion and the transformation of the 
world take place under the banner of the general interest or of progress. 
Nothing should stop it; whoever disagrees with it has to be eliminated 
or must undergo brainwashing, propaganda. The new sacred that exists 
is what Ellul calls la technique. And the objects produced by this 
systematical activity, the technical object are the new objects of the new 
religious feeling55. Consumption is how these new sort of-being-in -the-
world expresses itself; the emprise that consumption has over mankind 
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now is not just caused by the need of profit the govern the capitalistic 
endeavors of today by making every product obsolete so that the 
consumer has to buy a new one. The need comes from the secret soul of 
this way of life, the technical system, and its permanent growth and 
expansion that requires the development of newer and more powerful 
technical means for its own sake. 

The sacred as Jacques Ellul conceives of is not something 
given objectively in the world by the manifestation of numinous 
power. The sacred contains in itself everything that can save or 
destroy mankind. It must be so, otherwise, there will no longer be 
order, limits, justification. The sacred (which for the French author 
can’t be taken as being synonymous with the holy) is something 

that man establishes whereby the meaning, the order, and the limits 
are projected upon such phenomena as lightning, or tempest, etc56. 
It must be so otherwise the life of man would not make sense. This 
happens because humankind has known that it can’t justify itself, 
that it can’t affirm that it is right in what it does.  By establishing 

the sacred – that contain power man couldn’t achieve or take 

control of – man establish order, a kind of map which enables him 
to live and survive in the fallen world57.  

“On est toujours saisi par le caractère restrictif du sacré, imposant 

tabous, limites, prescriptions, mais en réalité l’institution du sacré 

est l’affirmation par l’homme d’un ordre du monde qu’il connaît, 

qu’il désigne et qu’il nomme. Le sacré, c’est pour l’homme la 
garantie qu’il n’est pas jeté dans un espace incohérent, dans un 

temps illimité.”
58 

The idea that we have no freedom when there are such and 
such restrictions upon an action that someone wants to undertake is 
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false because those supposed restrictions could be very well the 
condition of possibility for action59.  

“Pouvoir faire « n’importe quoi », ce qui «me passe par le tête », 

n’est pas vivable. Je ne puis être que dans un certain ordre, et ma 

liberté n’existe que si elle joue dans un certain ordre. Le sacré, 

c’est l’ordre du monde. […] Mais il faut préciser : grâce au sacré 

l’homme possède un certain nombre de repères, il sait oui lui -
même se situe, il économise d’avoir à prendre sans cesse des 

décisions épuisantes.”
60 

The sacred helps us to build a kind of existential map for living 
in the world.  It is a guide that models the world and makes possible 
an orientation. Jacques Ellul considers that there is no such thing as 
sacred per se (God doesn’t fit in this category for him), and results 

from the unconscious projections of values onto the world. It is not an 
objective map of the world, but neither is the science that seems to 
attract the same sort of sacrality that once was projected upon some 
parts of the world. What science and technology can warrant is 
efficacity. Science guarantees also an order in the world, and also an 
order of action. Also, another purpose of the sacred is to integrate the 
individual into the group. The sacred exists and works only if it is 
lived on the level of a group61. Moreover, the sacred makes it possible 
that such a thing as a group exists. A real group can exist only if there 
is a reference to something that transcends it. A group, or a nation-or 
society – can’t be built based on the individual will

62. The constitution 
of a group is possible because there is or was a motive/a reason 
beyond reason that exerts a kind of fascination on the future members 
of the group. If the modern man is an individualist, if individualism 
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has extended itself, is possible only because there are institution and 
bond that hold the group together. And these bonds are not created by 
contract or by pursuing one’s best interest. This transcendent reason 

or experience is present in the communal life of a group, though 
seldom in an expressed and strong form. And very rarely. The 
integration of the individual into the group is made possible only by 
the sacred. Only the sacred can bring harmony between an individual 
and the group63. The sacred offers justification for the existence of the 
group and to the individual, and what is called morals is just a poor 
substitute for it. But a sacred order can be desacralized and replaced 
by another sacred order. The sacred order always implies a totality 
and also a person in which will be incarnated. Nothing sacred in such 
societies could be put under critical examination. Almost like the case 
of the common places and the ideas and feel they express.  

With the continuous development of technical means, the 
primal sacred order starts to unravel. With the technical progress, man 
starts to impose his order upon the world.  Only an exterior 
movement, an exterior group can normally endanger the sacred order 
of a tribe, a society. A radical will to desacralization must be present 
and must be active. In the western world, only Christianity and 
Reform are the movements that entailed such a will64. Christianity 
accomplished such a feat destroying the pagan sacred and also the 
conception of sacralized power. After the Christianisation of the 
Roman Empire and Europe, another process took place. The new 
order becomes sacred. In Ellul’s eyes, Christianity had become what it 

was supposed not to be, namely a religion. IHWH is a God that frees 
people, and because He came in history in the second person of the 
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Trinity, there was no need for an ecclesiastical institution65. There is, 
in his view, no place for the sacred in the biblical revelation. So, a 
desacralization is followed by another sacralization, and the process 
goes on. The Reformation is also understood in this frame. It attacks 
the sacred of the Church and then becomes sacred itself (without the 
institution of the Church there would be no Bible, the Bible in itself 
does not contain the list of the canonical books). The Bible becomes 
sacred, or worse it becomes an idol. Somehow it got forgotten that 
Saint Paul clearly states that the living Church is „the pillar and the 

ground of the truth” (1 Tm 3, 15-16; also the apostle states in 2 Th 2, 
15-16: „Therefore, brethren, stand fast and hold the traditions which 

you were taught, whether by word or our epistle” (which by itself it 

refutes Sola Scriptura). The sacred absorbs the power that 
desacralizes it.  

This dialectic is always at work. And the modern or 
postmodern worlds have their own sacred. This new sacred can be 
called in Ellul’s vie efficiency, or le systeme technicen, or even the 
sacred of the individual since the humanity of man is being reduced to 
its capacity to choose and to exercise this power. It is sacred of power. 
From the technological standpoint religion, even philosophy is utterly 
inefficient. The dawning of efficiency as a supreme value can be 
traced to the late Middle Ages. Modernity has theological origins as 
some authors had already pointed out66 . The science and its new 
underlying philosophy had only one purpose: to gather knowledge 
that enables mankind to take control and possession of the entire 
world to fulfill its wishes. Science has proven invaluable to this cause 
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and had yielded results in every domain that she annexed. Through 
causal reasoning and experimenting, science and technology have 
proven their value for mankind. The whole political and social life 
would change, and human motivation and actions have come to be 
seen as being egoistical and oriented only in the direction of some 
advantage or profit for oneself; also, good and bad have become 
redefined in pleasure terms, the ethics or morals being purely 
hedonistic. Truth is seen more and more in pragmatic terms, and 
whatever didn’t fit the bill, would be considered non-truth, myth or 
lie. The age of religions and myths started to be considered as the age 
of infancy for mankind67. The results of the science and its application 
had and have the advantage that they could be seen or directly felt. It 
seemed that there was no stop to material progress. And a new type of 
man came to the fore and also a new type of society. This new type of 
society and the type of order she is trying to bring about differ 
essentially from the most type of order human societies have known. 
The society and humankind do not recognize anymore the 
transcendent order that surrounds and encompasses them but seek to 
become the maker of a new order and a new kind of being. Man is no 
longer the member of a society and a group that transcends him, but 
creates his place and creates his surrounding, social or whatever. The 
new order, that expresses itself in an increasingly subjective right, 
does not impose duties upon its members. They have only rights, and 
duties are, if they subsist at all, consequences of these rights. Society 
and stat are seen now increasingly as the product of a conscient 
decision, of a contract of a compact and have no other purpose other 
than protecting the so-called negative freedom and the uses of one’s 

commodities and proprieties. This change didn’t happen everywhere 

with the same momentum. The most advanced countries on this path 
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were the Germanic states of England and Holland, and also Italy that 
had given an expression of the new type of human personality in the 
work of Machiavelli – The Prince. One of the main points made by 
the Italian author is that political reflection should have a starting 
point the human beings as they are, not as they should be.  The Prince, 
the way it should behave, self-interested, and by instilling fear in 
others, by double-crossing other people becomes the model for the 
future individual. France and Spain would join the club much later. 
This signals a deep change in the self-understanding of man, which – 
even the existence of God and a kind of supernatural purpose for man 
is not denied – affirms that good and evil are to but conceived in 
terms of pleasure and that happiness or felicity implies also a 
subjective understanding thereof. Morals become the art of being 
happy, and human behavior is to be seen as being driven solely by 
promoting one’s interest and advantage. The behavior of man 
becomes strategic and can be seen as a particular case of commerce 
between one’s self and other-selves.  As the states and ruler of states 
have accepted more or less officially the idea of the reason of state – 
la raison de ètat – as a sine qua non of political existence, this would 
be later be reflected even in the existence of particular persons. It 
worked like a blueprint for the existence of everyone, powerful people 
or less, and has led to the idea that the common interest of a nation or 
the state is just a composition of particular interest. Society does not 
transcend and predates individuals. And if the particular interest of the 
prince could be affirmed as being the interest of the state, then 
interested self-centered behavior, egotistical or plain selfish tend to 
become the norm for modernity. Since in the name of the raison de 
état every rule moral or otherwise could be transgressed, it becomes 
transparent that every moral rule can be transgressed in the name of 
the little raison de état – the particular self; of course, only really 
wealthy and powerful people had the chance to apply this view in 
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their existence. The reason for doing so is of course called necessity 
or state of exception. One can argue that the extension of own’s 

power, that acquiring an advantage is an imperative of own’ existence 

since one has the right to preserve his existence. This view will also 
affirm that there is neither real altruism nor disinterested action. 
Virtues are but hidden vices, masks of self-seeking selfishness. When 
a society indoctrinates its member to think, feel, and act after such a 
principle will no longer be able to understand someone or another 
society that doesn’t work based on these amoral principles. 

Machiavelli intended – through his work - to make possible to build 
or educate statesmen as efficient persons  who function in a history 
defined in physical terms as conflict or equilibrium of forces. The 
prince embeds a power, an endangered power, and not a value. From 
now on, there is a shifting from an état policée, that is from a stat that 
should express the best order or a transcendent order to a state that is 
run by politics, that is by a type of strategical, realistic and efficient 
action which purpose is of acquiring, maintaining and extending 
power, expressing an offensive attitude68. This strategy directed not 
only the behavior of powerful people but also every individual69 . 
What matter now is not embedding of transcendent principles, but of 
getting a practical result. Machiavelli makes use of the original sense 
of virtues, stemming from virtus which denoted a physical sort of 
strength that now is used to master Fortuna. Hence, virtue means the 
force of self-assertion and the power to control and of imposing one’s 

will upon others, but also on nature and the way things take place. 
The view that from now on will take hold over western society 

and by its expansion on the globe is an individualistic, utilitarian and 
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pragmatic one. The moment that made it possible that such a 
transformation took place started with the inversion of the relationship 
pertaining between mankind and the physical and metaphysical 
dimensions of reality. The dominant classes – die Führungsschichten – 
started to give up the notion of attaining wisdom, redemption, 
integration with the transcendent order, etc70 .  Most of society will 
reorient itself accordingly. In France, around 1598 the Church had 
given up its control over the state to the civil power, and later in the 
seventeenth hundred, the cardinal of Richelieu chooses to ally France 
with protestant power against Spain, a Catholic power. The state will 
define now its objectives in the function of its interests and necessities, 
not on spiritual and moral grounds. The civilian administration, that 
becomes the state, functions now independently from the spiritual 
power. Its development was called forth by different necessities like the 
need for many because of war, the need of a financial system, of fiscal 
administration, of and an administration that had to control a space 
much larger as the distances existing in a region, or much larger than 
the great proprieties of feudal lords, the need of enforcing border 
controls, to control taxation, etc. And another development that 
parallels one of the states is the apparition of the individual in the 
modern state 71 . And as the state had been emancipated from the 
dominion of the spiritual power, the individual is bound to do the same. 

SHORT CONCLUSION 
Even truth becomes pragmatic and, more important, subjective. 

Science and study exist to provide means by which man conquers 
nature, changes the condition of society, and also becomes the lord of 
nature. All this to satisfy his needs, wishes, the strong desire, and the 
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lust for unlimited power. Changing only the external circumstances and 
order of nature is just only the beginning; it seems not to be sufficient 
for man’s quest for power and for satisfying his ambitions. His efforts 

will go into the direction of modifying not only his living conditions but 
his nature. The transhumanist ideals, the idea that man becomes God 
with the help of technological development are deeply rooted in this 
view of things. This point of view is embodied and made effective in 
the technological system, which in Ellul’s view, increasingly takes over 

human and natural existence and reforms it. Only efficacy counts and, 
of course, the fulfillment of one’s desires. This is what he calls the 

bourgeoise ideals that have survived and have spread to all classes and 
all people in the world. No one dares to question the premises, the ideas 
on which modernity is built. All this is being made, as Ellul analysed in 
his Le nouveaux lieu communs, in the name of general interest and the 
betterment of humanity. Or in name in stoping something bad to 
happen, like a so-called pandemic. 
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NEGOTIATED BORDERS. THE ROMANIAN KINGDOM, 

ALBANIA AND THE AROMANIAN CAUSE 
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ABSTRACT 
The major object ive of the Romanian dip lomacy in London was 
represented by the support of an Albanian state within whose borders as 
many Aromanians as possible would be included. For Romania, the 
possible Swiss model to be applied in Macedonia, especially as long as 
there was a symbolic Ottoman tutelage over the area, was illusory after 
the events of 1912. The only solution considered to be viable for the fate 
of the Aromanian population was the integration in an A lbanian state as 
wide as possible, where the Aromanians would have a significant role, 
and their protective state, in this case Romania, to be able to have a major 
influence. Moreover, this influence did not have an undermining 
character for the young state, but on the contrary, one that could have 
strengthened the new state entity. 

Keywords : Romania, Albania, Greece, Balkan Romanians, London 
Conference.   

The outbreak of the Balkan conflict, first in Albania and 
then widespread throughout the region, put Romania in a 
difficult position in terms of its power to influence the 
preservation of identity for Aromanians. Much of the 
geographical area occupied by the Aromanians came under 
Greek occupation, and risked remaining permanently within the 
Greek borders, after the establishment and the international 
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recognition of the new borders. Several voices of some first-rate 
Romanian personalities were sharp about the possibility of 
Greece taking over the areas with a compact Aromanian 
population. In what concerns Constantin Burileanu, Romania's 
future consul in Ianina, the events taking place in the Balkans 
made him declare in November 1912 that at a future European 
congress Romanian diplomacy will have to oppose with all its 
might the realization of the Greek-Slavic plan to divide 
Macedonia and Pindus. Otherwise, Burileanu sharply stated: 
“we can burry the Romanianism in the Balkans”.

 73  For the 
political officials in Bucharest, the order of priorities as it 
appears in a memorandum sent to the representatives of the six 
Great Powers in London was expressed as follows : “It was first 
the future fate of the “Romanians” in Turkey, so named under 
Article 4 of the Treaty of Berlin, also called Macedo-
Romanians and Koutsovlachs, themselves sheltered by Article 
23 and now destined to pass under another domination. 
Although the Sublime Porte never resorted to the opinion of the 
European commission provided for in Article 23, the 
Romanians in Turkey actually enjoyed, under the Ottoman 
regime, some protection of the administration. Their distinct 
communities were officially recognized, their churches and 
schools were maintained with the knowledge of the Sublime 
Porte from the Romanian State budget. Since 1864, but 
especially since its independence, Romania had made, year after 
year, great sacrifices for its fellow citizens in Turkey and the 
Romanian budget for the current year of 1/14 April 1912, 
provided in Article 13 the amount of subsidies granted to 
Romanian schools and churches in Turkey”.

 74  
As the status quo had been definitively destroyed and 

new border limits were imminent, King Carol requested that 
Romania be invited to the Peace Conference. The Austro-
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Hungarian Foreign Minister Berchtold assured the king on 
October 31st : “that the Imperial and Royal government would 
take a benevolent position on a request in this regard; even a 
few days earlier he had shown Berlin that he considered not 
only free development of Albania, but also the satisfaction of 
Romania's justified desires as being in the vital interest of the 
Monarchy”

 75. 
Just a few days before the start of the London 

Conference, Titu Maiorescu sent a telegram to the Romanian 
minister in the British capital advising him that, in case 
Romania were to attend the next meeting (Germany and 
Austria-Hungary requested that Romania participated, together 
with Italy, which “supported the demand”), to defend “above all 
the interests of the Aromanians. In this sense, it can mean an 
autonomous Macedonia and Albania, possibly a large Albania. 
In your negotiations you will insist that the Balkan states, and 
especially Greece, to respect the schools and churches of the 
Aromanians and not hinder in any way the establishment of 
their episcopate ..... ”.

 76 

ROMANIAN DIPLOMACY AFTER THE BALKAN 

WAR. THE LONDON CONFERENCE 
On December 16th , 1912, peace negotiations began in 

London between the four Balkan states and Turkey, and the 
next day the Conference of Ambassadors of the Great Powers 
opened (Germany, Austria-Hungary, Italy, Russia, France, and 
United Kingdom). A very important goal for Romania at this 
high-level diplomatic meeting was the situation of the territories 
inhabited by the Balkan Romanians. The spectre of the 
integration of these communities within national states in the 
increasingly clear context of the dissolution of the Ottoman 
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state (especially its European possessions) made Bucharest's 
policy makers abandon at the end of 1912 the traditional policy 
of maintaining the status quo in place prior to the outbreak of 
the first Balkan war. The experience gained in the already over 
45 years of direct involvement in supporting the preservation of 
the cultural identity of many compatriots in the Balkans and the 
interaction with the three, namely Serbian, Greek and 
Bulgarian, nation states has determined Romanian diplomacy to 
pursue an alternative considered much more viable for the 
maintenance and protection of the individual identity for the 
Aromanians spread across the Balkans or at least for a part of 
them. The power of an already well-cohesive nation-state, be it 
Bulgarian, Greek or Serbian, and the goals of ethnic 
homogenization pursued by Belgrade, but especially by Athens, 
made the eventuality of founding an Albanian state strongly 
supported by Bucharest. Within this new state, Romania 
militated to be territorially integrated as many of the 
Aromanians as possible, as these were considered to be future 
victims of an assimilation process in case they would have 
remained mainly in the composition of Greece. 

The representative of the Romanian government at the 
London Conference was the Romanian plenipotentiary minister 
in the United Kingdom, Nicolae Mișu, himself with epirote 
origins. 77  Although he was not permanently present at the 
Conference due to the initially agreed format, the Romanian 
diplomat carried out an intense lobbying action with the official 
personalities at the negotiating table. The dignity of being 
Romania’s accredited official in London would have given him 
full freedom of movement, of course in accordance with the 
tasks set by the headquarters of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
in Bucharest. However, it is worth mentioning that the 
Aromanian leaders also had a quasi-official role: George 
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Murnu, Iuliu Valaori and Papahagi, but also the Albanian 
delegates Filip Nogga and Mehmed Bey Konitza. About them, 
Nicolae Mișu confessed that he consulted with them for a long 
time before going to the conference “having been in contact for 
a long time”.

 78 
A first success of the Romanian diplomacy in London 

in the matter of the Balkan Aromanians was the obtaining of 
an official document from Bulgaria 79 on 16/29 January 1913 
by which the latter undertook to allow the autonomy of the 
"Koutsovlachs" schools and churches that would enter its 
territory as well as the creation of an episcopate for 
Aromanians with the permission granted to the Romanian 
government to subsidize the so-called existing cultural 
institutions, but also those that will be established later. 80 
Basically, the act itself was accepted for the first time by one 
of the Balkan states that was to incorporate former Ottoman 
lands until 1912. This came to confirm on the one hand 
Bucharest's interest in protecting the Aromanians, but also the 
recognition of Romania's legitimacy in getting involved 
directly in this Balkan issue accepted as such by Sofia. The 
Bulgarian commitment was the way through which Romania 
would later request during the negotiations in Bucharest in the 
summer of 1913, similar commitments from the other Balkan 
states that became successor entities of the Ottoman Empire 
through the new territories annexed in 1912-1913.  
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The major objective of the Romanian diplomacy in 
London was represented by the support of an Albanian state 
within whose borders as many Aromanians as possible would be 
included. Throughout the diplomatic negotiations, Romania’s 
position remained unchanged, the efforts of the Minister 
Plenipotentiary in London, Nicolae Mişu, being commendable 
in this regard. The campaign to convince the Great Powers of 
the fairness of the Romanian Kingdom's expectations is also 
revealed in the intense diplomatic correspondence or in the 
positions aimed at drawing the attention of the high officials of 
the Great Powers to the Balkan realities. The sustained foreign 
propaganda of Serbia, Bulgaria and last but not least of Greece 
would be formidable obstacles for the Romanian diplomacy, 
which tried to make its point felt especially with its compatriots 
in the disputed regions of the South Balkans. For Romania, the 
possible Swiss model to be applied in Macedonia, especially as 
long as there was a symbolic Ottoman tutelage over the area, 
was illusory after the events of 1912.  

NICOLAE PAPINIU AND THE ROMANIAN PROJECT 

CONCERNING THE ALBANIAN BORDERS 
The only solution considered to be viable for the fate of 

the Aromanian population was, as we have already shown, the 
integration in an Albanian state as wide as possible where the 
Aromanians would have a significant role, and their protective 
state, in this case Romania, to be able to have a major influence. 
Moreover, this influence did not have an undermining character 
for the young state, but on the contrary, one that could have 
strengthened the new state entity. A highly cohesive Albanian 
state would also maintain a balance in the region both internally 
and externally and would operate according to the following 
coordinates: 

a) Internally, in the case of the annexation of most of the 
territories inhabited by Aromanians, it would have 
counterbalanced the Muslim element, because 
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Aromanians together with Christian Albanians, be they 
Catholics or Orthodox, would have determined a 
balanced confessional relationship that would have 
limited or even stopped the tendency to create a quasi-
Muslim state in Europe.  

b) Externally, a Greater Albania encompassing all 
Albanian territories could have created a viable 
Albanian state, which would have eliminated future 
outbreaks of conflict in Albanian areas under Serbian, 
Montenegrin or Greek tutelage (situations that history 
after World War I would record in various stages of 
evolution). The warning of the Romanian diplomat, 
Nicolae Papiniu, an expert on Balkan issues, would 
prove visionary almost a century after it was issued.  

Peace negotiations between the four Balkan states and 
Turkey began in London on 16th December 1912, as we have 
stated above, and the Conference of Ambassadors of the Great 
Powers opened on 17th  December, with the British Foreign 
Minister, Sir Edward Gray, 81  presiding as chairman, in his 
quality as host. The decisions of this Conference also concerned 
the situation of the new self-proclaimed state for the time being. 
The memorandum sent by the Athenian government to the 
Conference of Ambassadors in London on January 13th , 1913 
referred to the Turkish statistics of the vilayet of Janina (Epirus) 
where out of a total of 477,833 inhabitants, 316,561 were 
Greeks, 154,413 Muslims and 5,104 Jews. Of course, the 
criterion used was the re ligious one, which favoured the Greeks. 
The numbers of the Christians also included the Aromanians 
from Pind, who were also considered as Greeks.82 
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As early as the end of 1912, Romania's position became 
officially known through the voice of Prime Minister Titu 
Maiorescu, who testified at a diplomatic meeting with a 
Bulgarian delegation on November 26 / December 9, 1912: “... 
we want a strong and as wide an Albania as possible, and if 
possible an autonomous Macedonia as well”.

 83 In this regard, in 
a memorandum on the borders of the future Albanian state 
prepared for the London Ambassadors’ Conference, the 
diplomat Nicolae Papiniu warned that “if a part of the Albanian 
nation is left out of the territory of the future state or cut under 
various pretexts, historical or for convenience, from the 
territory inhabited by Albanians in the north, in the east or in 
the south, parts that would join the antagonistic neighbouring 
states of the Albanian nation, this would mean to lay at the 
foundations of the Albanian state a germ of future conflicts, 
regardless of all its neutrality that would be recognized”.

84 
According to Papiniu, the ethnographic borders of the new 
Albanian state should start in the north from the western 
junction of the Kolaşin

85  cazal86  border and the south-eastern 
border of the Taşligea sandjak, with the current border from 
Montenegro (as of 1912), the cazals Mitroviţa, Vucitrn , 
Priştina, Ghilane, Tetova, Kicevo, part of the Kastoria cazal 
with the cities of Kojani and Grebena, part of the Elasona cazal, 
the great Romanian communes of P ind: Avdela, Perivole, 
Samarina, Smixi, Turia, Trikala, Kokinopole, Vlahoiani etc. to 
be incorporated into Albania whose natural boundary should be 
at Preveza.87 Papiniu concluded in his memorandum dated 16/29 
December 1912 that the territory which he saw as belonging to 
Albania would include in the northern part the Romanian 
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groups of Scutari, Prizren, Tetovo, Durazo, Tirana, Musakia, 
Elbasan, Ohrida, Struga and the surrounding communes, 
Moscopole, Medjidia, the communes of Zagori, the communes 
of Pind up to the present borders of Greece.88   

The Albanian looby was also active in the British 
capital. On February 5th , 1913, the meeting of the Albanian 
Committee under the chairmanship of Aubrey Herbert took 
place in the Whitehall Hall. 89 Moses Gaster, the secretary of the 
assembly, presented the conclusions of the Anglo-Albanian sub-
committee, showing, among other things, that the integration of 
the “Koutsovlachs” into the Albanian state would be a 
desideratum of all the Balkan states. 90 

The committee deplores the situation of the burned 
regions and of the Albanians massacred by Serbia, which 
became guilty also after 1878 when it expelled more than 
100,000 Albanians from the Nis-Vranje area, whose property 
was later confiscated. 91 

Speculating on the new power relations in the area, 
Take Ionescu, the interior minister at the time and well 
acquainted with Balkan issues, wrote to Titu Maiorescu 
suggesting that the settlements in Pind move entirely to Albania 
instead of Greece: “it is not admissible that in the new Albania 
that is created we have less than we will have in Bulgaria”, 
concretely demanding “school and ecclesiastical autonomy with 
the right of their own religious hierarchy and the right of 

                                                                 
88 A.N.I.C., Royal House Fund, File  13/1912, f. 8.  
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Wallachian communes to receive subsidies from the Romanian 
government for schools, churches and their religious leader”.

 92 
In 1913, the plenipotentiary minister Nicolae Mişu from 

London in the Pro-Memoria that he submitted to the Foreign 
Office, following the request of His Excellency, Sir Edward 
Gray, on March 14/27, 1913, proposed on behalf of the 
Romanian Government, the following border, natural for 
southern Albania: “Zagor Mountains (Micikeli and Papingo); 
the valley of the river Inahos, to its confluence with the river 
Arta (Arachtos) from here to the sources of this river, at Jug 
(Zigos); then to Mețova and following the former Greek-
Turkish border, to the river Venetico and from there to its 
confluence with the river Bistrița (Aliacmon); it follows the 
course of Bistrița to Darda, Gramoste and Corița, to Lake 
Prespa. Within these borders, the majority of the population was 
made up of Romanians and Muslims, called „Vlahazi” , 
meaning also Muslim-Romanians, as well as Albanians, while 
Greeks are in minority”.

 93 
In a report dated March 14/27, 1913 submitted to Prime 

Minister Maiorescu, the representative of Romania in London, 
Nicolae Mișu, reported from London the following: “… 
following the call to the meeting of the Ambasadors’ 
Conference by Foreign Minister Grey on behalf of the Great 
Powers, the meeting on March 13/26, 1914 deals with the 
establishment of the southern borders of Alba nia, which will 
include several communes inhabited by Romanians, the powers 
want to know the views of Romania and its desires regarding its 
compatriots. From the localities that could be part of Albania, 
Gray transmits that the Powers would like to know first the 
views of Romania and then to set the borders in such a way as 
to take into account the interests of the Romanian inhabitants of 
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those lands. Gray asks me to indicate on the map the points 
through which the border line would be better to cross.”

94 
A new report from our diplomatic representative in 

London specified exactly the borders of the new state that 
would be in line with the desideratum of Romanian policy: “In 
creating a viable Albanian state which would include the 
Romanian compact masses in Pind, the Romanian government 
sees a guarantee for the future for the Romanian population, 
especially when Europe will take all measures to ensure the 
existence of that population. To this end, the borders of future 
Albania will have to be made so that not only this state is 
sheltered from further difficulties with its neighbors, but also 
the Romanian population in compact masses in southern 
Albania to be kept intact within the borders of the new Albanian 
state. The region between Ianina Mețovo-Grebena and the 
villages in the Gramos mountains are inhabited by a population 
mostly Romanian that can be estimated at over 80,000 
inhabitants grouped in about 36 main communes, of which the 
main ones are Samarina, Avdela, Perivole, Turia, Labanița, 
Săracu, Perivole, Laista, Breaza, Leșnița, Furca, Megidie, etc. 
Both vineyards of P indus from Mount Gramos to Mount Agrafa 
are occupied by Romanians, part of this population was after 
the Treaty of Berlin annexed to Greece. It would be unfair for 
the compact mass of Romanians at P ind to be torn in two today. 
The borders for a viable Albania, where Romanians can also be 
preserved, should pass through the Zagor Mountains north of 
Ianina (Micikeli and Papingo), through the valley of the river 
Inahos to its confluence with the river Arta (Arahtos), from here 
to the source of this river at Jug (Zygon), the line to follow then 
to Metzovo and from here on the line of the current Greek 
border to the river Venetico and from here to its confluence 
with the river Bistrita to follow this river to its source, climbing 
the line Darda, Gramoște, Coritza to Lake Prespa. The 
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population to the east is mostly Romanian, Muslims (Vlahades), 
Albanians and very few Greeks. In order to preserve the 
Romanian population that will join Albania, the Great Powers 
will have to enshrine, not only in the international treaty that 
will replace the one in Berlin, but also in the Albanian 
constitution, or the organic status of this state, the principle that 
in all localities where the majority will be Romanian, the 
administrative language will be Romanian; also in schools and 
churches the language should be Romanian; not to put any 
obstacle to the appointment of an independent church leader of 
the Romanians, to recognize the Romanians an administrative 
and communal autonomy and as much as possible political, and 
the Romanian government will be able without any restriction 
to subsidize its own Romanian cultural institutions ”.

95  The 
diplomatic reports sent from London to Bucharest show that an 
important stake for the fate of the Aromanian communities on 
the borders of Albania, insistently raised by the Romanian side, 
was that of a religious representation. Here is how Nicolae Mișu 
describes the negotiations on this subject: “When I put the issue 
of an independent religious leader of the Romanians in Albania, 
Mr. Cambon, the French ambassador, who was in 
Constantinople for several years and has the weakness to 
believe that he knows oriental things well, noted that the 
appointment of a religious leader will depend on the 
Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople, who is the head of the 
Orthodox Churches. I drew the ambassador’s attention to the 
fact that the Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople should not 
be confused with the Pope of Rome, who is the head of the 
unique and inseparable Catholic Church. This is exactly the 
difference between the Catholic and Orthodox Churches, that 
while the former is universal, the latter is national and consists 
of as many churches as there are Orthodox nations. The 
Orthodox Churches are united only by the community of 
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dogmas, and not by a common church head. The Patriarch of 
Constantinople, as the oldest archbishop, could preside over an 
ecumenical council of all the Orthodox Churches, but he must 
limit himself to shepherding his flock in the Ottoman Empire”.

96 
The proposal of the Romanian minister was received 

with undisguised astonishment, especially after the sharp 
intervention of the French minister Cambon, who did not admit 
interferences in the canonical-geographical area of the First 
Stander of Constantinople. The argument of the official 
Cambon, representative of a liberal state was in fact the 
reiteration of the position of the Patriarchate of Constantinople 
by resuming the patriarchal legal-canonical position that 
ultimately aimed at maintaining an exclusivity of the Greek 
liturgical language in a geographical area inhabited by several 
Balkan Orthodox ethnic groups that each had their own idiom.  

Following the instructions from Bucharest, Nicolae 
Mişu, convinced of the legitimacy of his diplomatic approach, 
demanded extended local autonomy for Romanians in Albania 
and a church leader “without any interference from the 
Ecumenical Patriarch”, thus implying the willingness of the 
Metropolitan Primate of Bucharest to take over under his 
canonical jurisdiction those Aromanian communities that would 
have wanted to get out from under the tutelage of 
Constantinople. As an expert on Balkan issues, benefiting from 
a series of diplomatic missions in Athens, Nicolae Papiniu 
asked the plenipotentiary minister in London to plead for the 
inclusion of the school and church autonomy of the Aromanians 
in the constitutional status that the conference was preparing. In 
order to avoid confusion with the other Orthodox communities: 
Greek, Serbian, Albanian, possibly Bulgarian, he thought that 
the formula used should include the name Romanian, and the 
wording should be as follows : “The state recognizes the church 
and school autonomy of Romanian communities, according to 
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that of other Christian communities in Albania”. The measure 
came as a counter-reaction to the Ecumenical Patriarchate's 
plans to insist that the population remaining on Greece's 
neighboring borders have the right to opt without emigrating for 
Greek legal nationality. The Ecumenical Patriarch suggested 
that this article be enshrined in the constitution of the allied 
states and provided for in the conventions between them. The 
consequence, in the vision of diplomat Papiniu, would have 
been the following: “In this way the freedom of Greek 
propaganda and the denationalization, with all its material 
consequences, of the Romanians, Albanians, and even 
Bulgarians still partisans of the Patriarchate and not rallied 
under the Exharche (Bulgarian Exarchate) would be consecrated 
by the states themselves, victims of this ingenious system 
specially invented by the Greeks to increase Hellenism.”

 97 The 
Greek propaganda, that tried to convince the Orthodox Albanian 
and Aromanian populations that their incorporation into a future 
Muslim majority state would put pressure on them, had to be 
answered by guaranteeing church and school autonomy. 
However, Papiniu warned that measures equivalent to an 
administrative and political separation from Albania, such as 
the recognition of Romanian nationality, were not appropriate 
to be claimed. “[...] As soon as the Albanian Constitution, 
drafted by the Great Powers, provides for political equality for 
all Albanian citizens, with the right for communes to self -
administer under state control, Romanians will thus obtain the 
main guarantee of maintaining and developing their ethnic 
individuality. It was not recommended to demand the 
exclusivity of the Romanian language in the administration for 
the Aromanian area, waiting for the new state to adopt some 
functional institutions”.

98 
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The memorandum sent by Papiniu to London 
established the motivation for Romania's intervention in the 
area: “[...] the existence of such a significant number of 
conationals 99  who have preserved their language and morals, 
imposes our duty to take care that their religious and cultural 
rights are provided for them in the new Albanian state”. 
Minister Mişu in a concluding note of his activity at the 
ambassadors' conference in London confessed: “In my frequent 
conversations with the ambassadors I did not cease for a 
moment to defend the cause and interests of the Aromanians 
and to give them explanations on the number and cultural 
importance of this element, asking to be guaranteed their 
individual existence and their local autonomy. The impression I 
got is that most of the Powers are favorable to the Greeks, some 
to pay for the action of the Triple Alliance Powers, others for 
dynastic and family reasons. I am trying hard to persuade 
ambassadors not to be seduced by the fact that under the 
influence of the Patriarchate Church, many heterogeneous 
Orthodox Christian elements that have nothing to do with the 
Greek element are considered Greek and would be a blatant 
injustice to be annexed to a state, which never took into account 
the special individuality of the masses conquered by different 
means.”

100 
At the end of his interpellations during the Conference, 

the Romanian Minister P lenipotentiary does not forget to 
specify that this consultation of Romania represents “an act of 
justice on the part of the Powers, because in this way Romania 
can directly defend its great interests in the East”

 101. Romania's 
presence at the Ambassadors’ Conference triggered similar 
demands from Greece, which was also interested in expressing 
its views on South Albania, an area known in Greek 
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historiography as Northern Epirus. The Italian minister, the 
Marquis Imperiali, was one of the strongest opponents of this 
idea, replying that Romania took part in discussions from the 
perspective of the non-belligerent actor who had no other way 
to defend the interests of its many co-nationals in the Peninsula. 
Sharing the argument of the Italian diplomat, Sir Edward Gray 
admitted that the representative of Greece should still be handed 
a copy of the memorandum of the representative of Romania 
regarding the borders of Albania. However, Romanian Prime 
Minister Titu Maiorescu insisted in reports to Minister Mișu 
that he ensure the presence of a Romanian delegate in the 
International Commission for the Control of the London 
Conference. 102 The wish of the Romanian executive could not 
be accepted, all ambassadors unanimously adopting the position 
expressed by Sir Edward Gray, who suggested not to receive 
Romania at the works of the Commission, otherwise the 
conference members were obliged to receive representatives of 
Greece, Serbia, Montenegro, Albania.103 

Fearing Greek pressure, the Albanians also prepared a 
memorandum to be presented to the conference. However, 
Minister Mişu drew the attention of the Albanian delegates that 
the data on the number of Aromanians were erroneous and 
demanded their urgent rectification. 104  Meanwhile, Athens 
officials called on the powers present at the conference to hold a 
plebiscite in southern Albania to give the people a chance to 
vote for or against annexation to Greece. Albanian leaders 
protested by accusing the Greek authorities of acts of terrorism 
in the territory, preparing the ground for a flawed outcome 105. 
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FINAL REMARKS 
The Treaty of London was signed on May 30th , 1913, 

ending the first Balkan war. On this occasion, the Ottoman 
Empire relinquished all its rights over Albania, with the last 
Turkish troops leaving the areas inhabited by Albanians in 
June. 106  At the same time, all European territories up to the 
Enos-Midia line, including Adrianople, were ceded to the 
Balkan states. 107 A commission composed of representatives of 
the Great Powers was to meet periodically, conduct field 
research and then establish Albania's borders, using the 
language used in the family as a delimitation criterion. The 
powers present in London promised a loan to Albania of about 
75,000,000 francs,108 recognized the autonomy of the new state 
and obtained commercial access to the Adriatic Sea for Serbia. 
In a speech to the French Senate on December 21st, 1912, Prime 
Minister Poincáre confessed, among other things, that in 
London they were to be treated: “There remains the 
determination of the regime and limits of Albania. In this 
determination we shall see to it that it takes account of the 
interests of the Greeks, Bulgarians, Serbs and Montenegrins”.

 109 
On the other hand, from the perspective of Albanian historians, 
the decisions of the Conference of Ambassadors in London did 
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not treat fairly, even harming the legitimate interests of the new 
state, the Albanian issue remaining unresolved. 110 

After the conference works were over, the imaginary 
projects of the new Albanian state experienced an increasing 
effervescence, all the powers being interested in the new Balkan 
state actor to enter their sphere of influence. France remained a 
follower of Athens' policy, supporting its control of the Korița 
area, while Austria-Hungary remained consistent with the 
project of a Greater Albania.111 Although in a common alliance, 
Germany had a separate position, supporting the incorporation 
of southern Albania into Greece, and northern Albania into 
Serbia and Montenegro. 112 Essad Pasha, the Albanian leader of 
the old Ottoman state elite, was a supporter of an alliance with 
Montenegro, Serbia and Greece, accepting a minimal but 
Muslim Albania from a personal political point of view, 
dreaming of being the leader of this religiously homogeneous 
formation, which was possible in his vision of a cohesion of 
such a political construction. 113 

The financial stakes of the future state should not be 
omitted from this equation either: in 1913, 55% of Albania's 
imports came from Austria-Hungary, 25% from Italy, 5% from 
Greece. 114  Pressure was exerted on the Kemal government to 
sign an agreement that would put the Nationa l Bank of Albania 
under the tutelage of Wiener Bank Verein and Banca 

                                                                 
110 Stefanaq Pollo şi Arben Puto, The History of Albania from its origin to 
the present day, London, Routledge, 1981, p. 150.  
111 Edith P.R. Pont Stickney, Southern Albania or Northern Epirus… , p. 32. 
112 Constantine Chekrezi, A lbania Past and …, p. 102.  
113 Dusan Batakovic, „Serb ian Goverment and Essad Pasha Toptani”, în 

Serbs and the Albanians in the 20th century , Andrej Mitrovic (ed.), 
Academic Conferences, vol. LXI, The Department of historical sciences 
no. 20, Belgrad, 1991, p. 61.  
114 Edith P.R.Pont Stickney, „Southern Albania or Northern Epirus..”, p. 4.  
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Commerciale d'Italia, which would have the privilege of buying 
land from the future state. 115 

In conclusion, Romania supported the formation of an 
enlarged Albanian state that would also fa vor the preservation 
of identity for Aromanians. The respective state construction 
should have included most of the Pindus Mountains area with a 
compact Aromanian presence. The region of Epirus with a large 
Aromanian-Albanian population had already been under a 
strong Greek cultural-confessional influence for centuries with 
a clearly assimilationist tendency. Romania's intervention in 
achieving the above-mentioned goal was a major logistical and 
diplomatic effort, the reports identified in the archives test ify to 
Bucharest's willingness to support those Aromanians who 
considered themselves Romanians at the time. They themselves 
called for the involvement of the Romanian state in a context in 
which, in the power vacuum that followed the end of Ottoman 
rule, the territories inhabited by them could be included in state 
formulas that could prove to be catastrophic solutions for their 
identity and economic survival. Romania's involvement in 
establishing Albania's borders must be understood within such a 
framework. 

Last but not least, the efforts of Romanian diplomacy in 
preparing the decisions of the London Conference of 1913 
which had as stake the division of spheres of power in the 
Albanian area must be read within the framework of a cultural 
nationalism that Bucharest had assumed in relation to 
Aromanian communities, unlike the political nationalism 
practiced by the other Balkan states.  

 

                                                                 
115 Constantine Chekrezi, Albania Past and …., p. 120-121. 
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Figure 1. Basil Kondis, Greece and Albania 1908-1914, 

Salonic, Insti tut for Balka n Studies , 1966, p. 97 
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THE UNSEEN FACES OF THE COMMUNIST 

NOMENCLATURE. ELEMENTS OF                                 

ORAL HISTORY (II) 
Vlad Ov idiu Cioacă 116 

ABSTRACT 
This article concentrates on the topic of communist nomenclature from 
the perspective of oral history. The approach is located at the in tersection 
of three epistemic fields: historiography, sociology and social 
psychology. To begin with, we will sketch the historical context 
considered and we will take from the sociology of politics a series of 
theoretical frameworks to define the communis t nomenclature. We 
considered it imperat ive to consult the “key witnesses” of the exponents 

of the targeted socio-political category, who provided us with “first-
hand” informat ion about the reality they lived and built. We have 

identified two  prominent members of the local structures of the 
Romanian Communist Party and conducted “life story” interviews. We 

aimed to capture the way and the extent to which the subjects remember 
the events from their own biography that took place during the 
communist period and how these memories gainede new meanings over 
time. We have also tried tried to get new details about the functioning of 
the party apparatus and the “backstage” of power before 1989. The limits 

of the research represent the very small size of the investigated group, 
which consists of only two subjects, and the limitations of any 
interpretive approach in the category of “life story”: selective memory, 

cognitive distortions, inability to separate personal truth from factual 
truth, etc. At the same time, we will try  to supplement their testimonies 
with the memory  of their victims  regard ing the communist nomenclature. 
However, we believe that the present research brings to light new 

                                                                 
116  PhD Candidate at the Doctoral School of Social Sciences and 
Humanities, University of Craiova, Romania;  E-mail contact: 
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perspectives to approach the old nomenclature, which can generate 
working hypotheses for large-scale research, based mainly on the analysis 
of social documents. The value of the interviews consists in the fact that 
the subjects were part of the communist repression forces, being also a 
confession of the acts committed against those who opposed the 
communizat ion of the country, “of the bandits”. It is the moment when, 

after 50 years of communis m, the executioners really meet their vict ims, 
acknowledging the immense harm caused to society. 

Keywords : communist nomenclature, Communist Party from Romania, 
Security, communist power, life in communis m 

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS: THE SECOND 

TOPIC 

Between resignation and despair 
Regarding the moment when he first got in touch with the 

high forums of the Romanian Communist Party, the second subject 
exclaims: “Such a thing cannot be forgotten!”. The exclamation 

indicates the importance given to that moment, which was going to 
change his entire professional career. In his case, the kinship 
relationship with an important member of the Romanian 
Communist Party facilitated his access to local power structures, 
transforming him from “carrier” to the recently established 

Electroputere Craiova into secretary at the city hall.  
The period when he practised the first profession is brought 

into discussion with much resentment. It is described as a bad 
moment in his biographical career due to the contradiction 
between the high level of education and the “bottom” work he had 

to practise, respectively the very precarious income he obtained 
from this activity:  

“I had to carry the pieces from one hall to another. I kept waiting 
for a better position, but in vain. I wanted to change my job 
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because it was very badly -paid and I was unhappy that I had 
worked a lot to learn engineering and I had to do that job”

117. 

Changing your job, the respondent tells us, was a great 
challenge. The competitive mechanisms of the market, which, at 
least theoretically, are meant to ensure a job based on merit, were 
blocked in communist Romania by the centralist model in which 
the employment policies were designed. As soon as he obtained 
the job at Electroputere, following his cousin’s suggestion (and 

maybe intervention), the subject was forced to build a career in the 
company, despite his feelings of frustration and despair regarding 
his future. 

He went to Bucharest with his mother to talk to Leonte 
Răutu. He returned disappointed, without getting what he wanted - 
a job in another institution, which will be associated with a higher 
social prestige and better earnings. His cousin promised him the 
job he dreamed of in the indefinite future, on condition that he 
respected certain conditions:  

“My cousin told me: “Be a d isciplined soldier, fight for the 

communist cause and the party will g ive you what you deserve! 
Do what I told you and we can talk again in one year.” At that 

time (1964) he was general director of propaganda. I returned to 
the factory very disappointed, even disgusted. I knew that if he 
wanted to, he could give me any job. I started to learn the party’s 

program, to read the Constitution , a socialist doctrine.”
118 

                                                                 
117 “Trebuia să car p iesele dintr-o hală în  alta. A m tot așteptat să apară un 

post mai bun, dar degeaba. Voiam să îmi schimb locul de muncă, 

deoarece se câștiga foarte prost și eram nemulțumit că muncisem o 

grămadă să învăț inginerie și ajunsesem să fac asta”. 
118  “Văru l meu mi-a zis: «Fii soldat disciplinat, luptă pentru cauza 

comunistă și partidul îț i va da ce ți se cuvine! Fă ce ți-am zis și vino peste 

un an și mai vorb im». În acel timp (1964) el era d irector general la 

propagandă. M-am întors la fabrică tare dezamăgit, ch iar dezgustat. Știam 
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He became actively involved in politics, in propaganda 
activities, he made the communist cause popular, as his cousin had 
asked him. Whether he liked it or not, he became a communist 
militant. He returned to Bucharest hoping to finally get the job he 
wanted. According to the reports, the initial answer was far from 
what was expected:  

“After a year I went to Bucharest again to tell my cousin that I had 

become active (it was the autumn of 1965). In the meantime, he 
had been appointed general secretary of the CC of the RCP. 
Ceauşescu had come, and L.R. got along very well with Elena. 

When I left, he was no longer at Propaganda. He called to ask 
about my situation, he was told that I had three reports submitted, 
that I had actively  contributed to the creation of socialis m. He told 
me: «It’s good, but not enough. You have to stay in this position 

for a longer period of t ime».”
119 

His mother’s intervention proved to be decisive in favor of 

the young activist:  
“Eventually, following my mother’s insistence, he appointed me 

secretary at Craiova City Hall and said to me: «Be careful, four 
reports a year or you will lose your job!»”

120. 

                                                                                                                                     
că dacă vrea, îmi poate da orice loc de muncă. M -am apucat să învăț 

programul partidulu i, să citesc Constituția, doctrină socialistă.”  
119 “După un an m-am dus iarăși la București să îi spun vărului meu că 

am devenit activ (era p rin toamna lui 1965). Între t imp, pe el îl numiseră 

secretar general al CC al PCR. Venise Ceaușescu, iar L.R. se înțelegea 

foarte bine cu Elena. Când m-am dus, el nu mai era la Propagandă. A 

sunat acolo să ceară situația mea, i s-a spus că am trei rapoarte depuse, că 

am contribuit activ la făurirea socialis mulu i. Mi-a zis: «E bine, dar nu 

destul. Trebuie să mai stai pe postul ăsta».”   
120  “Până la urmă, la insistențele mamei mele, m-a pus secretar la 
primăria Craiova și mi-a zis așa: «Fii atent, patru rapoarte pe an sau pierzi 

postul!»” 
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We can wonder, from the perspective of counterfactual 
history, what would have happened if it had not been for his 
mother’s intervention. Would the new position have been 

indefinitely postponed while the Party permanently obtained 
benefits from the goodwill of the “applicant”? Or would he have 

been finally offered the job, after drawing his attention to the fact 
that he had not yet done enough for the party? 

With a better job, the expectations of the young activist had 
been fully met, as he tells us:  

“This was a good position, it was well-paid and I was aware of 
everything that happened in the city hall. I continued  to submit 
reports until the 1980s.”

121 

Adherence and militancy 

The enrollment as a member of the Communist Party from 
Romania did not represent a lengthy process, which would require 
a verification of skills or a costly effort from the candidates. On 
the contrary, increasing the number of members was an important 
goal of the party, which had to be reached regardless of the 
knowledge and skills of the new members. To achieve this goal, 
the communist authorities focused on targetting the citizens from 
whom they least expected a potential resistance - the population 
from schools. The students, still in the period of professional and 
personal formation, represented the perfect target group to 
cultivate and inoculate the values, principles and attitudes in 
accordance with the socialist-communist ethics. 

There was a differentiation criterion in this category as well, 
as the respondent reveals. It was necessary for the students to be 
“good communists” in order to deserve a place in the party. But, as 

                                                                 
121 “Era o  funcție bunicică asta, era b ine plăt ită și eram la curent cu tot ce 

se întâmpla în primărie. A m continuat să depun rapoarte până prin ’80.”  
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the school was subordinated to the state party, it was inconceivable 
that the students would be anything other than “good communists”.  

“There was a propaganda delegate in each school. He received 
reports from teachers with students who had the profile o f “good 
communist”, but almost all had. God forbid that did not have this 
profile! They received the proposal to be members and most of 
them accepted. How not to accept? It was a pride! Some of them 
received the proposal after finishing school. That’s how he joined 

the RCP from '66 to '89”
122. 

How did the children receive the party's offer? With pride, it 
seems. This pride came from the prestige enjoyed by the party, 
which was cultivated through political and educational 
organizations such as the Falcons of the Party and the Pioneers. 
As members of these organizations, the students were initiated for 
the moment when they would become “disciplined soldiers” of the 

communist cause. 
Therefore, being a member of a party did not necessarily 

equal to assuming the communist ideal, loyalty to the party or 
carrying out propaganda activities. According to the subject, the 
framing was done somewhat “ex officio”, from the school 

benches. 
At this point in the analysis we will talk about the difference 

between affiliation (adherence) and militancy. To capture the two 
dimensions of the political action, the respondent uses two 
different phrases during the interview: “member” and “active 

                                                                 
122 “Cam din  școală se alegeau noii me mbri ai part idului, de obicei li se 
propunea elevilor celor mai buni. În fiecare școală era câte un delegat de 

la propagandă. El primea referate de la profesori cu elevii care aveau 

profil de „bun comunist”, dar cam toți aveau. Atât le trebuia, să nu aibă! 
Li se propunea să fie membri și mai toți acceptau. Cum să nu accepte? 

Era o mândrie! Cei care nu obțineau în școală, primeau după. Așa se 

adera la PCR din ’66 până în ’89.” 
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member”. The first was only part of the party membership; 
therefore he fulfilled a strictly quantitative function. The second is 
involved in achieving the party’s objectives through specific 

actions. Usually, the transition from one stage to another was made 
in order to obtain some benefits. The second stage - that of an 
active member – included a process of learning (intellectual 
acquisition) and a process of propagandistic action, both being 
forms of “participatory politics”, even if against the background of 

a totalitarian regime:  
“I was an active member of Party and I’m not ashamed to admit 

this. To be an active member of the party meant to know the 
Constitution. [...] I had a membership card since 1956, but I was 
not active. I did not know what communism was. [...] I started 
learning the party’s program, read ing the Constitution, a socialist 

doctrine. Reports  of party members were received at the 
Propaganda branch in Craiova. It was not mandatory, but they 
helped you obtain a good position.”

123 

Operating from the perspective of rational choice, militancy 
represented - if we refer to our subject – the rational choice in the 
respective socio-political context, through which the young person 
could rebalance the relationship between education and income, 
respectively education and prestige, thus maximizing his benefit 
and eliminating dissonance. 

                                                                 
123  “Eu eram membru activ al Patidulu i și nu mi-e rușine să recunosc 

acest lucru. Să  fii membru  activ al partidului însemna să cunoști 

Constituția. [...] Eu aveam carnet de membru încă din 1956, dar nu eram 

activ. Nu știam ce este acela comunis m.[...] M -am apucat să învăț 

programul partidului, să citesc Constituția, doctrină socialistă. La filiala 
de Propagandă pe Craiova se primeau rapoarte ale membrilor de part id. 

Nu era obligatoriu, dar te ajutau să ai o poziț ie bună.”  
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“I did not believe in this ideal. I to ld you why I did 
propaganda.”

124 

Over time, the motivation that sustained the activism 
(getting the job) was diluted; his psychological role was taken by 
the threat:  

“My cousin used to check and threaten me: «Be careful, the year is 
coming to an end and you only have four reports! What the hell 
are you doing? Do you want to go back to the factory? Don’t you 

realize how many peeople wish they had your job? I was stupid to 
give it to you!»”

125. 

An important role in maintaining the militancy motivated by 
the threat was also played by the former Security, according to 
another account of our subject:  

“It was already the 1975s, I think, I was no longer so active. At 
that time, the propaganda was only based on Ceauşescu’s cult, I 

had children, I had kind of ret ired. I went to the theater with my 
family, I took my children everywhere, I gave up working on 
“construction of socialism”. One day, a Secur ity member called 
me to h is house to have a glass of wine together. Once I got there, 
he said: «Listen, comrade, you have been seen at the theatre lately, 
take care of what you do, they want  to take you down!». After the 
Revolution, I also looked for my file. He wrote there: «he went 
hand in hand with his wife in the lobby of the hotel “X”, he talked 

a lot with a stranger (he was my uncle), he needs more attention» . 
That Security member said this to me in a friendly way and also 
said to me: «Don’t tell anyone that I informed  you, this will do me 
harm.” Since then, I have put my family in the background. I 

                                                                 
124  “Eu nu am crezut în acest ideal. V-am spus de ce am făcut 

propagandă.” 
125 “Văru l meu mă verifica și mă amenința mereu: «Vezi că t rece anul și 

tu ai numai patru rapoarte! Ce naiba faci? Vrei iar la fabrică? Tu nu îț i dai 

seama câți vor postul ăla al tău? Eu am fost prost că ți l-am dat!»” 
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joined the team organizing the August 23rd event, I worked on 
several propaganda reports and so on”

126.  

An interesting hypothesis arises. “Hypothesis” is improperly 
said, because the available data does not allow us to validate or 
invalidate it. 

We may wonder whether the “benevolent” collaborator of 

the Security, who revealed to the subject the “great secret” of a 

potential dismissal did not intensify the militancy actions, playing 
a simple role required by his superiors. Whether or not it was led 
by superiors, the intervention of the “benevolent hero” proved 

effective, in the sense that the subject immediately resumed the 
role of “active member”, increasing the militant actions carried out 
previously and even assuming new ones, such as participating in 
the organization of August 23rd event. 

From a sociological point of view, it is interesting to see the 
system of relations that were established between the members 
who already enjoyed an important status in the party and the 
newcomers:  

                                                                 
126  “Erau deja an ii 1975 cred, eu nu mai eram așa activ. Deja atunci 

propaganda mergea doar pe cultul lui Ceaușescu, eu aveam copii, mă cam 

retrăsesem. Mergeam cu  familia la teatru, îmi duceam copiii peste tot, o 

lăsasem moale cu “construcția socialismului”. Într -o zi, mă cheamă un 

securist la el acasă. Mi-a zis că vrea să bem un pahar de vin. Ajuns acolo, 
zice: «Auzi tovarășe, ce tot stai pe la spectacole, vezi că vor ăștia să te 

dea jos, vezi ce faci, ocupă-te de lucruri serioase, tovarășe!». După 

Revoluție mi-am căutat și dosarul. Scria acolo: «a mers la b raț cu soția în 

holul hotelului “X”, a purtat discuții lungi cu un necunoscut (era unchiul 

meu), necesită atenție sporită». Securistul acela mi-a zis-o prietenește și 

mi-a mai spus: «Să nu spui cuiva că te-am informat că mă nenorocești». 

De atunci am trecut familia în plan secund. Am intrat în colectivu l de 

organizare a sărbătorilor de 23 August, am înmulțit rapoartele alea la 

propagandă și tot așa.” 
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“Almost all of us had someone in a higher position who told us 
that we must actively contribute to the construction of socialis m so 
that, in turn, the party can reward us with a good position. But I 
wasn't talking about that! For example, among my very close 
friends, no one knew that I was relative with L.R.. Everyone was 
surprised that I arrived at the town hall.”127 

In other words, most members of society knew the 
mechanisms of the party-state and employment, but, although 
known, they were not shared, were not “communicated”, in the 

etymological sense of the term, that of “sharing”. 
An explanation for this phenomenon is found in the 

interpersonal mistrust that the authorities were trying to cultivate 
in order to prevent a possible coalition of citizens against political 
authority. By updating the old “divide and conquer” principle, the 

aim was to instill mistrust among citizens, so that the only truly 
functional social relations were the vertical ones (between the 
members of the Party who shared power and the newcomers, who 
received power in the form of benefits). Horizontal social relations 
(between those who received power from superiors) were 
discouraged. They participated in the same organizational culture, 
they knew the mechanisms of socio-professional ascension, but 
they did not openly discuss these topics. 

“The broad consensus” 
Being part of the local public administration, the subject 

identified by us is a valuable source of “first hand” information 

regarding the decision-making process consumed at the local level 

                                                                 
127  “Cam toți aveam pe unul mai mare care ne spunea că trebuie să 

contribuim act iv la construcția socialismului pentru ca, la rândul lui, 

partidul să ne răsplătească cu o poziție bună. Dar nu vorbeam despre asta! 

De exemplu, d intre prietenii mei ch iar foarte apropiați, n imeni nu știa că 

eu sunt rudă cu L.R.  Toți s-au mirat că am ajuns la primărie.”  
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during the communist regime. One of the practices reported by the 
subject attracted our attention in a very special way, because it can 
explain many of the bottomless forms present even today in the 
Romanian society. 

When we asked our subject if the decisions were generally 
imposed from the center or if there was a high degree of decision-
making freedom at the local level, he told us that although the 
directions of action were drawn at the center, the decision was 
designed by local authorities. It is striking how these decisions 
were “thought” at the local level, which gives us a new model of 

mimicking democracy:  
“There was control, that's something else, but the decis ions were 
made at the local level. At the local level, decisions were made as 
follows: the mayor, the director or whoever was on top of that 
decision, made the decision by himself. He wrote reports in which 
he wrote: On date “X”, time “Y” took place the first meeting of 
the Committee to decide on the “…”. Then another sheet: On  date 
“Z”, time “Q”… and so on. A few sessions were up, and at the 

end of the file it was written: Following the meetings that took 
place, the following solutions were widely agreed: “...”. They 
were sent to the center, where they only took note. Rarely d id they 
reject a decision! They only came with suggestions.”

128 

                                                                 
128 “Exista control, asta e altceva, dar deciziile  se luau de la nivel local. 
Pe plan  local se luau decizii astfel: primarul, directorul sau cine era sus 
pus pe decizia respectivă, lua de unul singur decizia. Făcea hârtii în care 

scria: În  data „X”, ora  „Y” a avut loc prima întrunire a Comitetului 

pentru a decide în privința “…”. Apoi altă foaie: În  data Z, ora “Q”…  și 
tot așa. Se făceau din p ix câteva ședințe, iar la finalul dosarului se scria 

așa: În urma ședințelor care au avut loc anterior menționate s-a ajuns cu 
larg consens la următoarele soluții: “...”. Se trimiteau la centru, unde 
doar luau act. Rar respingeau o decizie! Mai veneau cu sugestii.”  
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The subject gives us as an example the decision to build the 
“Marin Sorescu” National Theater, in which he confesses that he 
was personally involved:  

„For example, when the National Theater was built, I was already 

in the city hall. We were told by the center: «You don't have 
cultural life in the city! Come up with solutions!». The whole 
project was developed locally, the center just approved.”

129 

Also in the register of the “illusion of consensus” we can 

interpret the radically different attitude that the party members 
displayed in the formal versus the informal contexts:  

„I have also participated in several meetings. At that  time P.G. 
was a mayor. We became friends pretty quickly, we were close in 
age. There were official and private meet ings. In the first meetings 
the achievements of socialis m were p resented and how well the 
city was doing. Then the Central Square of the city was built, 
considered a great achievement of socialis m, which was the place 
where the great celebrat ions and festivities of the city took place. 
We could show to the capital city that in Craiova socialism had 
wings! At private party meetings, which took place in  one 
apartment, the conversations were more open, there were plenty of 
drinks. There was not much talk of socialism; there were even 
jokes about it, even if the same people were there.”  

The formal framework of the meeting was correlated with 
the awareness of the presence of the party authority (“planting” 

microphones in offices, for example, was a common practice), 
which is why it became imperative to adapt the conduct and 
speech to the requirements of politics. The same people, in a 

                                                                 
129  “De exemplu, când s -a construit Teatrul Național, eu eram deja în 

primărie. De la centru s -a spus așa: «Nu aveți viață cultural în oraș! 

Veniți cu soluții!». Tot pro iectul a fost elaborat pe plan local, centrul doar 

a aprobat.” 
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“secure space”, socialized a parallel culture, based on other values 
and norms; they had completely different types of interpersonal 
relationships, proof that the party's goal, to cultivate absolute 
mistrust between people, had not been fully achieved.  

The end of the ninth decade of the last century corresponded 
to a doctrine reorientation of the Romanian Communist Party, 
which, according to the subject, generated the “weakening” of the 

local nucleus, together with the collapse of the psychological 
mechanisms through which activism was maintained:  

“All party structures were bored. All the active members. 
Ceauşescu continued to have a good image, Elena was more and 

more rejected by the active members. The idea of “rational life” 

had appeared in Propanganda, which meant “rationalizing” food, 

electricity, television. The propaganda had to explain all these 
things that were done at the center.”

130 

Regarding the last days before the collapse of the regime, in 
which it was in the survival stage, the interviewed subject brings to 
our attention a completely new story:  

“It had become clear to us, those who knew the reality of the 
party, that the regime of Ceauşescu was dying. We did  not think 

the regime, the Constitution, only the leader. In 1989, on 
December 11 or 12, Leonte said to me when I went to visit h im: 
«Cousin, I cannot help you anymore, they want to take us down as 
soon as possible. I don’t know what will happen from now on, 

you’d better withdraw from your party activities ». I admit that he 
scared me. In  the days of the revolution, I found out information 

                                                                 
130  “Toate structurile de part id erau  plict isite. Tot  act ivul de part id. 

Ceaușescu continua să aibă o  imagine bună, Elena era tot mai respinsă 

de activu l de part id.  Apăruse în Propangandă ideea de “v iață raț ională”, 

care p resupunea „raț ionalizarea” alimentației, energiei electrice, 

televizoru lui. Propaganda trebu ia să exp lice toate lucrurile acestea care 

se făceau la cent ru.”  
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only from television, like any citizen, the communication was 
blocked in the local structures of the party.”

131 

We deduce from this both the crisis within the party in the last 
days, in the absence of organizational communication, and the 
existence of information on the imminent end of the regime at the 
central level. Identifying the source of this information, the way it 
circulated and the effects it generated is related to the “psychosociology 
of rumors”, and may be the subject of further research. They could also 

partially clarify the events in December 1989. 

Ethical dilemmas 
Overall, the stated attitude towards the old regime is 

contradictory. The subject tries to rationalize this attitude as 
equidistantly as possible, bringing into discussion the strengths and 
weaknesses of the regime:  

“In my opin ion, the 50 years of communis m meant both a good 
and a bad thing. A  good thing, because the modernization  of the 
country took place under communis m, especially from an 
industrial point of v iew. Roads, factories, blocks of flats have been 
built, many of which still stand today. Those that were destroyed 
were due to the decisions of the people who took over power. 
Roman said our industry was a pile o f scrap metal in the early 
1990s. They destroyed everything that could be destroyed, both 
goods and people. They destroyed the goods because they were 
made in communis m and they destroyed the good people because 

                                                                 
131  “Devenise clar pentru noi, cei care știam realitatea din partid, că 

regimul comunist, de fapt cel ceaușist, nu mai are zile. Nu  ne gândeam la 

schimbarea regimului, a  Constituției, doar a conducătorului, a lui. În 

1989, pe 11 sau 12 decembrie, mi-a zis Leonte, când am mers în  vizită la 

el: «Vere, nu mai am cu ce să te ajut, de la URSS au venit vești că vor să 

ne dea jos cât de curând, nu știu ce va fi de aici încolo, retrage-te d in ceea 
ce faci la part id». Recunosc că m-a speriat. În zilele revoluției am aflat 

informaț ii doar de la telev izor, ca orice cetățean, în structurile locale ale 
partidului comunicarea era b locată.” 
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they had made a career in communis m. Communism was also a 
bad thing, especially in the beginning, when collectiv ization and 
nationalization took p lace. This reg ime of power destroyed lives, 
more precisely those of the people who had lived during the 
bourgeois regime. I think that this period after communis m was 
also a form of communis m, because it destroyed everything that 
was done before, a lot of promises were made and nothing was put 
in place. Th is is how we have moved from one revolution to 
another for 80 years if we talk about the Centenary Year.”

132 

Regarding the potential ethical discrepancies and the ways to 
justify them, the subject mentions the socio-political context in which 
he lived and the risks he was subjected to as a member of the party:  

“I became a party activ ist to have a better job, so I can support my 
family. With the “carrier” salary I would have starved to death. 
I’m not sorry, I didn't have villas, palaces. I had a decent situation, 

but we all knew we were under someone else’s authority. You 

were not omnipotent if you were an  active member. On the 
contrary, you were a potentially dangerous element, you knew too 
much, so they were watching you. I lived with that fear. To better 
explain this... Some lived in fear that they would have nothing to 

                                                                 
132 “După părerea mea, cei 50 de ani de comunism au însemnat atât un 

lucru bun, cât și unul rău. Un lucru bun, deoarece în comunis m a avut loc 

modernizarea țării, mai ales industrial. S -au construit drumuri, uzine, 
blocuri d intre care multe rezistă și astăzi. Cele care au fost distruse s -au 
datorat deciziilor persoanelor care au preluat puterea. Roman spunea că 

industria noastră e un morman de fiare vechi la începutul anilor ’90. Au 

distrus tot ce se putea distruge, atât bunuri, cât și oameni. Bunurile le-au 
distrus pentru că erau făcute în comunism, iar pe oamenii buni pentru că 

făcuseră carieră în comunism. Comunis mul a însemnat și un lucru rău, 

mai ales la început, când au avut loc  colectivizarea și naționalizarea. 

Acest regim de putere a d istrus și el la  rândul său vieț i, mai exact  pe cele 

ale oamenilor care trăiseră pe vremea regimulu i burghez. Socotesc că 

perioada asta de după comunism a fost tot o formă de comunis m, pentru 

că a distrus tot ce s-a făcut înainte, s-a promis marea cu sarea și n-a mai 
pus nimic în loc. Uite așa de 80 de ani o ț inem dintr -o revoluție în  alta, că 

tot îmi vorbiți de An Centenar.” 
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eat, others in fear that they would be taken by the Security or 
followed, o r that what had been given to them would be taken. I 
knew the job belonged to the Party and I thought «What if they 
took it  back from me? What will I do?» Not even the first echelon 
lived better. I know from L.R. that he was also followed to the 
toilet. But  the people at  the center still had a better financial 
situation. [...] I have nothing to regret. That’s how times were. I 

had to support the party so that it would help me support my 
family. You know the saying, «Be friends with the devil until you 
cross the bridge». I wouldn’t change anything.”

133 

We have also tried to capture the change in the status of the 
interviewee on the axis of prestige, from a person respected 
“before” to one stigmatized after 1989:  

“Before I used to be very respected in the neighborhood where I 
lived. The shop assistants brought me food at home, a dressmaker 
made my clothes. I also helped them with what I could at the city 
hall, at other institutions, where they needed it. We hired all the 
neighbors’ children! After the revolution when they had obtained 

                                                                 
133 “Eu am devenit activ ist de partid pentru a avea un loc de muncă mai 

bun, să-mi pot întreține familia. Cu salariul de “cărăuș” aș fi murit de 

foame. Nu îmi pare rău, nu am avut vile, palate. A m avut o situație 

decentă, nu am dus lipsă de nimic, recunosc, dar toți știam că suntem sub 

autoritatea altcuiva. Nu  vă gândiți că dacă erai membru  activ , erai 
atotputernic. Dimpotrivă, erai un element potențial periculos, știai prea 

multe, așa că erau  cu ochii pe tine. A m trăit cu frica asta. Cum să vă 

spun... Unii au trăit  cu frica că nu au ce mânca, alții cu frica să nu fie luați 

de Securitate, să nu fie urmăriț i, să nu le fie luat ceea ce li s -a dat. Eu 
știam că locul de muncă e al Partidulu i și mă gândeam: «Dacă mi -l ia 
înapoi? Ce mă fac?». Nici p rimul eșalon nu a trăit mai bine. Șt iu de la 

L.R. că era urmărit și la toaletă. Dar ei la centru aveau totuși o situație 

materială mai bună. [...] Nu am ce regreta. Așa au fost timpurile. A m fost 

nevoit să sprijin  partidul ca să mă ajute să-mi întrețin  familia. Știi cum se 

zice: «Fă-te frate cu dracul până treci puntea». N-aș schimba nimic.”.  
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the benefits, they said: «Look at that communist!». They didn’t 

even say “hello” to me, so I wonder who the hypocrite really is”
134 

We recognize in this account two social processes that can 
be explained by two distinct sociological theories: the exchange 
process (stipulating a certain loyalty between the parties and a 
mutual transfer of resources available to the two participants so 
that each can maximize their benefit) and a labeling process 
(although they had obtained benefits from the socio-political status 
of the subject, the beneficiaries resorted to labeling him as 
“communist” as soon as the mechanism that ensured the exchange 

and, therefore, the benefits, ceased). 

CONCLUSIONS 
The presentation of the conclusions in relation to the 

objectives was made for each topic in the previous chapters. For 
this reason, we consider it redundant to get back to them, 
especially since the theoretical sample / exploratory group does not 
allow scientifically based extrapolations.  

However, several conclusive remarks are needed in 
relation to the empirical hypotheses: 

a) The accession to the Romanian Communist Party was 
achieved by virtue of obtaining some benefits, but not based 
on the identification with the socialist-communist ideology. 

 The hypothesis is partially confirmed. The social-historical 
reality seems much more complex, highlighting two general stages 

                                                                 
134  “Înainte eram foarte respectat în cartierul unde locuiam atunci. 

Vânzătoarele îmi aduceau acasă alimente, o  cro itoreasă îmi făcea haine. 

Eu le mai ajutam cu ce puteam la primărie, la  alte instituții, unde aveau 

nevoie. Am angajat toți copiii vecin ilor! Când s -au văzut cu sacii în 

căruță, după revoluție, zic: «uite-l și pe comunistul ăla!». Nici nu mă 

salută, Așa că mă întreb cine e cu adevărat cel ipocrit.”  
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in the evolution of the motivation that kept the adhesion to the 
Romanian Communist Party: 

 the politico-ideological stage (exposed by the first 
subject; it corresponds to the “illegalists” and their 
descendants, who aimed to carry out the Bolshevik 
revolution in Romania); 

 the bureaucratic-administrative stage (exposed by the 
second subject; specific to the period of Dej and especially 
Ceausşscu; affiliation and militancy were motivated by 

obtaining administrative functions, access to economic 
resources, capital relations, social prestige, etc.). 

 
b) During the communist period, there was a high degree of 

centralization in decision-making.  
The hypothesis is refuted. The subjects claim the opposite, 

bringing examples from their own experience to argue the position. 

c) The previous involvement of the subjects in the structures of 
the Romanian Communist Party is evaluated positively. 
The hypothesis is partially confirmed. The first subject 

shows remorse for some past behaviors, but does not give up the 
principles of communist ideology. The second tends to justify 
involvement as a rational choice in the respective socio-political 
context. 

d) The subjects do not show regrets towards the persons who 
have suffered as a result of their actions (if the case) 
The hypothesis could only be verified by reference to the 

first subject, in which case we are dealing with direct victims; he 
admits that he “opened his eyes” and that he regrets what he did. 

The hypothesis is refuted. 
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A BRIEF DOSSIER. MIGRATION AND FACTS: 

ROMANIA AND ITALY 
Samira Cîrlig135 

Alin Bulumac136 

ABSTRACT 
The migrat ion phenomenon is gaining momentum in Romania’s recent 
history. Even though the official statistics are incomplete, the increasing 
trend cannot be overlooked. One of the European countries where the 
Romanians could easily  integrate was Italy, a country that became a 
favourite destination. Here, in 2019, the numbers showed that more than 
1.2 million137 Romanians officially migrated, from a total of approx. 10 

millions 138 that are currently abroad, which  means approx. 12.06%139 of 
the Romanian d iaspora can be found in Italy. The data used in the present 

                                                                 
135 PhDc in Sociology, University of Bucharest, Romania; E-mail contact: 
oana.samira.cirlig@gmail.com 
136 BA in Sociology, MA in Urban Studies, scientific researcher at the 
Romanian Academy, Romania; E-mail contact: alin.bulumac@gmail.com 
137  There are 1.206.938 individuals accord ing to ISTAT. (s.a). 
Popolazione residente in Italia proveniente dalla Romania al 1° gennaio 

2019. Dati ISTAT. Available at: www.tuttitalia.it/statistiche/cittadini-
stranieri/romania/. 
138  Loredana Iriciuc. (2019). Eugen Tomac: „Avem 10 milioane de 
ROMÂNI în afara țării. Raportul ar trebui să alerteze CSAT și 

Parlamentul României”[Eugen Tomac: “We have 10 million 

ROMANIANS abroad. The report should alert the CSAT and the 
Romanian Parliament"] . Available at: www.stiridiaspora.ro/eugen-
tomac-avem-10-milioane-de-romani-in-afara-arii-raportul-ar-trebui-sa-
alerteze-csat-i-parlamentul-romaniei_424226.html.  
139  Our calcu lations. 1.206.938 x 100 / 10.000.000 = 12,06% (of the 
departed Romanians are in Italy).  

mailto:oana.samira.cirlig@gmail.com
mailto:alin.bulumac@gmail.com
http://www.tuttitalia.it/statistiche/cittadini-stranieri/romania/
http://www.tuttitalia.it/statistiche/cittadini-stranieri/romania/
http://www.stiridiaspora.ro/eugen-tomac-avem-10-milioane-de-romani-in-afara-arii-raportul-ar-trebui-sa-alerteze-csat-i-parlamentul-romaniei_424226.html
http://www.stiridiaspora.ro/eugen-tomac-avem-10-milioane-de-romani-in-afara-arii-raportul-ar-trebui-sa-alerteze-csat-i-parlamentul-romaniei_424226.html
http://www.stiridiaspora.ro/eugen-tomac-avem-10-milioane-de-romani-in-afara-arii-raportul-ar-trebui-sa-alerteze-csat-i-parlamentul-romaniei_424226.html
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paper was gathered from both official sources (statistical data published 
by the national statistical institute, statistics of various associations, 
official statements, etc.) and unofficial ones, most of them highlighted by 
the media (secondary analysis). By analyzing the data collected, we will 
try to reveal the magnitude of the phenomenon, and the social, economic, 
psychological, cultural, political and legal-admin istrative implications in 
a comparat ive manner: for both Romania and Italy. Thus, we will name 
the accumulation o f these particular implications the Italian dossier of the 
Romanian emigrat ion. 

Keywords : migration, Romania, Italy, brain drain, dossier 

The analysis of this phenomenon will be done using a multi-
perspective approach: 

1. The dimension of the phenomenon (how many?): the 
approximate number of Romanian citizens that went abroad 
reaches an unimaginable level in recent history of Romania: 
approximatively ten million of Romanian citizens find themselves 
outside the national borders. 

2. The profile of those which emigrate (who?) includes the 
following categories: 

- the active population: the most affected segment is the 
one comprised of individuals between 25 - 29 years old (according 
to INSSE140). 

                                                                 
140 Camelia Badea. (2018). Jumătate dintre tinerii români vor să plece 

din țară. Se schimbă destinațiile, media de vârstă, euro-navetismul este în 

creștere [Half of the young Romanians want to leave the country. 

Destinations are changing, the average age, Euro-commuting is on the 
rise]  Article available at : www.ziare.com/social/romani/jumatate-dintre-
tinerii-romani-vor-sa-plece-din-tara-se-schimba-destinatiile-media-de-
varsta-euronavetismul-este-in-crestere-interviu-i-1512827 

http://www.ziare.com/social/romani/jumatate-dintre-tinerii-romani-vor-sa-plece-din-tara-se-schimba-destinatiile-media-de-varsta-euronavetismul-este-in-crestere-interviu-i-1512827
http://www.ziare.com/social/romani/jumatate-dintre-tinerii-romani-vor-sa-plece-din-tara-se-schimba-destinatiile-media-de-varsta-euronavetismul-este-in-crestere-interviu-i-1512827
http://www.ziare.com/social/romani/jumatate-dintre-tinerii-romani-vor-sa-plece-din-tara-se-schimba-destinatiile-media-de-varsta-euronavetismul-este-in-crestere-interviu-i-1512827
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- the most fertile segment: the young who emigrate, after 
they reach a stage of financial comfort, are more and more willing 
to have children abroad; thus, we find ourselves in the situation 
where, starting with 2016, there are more children born in the 
diaspora than in Romania141. 

 - the ones with a high level of education, that are skilled 
and well trained: after Romania's admission into the EU in 2007, 
the first few waves of Romanian emigrants that were working in 
Italy found jobs in the services, industry and construction.  

However, in recent years, the migration phenomenon got a 
“brain-drain” character

142, and the main industries that “exported” 
Romanian workforce are IT, engineering and medicine. This type 
of phenomenon transformed Romania into an “export machine” of 
specialized labor for other countries.  

“Between 1990 – 2017, Romania registered the highest rise in the 
migrat ion stock among all EU states – 287 per cent (The World 
Bank, 2018). The boost of the migration phenomenon was 
supported by significant changes, including  in  the migrants’ 

profiles, in terms of their level of education, consequently the loss 
of human capital represented by the highly skilled  Romanians 
already has an impact on the key sectors of the Romanian 
economy”

143  

                                                                 
141 Știrile  ProTV. (2017). 2016 pentru prima data s-au născut mai mulți 

copii în Diaspora decât în țară [In 2016, for the first  time, more children 
were born in the Diaspora than in the country] . Article available at : 
https://stirileprotv.ro/stiri/international/anul-trecut-s-au-nascut-mai-multi-
copii-in-diaspora-decat-in-romania-multi-dintre-acestia-nu-mai-invata-
limba-romana.html. 
142 Raluca Iacob (Bâra). (2018). Brain Drain Phenomenon in Romania: 
What Comes in Line after Corruption?. Article available  at: www.journal
ofcommunication.ro/index.php/journalofcommunication/article/view/259 .  
143 Ibidem.  

https://stirileprotv.ro/stiri/international/anul-trecut-s-au-nascut-mai-multi-copii-in-diaspora-decat-in-romania-multi-dintre-acestia-nu-mai-invata-limba-romana.html
https://stirileprotv.ro/stiri/international/anul-trecut-s-au-nascut-mai-multi-copii-in-diaspora-decat-in-romania-multi-dintre-acestia-nu-mai-invata-limba-romana.html
https://stirileprotv.ro/stiri/international/anul-trecut-s-au-nascut-mai-multi-copii-in-diaspora-decat-in-romania-multi-dintre-acestia-nu-mai-invata-limba-romana.html
http://www.journalofcommunication.ro/index.php/journalofcommunication/article/view/259
http://www.journalofcommunication.ro/index.php/journalofcommunication/article/view/259
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In the last two decades, Romania has been in the top 30 of 
the countries with the highest emigration of highly qualified 
people 144 . As a consequence, the Romanian state, despite its 
investment in the educational area, is constantly loosing money 
and workforce. Meanwhile, the destination coutries gain highly 
specialized workforce at a cheaper price (it is more profitable for 
Western states to hire foreign specialists already trained at 
Romania's expense than to train their own young people to 
integrate into the labor market). 

3. A spiritual fracture emerges (Why?). Another aspect 
associated with the migration phenomenon is the perspective of the 
ones “left behind”, that have to deal with the low quality of life and 
suffer the loss of their peers. On the other hand, migration is also 
caused by the phenomenon of (individual or collective) labeling, 
which has direct implications on the decrease of self-esteem. 

“After a certain age, you are no longer willing to wait. You want a 
qualitative change in your life as soon as possible. These changes 
require good administrative services, equal opportunities before 
the law, less corruption, a cleaner business environment, free 
justice, efficient governance, politicians who talk more about what 
they have done and less about the impotence of others. More facts, 
fewer words”

145   

                                                                 
144  Luciana Lăzărescu (coord.), Astrid Hamberger, Cristina Șerbănică, 

Roxana Mihaela Prisacariu. (2017). Emigrația forței de muncă înalt 

calificată din România-o analiză a domeniilor de cercetare – dezvoltare, 
medicina și tehnologia informației și a comunicații lor [Highly skilled 
labor emigration from Romania-an analysis of the fields of research - 
development, medicine, information, communication technology]. p.14. A
vailable  at: www.cdcdi.ro/files/services/25_0_EMINET_Emigratia%20fo
rtei%20de%20munca%20inalt%20calificate_2017.pdf. 
145 „După o anumită vârstă, nu mai ești dispus să aștepți. Vrei o schimbare 

calitativă în viața ta cât mai repede. Aceste schimbări presupun servicii 

http://www.cdcdi.ro/files/services/25_0_EMINET_Emigratia%20fortei%20de%20munca%20inalt%20calificate_2017.pdf
http://www.cdcdi.ro/files/services/25_0_EMINET_Emigratia%20fortei%20de%20munca%20inalt%20calificate_2017.pdf
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Regarding the methodological aaspect, the data used in the 
present paper was gathered from both official sources (statistical 
data published by the national statistical institute , statistics of 
various associations, official statements, etc.) and unofficial ones, 
most of them highlighted by the media (secondary analysis). By 
analyzing the data collected, we will try to reveal the magnitude of 
the phenomenon, and the social, economic, psychological, cultural, 
political and legal-administrative implications in a comparative 
manner: for both Romania and Italy. Thus, we will name the 
accumulation of these particular implications the Italian dossier of 
the Romanian emigration. In other words, we will try to identify 
and then analyze the difficulties that Romanians have encountered 
in Italy over time, after their departure. 

We point out that the official figures are, in some cases (such as 
that of families broken up as a result of emigration, Romanian 
demographics abroad, or the number of emigrants), doubled by the 
unofficial ones, which is why during the material we will present the 
two typologies of data using a “mirroring” perspective. 

SYNTHETIC DATA 
Official name  Repubblica Italiana146 România

147 
Capital Roma  București 
Form of government Parliamentary Republic Semi-presidential Republic, 

                                                                                                                                     
administrative bune, șanse egale în fața legii, adică mai puțină corupție, 

mediu de business mai curat, justiție liberă, guvernare eficientă, politicieni 

care să vorbească mai mult despre ce au facut ei și mai puțin despre 
impotența altora. Mai multe fapte, mai puține vorbe” in Dan Tapalaga. 

(2012).Vrem o tara. Pleci afara?[We want a country. Are you leaving?]. 
Available at www.hotnews.ro/stiri-opinii-12887291-vrem-tara-pleci-
afara.htm. 
146 See https://www.britannica.com/place/Italy. 
147 See https://www.britannica.com/place/Romania. 

http://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-opinii-12887291-vrem-tara-pleci-afara.htm
http://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-opinii-12887291-vrem-tara-pleci-afara.htm
https://www.britannica.com/place/Italy
https://www.britannica.com/place/Romania
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with 2 legislative houses: 
the Senate (322) and the 
Chamber of Deputies (630)  

with two legislat ive 
chambers: The Senate (136) 
and the Chamber o f 
Deputies (329) 

Official language Italian  Romanian  
Population 60.244.639 (2020) 22.175.000 (2020)148 
Surface (k m2) 301.336149 238.391150 
Density (km2) 200.1 (2018) 81.5 (2018) 
Urban–rural report Urban: (2018) 70.4% 

Rural: (2018) 29.6%  
Urban: (2017) 53.6% 
Rural: (2017) 46.4%  

Life expectancy 
 

Men: (2017) 79.6 years  
Women: (2017) 85.1 years  

Men: (2017) 71.9 years 
Women: (2017) 79 years  

GDP (2017) 1.878.330 (millions $)  195.182 (millions $) 
GDP/capita (2017) 31.020 $ 9.970 $ 

Further, we will structure the data gathered by operating 
with the Gustian concepts of frames of existence / cadres (“cadre”) 

and manifestations (“manifestări”) that are part of the law of 
sociological parallelism151, one of the most important theoretical 
innovations in the interwar sociology.  

We make a small digression and bring back, in short, the 
law of sociological parallelism that refers to the social balance of a 

                                                                 
148  Available at: www.economica.net/care-era-populatia-romaniei-dupa-
domiciliu -la-1-ianuarie-2020-date-ins_181383.html 
149  Ambasada României în Republica  Italiană. (2016). Date generale 
[General informat ion]. Available at : https://roma.mae.ro/node/484.  
150 Academia Română, Institutul de Geografie. (2007). România – atlas 
istorico-geografic. Ed iția a II-a. Ed itura Academiei Române, p.19 
151 Philip E. Mosely, p rofessor and researcher, was one of the p ioneers of 
American sociology studies in rural South Eastearn Europe. He was a 
disciple of Dimitrie Gusti and his promoter within the Anglo -Saxon 
academia. He published the sociological system of Dimitrie Gusti in  a 
1936 art icle:  Mosely, P. E. (1936) ‘The Sociological School of Dimitrie 

Gusti’, The Socio logical Rev iew, a28(2), pp. 149–165, available online 
at: https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-954X.1936.tb01325.x. 

https://roma.mae.ro/node/484
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-954X.1936.tb01325.x
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society or a social unit, which in turn has its common thread the 
social will, defined as "the essence of social reality" („esența 

realității sociale”). 
For Gusti’s School of thought, society represents: 
“the autonomous totality of ind ividuals, who live together and 

submit as manifestations of will an economic and a spiritual 
activity, regulated ethically-legally and organized polit ico-
administratively, conditioned by the cosmological, bio logical, 
psychical and historical cadres”

152. 

“Between the four manifestations and between the four cadres, a 
balance is created by mutual adaptation that ensures the normal 
functioning of the society. But when the social manifestations are 
foreign to their cadres or when the cadres , by changing, or 
exhausting themselves, no longer support the social 
manifestations, a social imbalance emerges with consequences of 
a variable g ravity from case to case. ... [The law is] a threefold 
social balance: a parallelis m between manifestations, a parallelis m 
between cadres and a parallelism between cadres and 
manifestations. This parallelism concerns at the same t ime the 
existence and functioning of society, which is sometimes indicated 
under the name of social statics, as well as the evolution of 
society, which is also indicated by the name of social dynamics. 
Human society cannot be reduced to any of its kinds of 
manifestations, be they economic, spiritual , ethical-legal and 
political-administrative. It encompasses them all at once and 
cannot be deprived of any at present or during its development, 
without risking to see its balance in danger. Human society is 
influenceed at the same time by the cosmologica l, bio logical, 

                                                                 
152 „… totalitatea autonomă a indivizilo r, ce trăiesc laolaltă și depun ca 

manifestări de voință o activitate economică și una spirituală, 

reglementate etico-ju rid ic și organizate polit ico-administrativ, 
condiționate de cadrul cosmic, cadru l bio logic, cadrul psihic și cadru l 

istoric”, Dimitrie Gusti, „Paralelis mul sociologic” in Sociologie 
românească, anul II, nr. 9-10, septembrie-octomvrie 1937, p. 382, 
available at https://sas.unibuc.ro/storage/downloads/Teorii%20sociologic
e%20generale-8/DG37c.PARA LELIS_SOCIOL.pdf) 

https://sas.unibuc.ro/storage/downloads/Teorii%20sociologice%20generale-8/DG37c.PARALELIS_SOCIOL.pdf
https://sas.unibuc.ro/storage/downloads/Teorii%20sociologice%20generale-8/DG37c.PARALELIS_SOCIOL.pdf
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psychical and historical cadres, without being able to do without 
any of them, except at the cost of an imbalance. Finally, the 
human society in turn influences the cadres, reaching in normal 
cases a mutual adaptation or a formula of balance, and on the 
contrary, any mis match between cadres and manifestations leads 
to social imbalance. 
The law of sociological parallelism, with its three aspects, 
therefore constitutes, at the same t ime, the general law, which 
therefore applies to societies in general, of social balance. The 
special forms of society and especially the social subunits, are 
subject besides this general law and to some laws of special 
nature. ... 
In conclusion, we emphasize that the law of sociological 
parallelism or general social balance has not only a theoretical 
value, but can also be applied in  practice. Thanks to it, a  society, 
as can be easily seen, can acquire a more lasting balance and can 
avoid imbalance and disaggregation when it is threatened by them. 
In this way, sociology can scientifically establish politics and 
therefore, together with other sciences, it can serve to improve 
human life.”153 (384-385) 

                                                                 
153  „Intre cele patru manifestari si intre cele patru cadre se creeaza prin 

adaptare reciproca un echilibru care asigura normala functionare a societatii. 
Cand insa manifestarile sociale sunt straine de cadrele lor sau cand cadrele 
schimbandu-se, sau epuizandu-se, nu mai sprijina manifestarile sociale, se 
iveste un desechilibru social cu urmari de o gravitate variabila de la caz la 
caz. ... [Legea este] un intreit echilibru social: un paralelism Intre manifestari, 
un paralelism intre cadre si un paralelism intre cadre si manifestari. 
Paralelismul acesta priveste in acelasi timp existenta si functionarea societatii, 
ceea ce se indica uneori sub numele de statica sociala, cat si evolutia societătii 

ceea ce se indica si cu numele de dinamica socială. Societatea omeneasca nu 

poate fi redusa la niciunul din genurile ei de manifestari, fie ele economice, 
spirituale, etico-juridice si politico-administrative. Ea le cuprinde pe toate 
deodata si nici nu se poate lipsi de vreuna in prezent sau in decursul 
desvoltarii ei, fara a risca sa-si vada primejduit echilibrul. Societatea 
omeneasca este inraurita in acelasi timp de cadrele cosmologic, biologic, 
psihic si istoric, fara sa se poată lipsi de vreunul din ele, decat cu pretul unui 

desechilibru. In sfarsit, societatea omeneasca inraureste la randul ei cadrele, 
ajungand in cazurile normale la o adaptare reciproca sau la o formula de 
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THE COSMOLOGICAL CADRE 
Here one may include the most populated regions by 

minorities in the two countries. 

 Romanians in Italy 
Three of the most populated Italian regions by Romanian 

people are Lazio (total population is 5.879.082154, out of which 
Romanians are 233.469 155  - 4%), Lombardy (total population is 
10.060.574 156 , while the official data counts 1.7% Romanians -

                                                                                                                                     
echilibru si dimpotriva, orice nepotrivire dintre cadre si manifestari duce la 
desechilibru social. 
Legea paralelismului sociologic, cu cele trei aspecte ale ei, constituie asadar, 
in acelasi timp, legea generala, care se aplica deci societatilor in genere, de 
echilibru social. Formele speciale de societate si mai ales subunitatile sociale, 
se supun pe langa legea aceasta generală si unor legi de natura specială. ... 
De incheiere, subliniem ca legea paralelismului sociologic sau a echilibrului 
social general nu are numai o valoare teoretică, ci poate fi aplicata si practic. 

Datorita ei o societate, dupa cum se poate vedea cu usurinta, poate dobandi 
un echilibru mai trainic și poate evita dezechilibrarea si dezagregarea cand 

este amenintata de ele. Pe calea aceasta sociologia poate intemeia stiintific 
politica si deci alaturi de celelalte stiinte, ea poate servi imbunatatirii vietii 
omenesti.” - Dimitrie Gusti, „Paralelismul sociologic” in Sociologie 
românească, anul II, nr. 9-10, septembrie-octomvrie 1937, pp. 384-385, 
article available at https://sas.unibuc.ro/storage/downloads/Teorii%20sociolo
gice%20generale-8/DG37c.PARA LELIS_SOCIOL.pdf) 
154  Tuttitalia. (2019). Regioni italiane per popolazione. Available at: 
https://www.tuttitalia.it/regioni/popolazione/  
155 Ambasada României în Republica Italiană. (2019). Harta comunităţii 

româneşti din Italia [Map of the Romanian community in Italy] . 
Available at : https://roma.mae.ro/node/290 . 
156  Tuttitalia. (2019). Regioni italiane per popolazione. Available at: 
https://www.tuttitalia.it/regioni/popolazione/  

https://sas.unibuc.ro/storage/downloads/Teorii%20sociologice%20generale-8/DG37c.PARALELIS_SOCIOL.pdf
https://sas.unibuc.ro/storage/downloads/Teorii%20sociologice%20generale-8/DG37c.PARALELIS_SOCIOL.pdf
https://www.tuttitalia.it/regioni/popolazione/
https://roma.mae.ro/node/290
https://www.tuttitalia.it/regioni/popolazione/
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176.582157), and Piemonte (total population is 4.356.406158, while 
the number of Romanians reaches 147.961159 - 3.3%). 

 Italians in Romania 
The most populated counties by Italians (>100 people) are 

București (646), Timiș (271), Arad (240), Dolj (187), Bihor (155), 
Hunedoara (146), Tulcea (124), Alba (112), Brașov and Iași (103 

each) 160. 

THE BIOLOGICAL CADRE 
 Romanians in the Italy:  

Total population of Italy is 60.244.639, out of which 
30.904.074 are women and 29.340.565 are men161 . Regarding the 
issue of immigrants, they represent 5.306.548, out of which 2.718.716 
are women and 2.536.787 are men 162 . As for the Romanian 

                                                                 
157 Ambasada României în Republica Italiană. (2019). Harta comunităţii 

româneşti din Italia [Map of the Romanian community in Italy] . 
Available at : https://roma.mae.ro/node/290. 
158  Tuttitalia. (2019). Regioni italiane per popolazione. Available at: 
https://www.tuttitalia.it/regioni/popolazione/  
159 Ambasada României în Republica Italiană. (2019). Harta comunităţii 

româneşti din Italia [Map of the Romanian community in Italy] . 
Available at : https://roma.mae.ro/node/290. 
160 Bokor Zsuzsa (ed.). În căutarea tărâmului promis: Italienii din România 

[In search of the promised land: the Italians in Romania]. Editura ISPMN, 
Cluj-Napoca, 2017, p.174. Available at: 
https://books.google.ro/books?id=bbVDDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA334&lpg=PA3
34&dq=studenti+italieni+in+rom%C3%A2nia&source=bl&ots=KUlsl--
D9L&sig=ACfU3U14mexJ8JQ8mgAOK2b1Q_VySbjcLw&hl=ro&sa=X&v
ed=2ahUKEwiuhaPAoZjmAhUIx4sKHa3vCdIQ6AEwCHoECAoQAQ#v=on
epage&q=inciden%C8%9Ba%20elevilor&f=false 
161  ISTAT. (s.a). Popolazione residente al 1° gennaio. Available at: 
http://dati.istat.it/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=DCIS_POPRES1.  
162  ISTAT. (s.a). Stranieri residenti al 1° gennaio . Available at: 
http://dati.istat.it/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=DCIS_POPSTRRES1.  

https://roma.mae.ro/node/290
https://www.tuttitalia.it/regioni/popolazione/
https://roma.mae.ro/node/290
https://books.google.ro/books?id=bbVDDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA334&lpg=PA334&dq=studenti+italieni+in+rom%C3%A2nia&source=bl&ots=KUlsl--D9L&sig=ACfU3U14mexJ8JQ8mgAOK2b1Q_VySbjcLw&hl=ro&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiuhaPAoZjmAhUIx4sKHa3vCdIQ6AEwCHoECAoQAQ#v=onepage&q=inciden%C8%9Ba%20elevilor&f=false
https://books.google.ro/books?id=bbVDDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA334&lpg=PA334&dq=studenti+italieni+in+rom%C3%A2nia&source=bl&ots=KUlsl--D9L&sig=ACfU3U14mexJ8JQ8mgAOK2b1Q_VySbjcLw&hl=ro&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiuhaPAoZjmAhUIx4sKHa3vCdIQ6AEwCHoECAoQAQ#v=onepage&q=inciden%C8%9Ba%20elevilor&f=false
https://books.google.ro/books?id=bbVDDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA334&lpg=PA334&dq=studenti+italieni+in+rom%C3%A2nia&source=bl&ots=KUlsl--D9L&sig=ACfU3U14mexJ8JQ8mgAOK2b1Q_VySbjcLw&hl=ro&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiuhaPAoZjmAhUIx4sKHa3vCdIQ6AEwCHoECAoQAQ#v=onepage&q=inciden%C8%9Ba%20elevilor&f=false
https://books.google.ro/books?id=bbVDDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA334&lpg=PA334&dq=studenti+italieni+in+rom%C3%A2nia&source=bl&ots=KUlsl--D9L&sig=ACfU3U14mexJ8JQ8mgAOK2b1Q_VySbjcLw&hl=ro&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiuhaPAoZjmAhUIx4sKHa3vCdIQ6AEwCHoECAoQAQ#v=onepage&q=inciden%C8%9Ba%20elevilor&f=false
https://books.google.ro/books?id=bbVDDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA334&lpg=PA334&dq=studenti+italieni+in+rom%C3%A2nia&source=bl&ots=KUlsl--D9L&sig=ACfU3U14mexJ8JQ8mgAOK2b1Q_VySbjcLw&hl=ro&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiuhaPAoZjmAhUIx4sKHa3vCdIQ6AEwCHoECAoQAQ#v=onepage&q=inciden%C8%9Ba%20elevilor&f=false
http://dati.istat.it/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=DCIS_POPRES1
http://dati.istat.it/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=DCIS_POPSTRRES1
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community in Italy, it consists of 1.207.919 persons, out of which 
692.272 are women and 515.647 are men163 . Thus, Romanians 
represent 2% of the population of Italy 164 . However, the number 
becomes significant when we look at the percentage of Romanians in 
the immigrant population: 22,8% 165 . In other words, after 2003, 
Romanians became the largest ethnical community in Italy166. 

Regarding the nuptiality in Italy, statistics show that there 
were 195.778 marriages concluded in 2018 167 . From the total, 
17.3% is the share of marriages in which at least one spouse is a 
foreigner. Moreover, 18,6%168 is the share of marriages in which 
an Italian man takes a foreigner wife, out of which 12,7% 169 
represent the couples that are formed between an Italian man and a 
Romanian woman, which means nearly 70% 170  of the mixt 
marriages. 

                                                                 
163  ISTAT. (s.a). Popolazione residente in Italia proveniente dalla 
Romania al 1° gennaio 2019 . Dat i ISTAT. Available at 
https://www.tuttitalia.it/statistiche/cittadini-stranieri/romania/. 
164 Our calculat ions. 1.207.919  x 100 / 60.244.639 = 2% (Romanians in 
Italy). 
165  ISTAT. (s.a). Popolazione residente in Italia proveniente dalla 
Romania al 1° gennaio 2019. Dat i ISTAT. Available at 
https://www.tuttitalia.it/statistiche/cittadini-stranieri/romania/. 
166 Simion  Belea. (2011). Imigranţii români din Italia: între înrădăcinare 

şi întoarcere [Romanian immigrants from Italy: between rooting and 

returning]. p.3. Availab le at: www.philippide.ro/Metafore%20ale%20dev
enirii_2011/40.%20S.%20Belea.pdf. 
167 ISTAT. (s.a). Comunicato stampa: matrimoni e unioni civil . Available 
at: https://www.istat.it/it/archivio/235759  
168 ISTAT. (2018).  Più prime nozze, ma ci si  sposa sempre più tardi. 
p.6. Available  at: www.istat.it/it/files/2019/11/Report_Matrimoni_Unioni
_Civ ili_2018.pdf  
169 Ibidem  
170 Our calculat ions. 12,7 x 100 / 18,6 = 68,27% (of mixed marriages  in 
Italy are between a Romanian and an Italian)  

https://www.tuttitalia.it/statistiche/cittadini-stranieri/romania/
https://www.tuttitalia.it/statistiche/cittadini-stranieri/romania/
http://www.philippide.ro/Metafore%20ale%20devenirii_2011/40.%20S.%20Belea.pdf
http://www.philippide.ro/Metafore%20ale%20devenirii_2011/40.%20S.%20Belea.pdf
https://www.istat.it/it/archivio/235759
http://www.istat.it/it/files/2019/11/Report_Matrimoni_Unioni_Civili_2018.pdf
http://www.istat.it/it/files/2019/11/Report_Matrimoni_Unioni_Civili_2018.pdf
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In 2018 there were 439.747 children born in Italy171, out of 
which 78% 172  (or 343.169 babies) were registered with both 
parents as Italian173. However, in that particular year, the number 
of Italian-born children was the lowest registered in the last 
decade. On the other hand, the Romanian children (with both 
parents as Romanian) born in Italy in the same year were 
13.530 174 . Given that the birth rate of Italians is declining, the 
percentage of children born from Romanian parents is increasing, 
thus reaching 3%175. Statistics show that the Romanians are the 
most fertile foreign population in Italy, followed by Moroccans 
2,09% (9.193), Albanians 1,57% (6.944) and Chinese 0,76% 
(3.362). These four communities account for half of all foreign-
born children176. 

It is interesting that, while Romanian children born in Italy 
ranked first in national statistics, those born in Romania in the 
same year amounted to the lowest figure in the last half century 

                                                                 
171  ISTAT. (2019). Documenti con tag: nascite. Available at: 
www.istat.it/it/archivio/nascite  
172 Our calculat ions. 343.169 x 100 / 439.747 = 78,03 (of children born in 
Italy have both parents Italian) 
173 ISTAT. (2018). Natalità  e fecondità della popolazione residente. Anno 

2018, p.2. Availab le at: www.istat.it/it/files/2019/11/ Report_natalità_ann

o2018_def.pdf  
174 Ansa.it. (2019). Istat: natalità in calo, nel 2018 oltre 18 mila nati in 

meno rispetto al 2017. Available at: www.ansa.it/sito/notizie/cronaca/201
9/11/25/istat-natalita-in-calo-nel-2018-o ltre-18-mila-nati-in-meno-
rispetto-al-2017-_fb352549-f312-4bcb-98be-4abe4ad7fe6c.html  
175 Our calcu lations. 13.530 x 100 /  439.747 = 3,07% (of children born in 
Italy have both parents Romanian)  
176 Ansa.it. (2019). Istat: natalità in calo, nel 2018 oltre 18 mila nati in 

meno rispetto al 2017. Available at: www.ansa.it/sito/notizie/cronaca/201
9/11/25/istat-natalita-in-calo-nel-2018-o ltre-18-mila-nati-in-meno-
rispetto-al-2017-_fb352549-f312-4bcb-98be-4abe4ad7fe6c.html 

http://www.istat.it/it/archivio/nascite
http://www.istat.it/it/files/2019/11/Report_natalità_anno2018_def.pdf
http://www.istat.it/it/files/2019/11/Report_natalità_anno2018_def.pdf
http://www.ansa.it/sito/notizie/cronaca/2019/11/25/istat-natalita-in-calo-nel-2018-oltre-18-mila-nati-in-meno-rispetto-al-2017-_fb352549-f312-4bcb-98be-4abe4ad7fe6c.html
http://www.ansa.it/sito/notizie/cronaca/2019/11/25/istat-natalita-in-calo-nel-2018-oltre-18-mila-nati-in-meno-rispetto-al-2017-_fb352549-f312-4bcb-98be-4abe4ad7fe6c.html
http://www.ansa.it/sito/notizie/cronaca/2019/11/25/istat-natalita-in-calo-nel-2018-oltre-18-mila-nati-in-meno-rispetto-al-2017-_fb352549-f312-4bcb-98be-4abe4ad7fe6c.html
http://www.ansa.it/sito/notizie/cronaca/2019/11/25/istat-natalita-in-calo-nel-2018-oltre-18-mila-nati-in-meno-rispetto-al-2017-_fb352549-f312-4bcb-98be-4abe4ad7fe6c.html
http://www.ansa.it/sito/notizie/cronaca/2019/11/25/istat-natalita-in-calo-nel-2018-oltre-18-mila-nati-in-meno-rispetto-al-2017-_fb352549-f312-4bcb-98be-4abe4ad7fe6c.html
http://www.ansa.it/sito/notizie/cronaca/2019/11/25/istat-natalita-in-calo-nel-2018-oltre-18-mila-nati-in-meno-rispetto-al-2017-_fb352549-f312-4bcb-98be-4abe4ad7fe6c.html
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(since the decree issued by Nicolae Ceaușescu in 1966)
177. These 

aspects are worth considering, especially due to the fact that, for 
the first time and starting with 2016, more Romanian children 
were born in the entire diaspora than in Romania 178. 

 Italians in Romania: 
The total population of Romania recorded at 1st of January 

2020 was 22.175.000, out of which 11.344.000 were women179 and 
the rest were men180. According to the 2011 census, there was a 
total population of 3203 Italians (declining from 3.288 according 
to the 2002 census), out of which 2.354 men and 934 women were 
registered181. The Italian people represent a small segment of the 

                                                                 
177 Mihai Peticilă. (2019). OFICIAL În 2018 s-au născut cei mai puțini 

copii din ultimii 52 de ani, cu 17 mii mai puțini decât în 2017 

[OFFICIAL In 2018, the fewest children in the last 52 years were born, 
17,000 fewer than in 2017] . Available at: https://www.edupedu.ro/oficial-
in-2018-s-au-nascut-cei-mai-putini-copii-d in-ult imii-52-de-ani-cu-17-
mii-mai-putini-decat-in-2017/     
178 Gazeta românească. (2017). Statistici șocante: Anul trecut s-au născut 

mai mulți copii în Diaspora decât în România [Shocking statistics: Last 

year, more children were born in Diaspora than in Romania] . Available 
at: www.gazetaromaneasca.com/observator/prim-plan/statistici-socante-
anul-trecut-s-au-nascut-mai-multi-copii-diaspora-decat-romania/  
179  Available at: www.economica.net/care-era-populatia-romaniei-dupa-
domiciliu -la-1-ianuarie-2020-date-ins_181383.html  
180 Digi.24. (2019). INS: Populația rezidentă a României, în scădere cu 

125.500 de persoane față de anul trecut [INS: Romania's resident 

population, decreasing by 125,500 people compared to last year] . 
Available at : www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/ins-populatia-rezidenta-a-
romaniei-in-scadere-cu-125-500-de-persoane-fata-de-anul-trecut-
1179828.  
181 Recensământ 2002, Vol. I, Tabelele 41-45, apud Bokor Zsuzsa, p.172 

https://www.edupedu.ro/oficial-in-2018-s-au-nascut-cei-mai-putini-copii-din-ultimii-52-de-ani-cu-17-mii-mai-putini-decat-in-2017/
https://www.edupedu.ro/oficial-in-2018-s-au-nascut-cei-mai-putini-copii-din-ultimii-52-de-ani-cu-17-mii-mai-putini-decat-in-2017/
https://www.edupedu.ro/oficial-in-2018-s-au-nascut-cei-mai-putini-copii-din-ultimii-52-de-ani-cu-17-mii-mai-putini-decat-in-2017/
http://www.gazetaromaneasca.com/observator/prim-plan/statistici-socante-anul-trecut-s-au-nascut-mai-multi-copii-diaspora-decat-romania/
http://www.gazetaromaneasca.com/observator/prim-plan/statistici-socante-anul-trecut-s-au-nascut-mai-multi-copii-diaspora-decat-romania/
http://www.economica.net/care-era-populatia-romaniei-dupa-domiciliu-la-1-ianuarie-2020-date-ins_181383.html
http://www.economica.net/care-era-populatia-romaniei-dupa-domiciliu-la-1-ianuarie-2020-date-ins_181383.html
http://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/ins-populatia-rezidenta-a-romaniei-in-scadere-cu-125-500-de-persoane-fata-de-anul-trecut-1179828
http://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/ins-populatia-rezidenta-a-romaniei-in-scadere-cu-125-500-de-persoane-fata-de-anul-trecut-1179828
http://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/ins-populatia-rezidenta-a-romaniei-in-scadere-cu-125-500-de-persoane-fata-de-anul-trecut-1179828
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population of Romania (0,016% 182). However, an aspect worthy of 
note is that the number of men is 2,5 times higher than the number 
of women. More precisely, from the entire population of Italians 
that live in Romania, 71,6 % are men and 28,4% are women183. 

Regarding the issue of marriages, acording to the previous 
census data, a vast majority (90%) of the Italians from Romania 
marry Romanians or other ethnic minorities. Specifically, out of 1.181 
marriages, 1.052 were mixed184 . The rarest marriages are those in 
which the wife has a different ethnicity than Romanian or Italian. 

According to the 2011 census and the data interpreted by 
Tamás and Ilkap

185, the percentage of homogeneous marriages fell 
to only 5,3%. Of the 1.516 married Italian men, only 80 (5,27%) 
had wives of the same nationality, 1.352 (24,3%) had husbands of 
Romanian nationality, 51 of Hungarian nationality (3,4%) and 33 
(2,2%) of other nationalities.  

The number of children born in Romania in 2018 was 
188.755186, out of which aprox. 300187 were of Italian origin. The 
percentage of Italian children born in Romania registered was 
0,16% 188  out of the total number of children born in 2018. 

                                                                 
182  Our calcu lations. 3.203 x 100 /  20.121.641 = 0,016% (Italiens in 
Romania in 2011) 
183 Bokor Zsuzsa, op.cit, p. 174 
184 Ibidem 
185  Kiss Tamás, Veress Ilkap. (2018). Minorități din România. 

Recensământ 2011 - procese demografice [Minorities in Romania. 2011 
Census - demographic processes] . Cluj - Napoca. p. 53. Available at : 
http://ispmn.gov.ro/uploads/WP%2065-04-10.pdf 
186 Mihai Peticilă. (2019). Op.cit. 
187 Ibidem  
188 Our calculat ions. 300 x 100 / 188.755 = 0,158 (of children born in 
Romania are Italian) 

http://ispmn.gov.ro/uploads/WP%2065-04-10.pdf
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Regarding the declared nationality of children, only 14,1% of 
those born in mixed marriages were registered as Italian nationals.  

Another interesting fact is the comparison between the 
fertility of the two ethinic minorities: the Romanian population in 
Italy is nearly 19 times189 more fertile than the Italian community 
from Romania.  

THE HISTORICAL CADRE 

 Romanians in the Italian Republic 
First modern emigration: 1990190 
Peak periods: 2002 and 2007191 
Evolution: In the Romanian migratory flow towards Italy, 

although continuous from a statistical point of view, two stages can 
be identified, both determined by key moments (international 
political decisions). The first one was in 2002, when the residence 
visa for periods shorter than three months was abolished. The 
second one was the moment of Romania's accession to the EU in 
2007. 

 Italians in Romania 
First known emigration: 1000192 

                                                                 
189 Our calcu lations. 3 / 0,16 = 18,75 (the Romanian population in  Italy  is 
19 times more fert ile than the Italian population in Romania)  
190 Monica Roman, Cristina Voica. (2010). Câteva efecte socioeconomice 
ale migraţiei forţei de muncă asupra ţărilor de emigraţie. Cazul 
României [Some socio-economic effects of labor migration on countries 
of emigration. The case of Romania]. p.57, in Economie teoretică şi 

aplicată [Theoretical and applied economics] . Vol.XVII. Nr. 7 , pp.50-65 
191 Smaranda Bratu Elian. (2018). Migraţia românească în Italia: analiza 

Dosarului Statistic Imigraţie 2017  [Romanian migration in Italy: 
analysis of the 2017 Immigration Statistical File] in Revista Orizonturi 
Culturale. Nr. 4. Available at: www.orizonturiculturale.ro/ro_proza_Sma
randa-Bratu-Elian-14.html 

http://www.orizonturiculturale.ro/ro_proza_Smaranda-Bratu-Elian-14.html
http://www.orizonturiculturale.ro/ro_proza_Smaranda-Bratu-Elian-14.html
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Peak periods: the 13th century193 ; in 1935: 60.000 194 ; in 
1992: 30.000195 
Evolution:  
The Italian presence in Romania is due to economic reasons 

and has three major phases. The first wave of migration came 
before the First World War.  

“According to the census of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

("Ministero Affari Esteri"), the number o f Italian emigrants in 
Romania increased almost tenfold over three decades, increas ing 
from 830 in 1871 to more than 8.000 in 1901. It also continued in 
the period between the two world  wars (some estimates calcu lated 
the presence in Romania, in  1935, of approximately 60.000 
Italians), but was gradually in crisis after 1940.”

 196 

The second period in which a significant population was 
established here is after the Second World War but before the fall 
of the communist regime (the interwar period). This migratory 

                                                                                                                                     
192  Italiana la îndemâna tuturor [Italian at everyone's fingertips]. (s.a). 

Comunitatea italieneasca din Romania [The Italian community in 
Romania.]. Available at: http://italianala ndemanatuturor.blogspot.com/2
011/01/comunitatea-italieneasca-din-romania.html  
193  Italiana la îndemâna tuturor [Italian at everyone's fingertips]. (s.a). 

Comunitatea italieneasca din Romania [The Italian community in 
Romania.]. Available at: http://italianala ndemanatuturor.blogspot.com/2
011/01/comunitatea-italieneasca-din-romania.html  
194 Dorin Țimonea. (2016). Invazia italienilor în România. Acum 75 de 

ani, românii îi considerau pe italieni infractori şi luptau să -i stopeze la 
graniţă [The Italian invasion of Romania. 75 years ago, Romanians 

considered Italians criminals and fought to stop them at the border]. 
Available at: https://adevarul.ro/locale/alba-iulia/invazia-italienilor-
romania-75-ani-romanii-considerau-italieni-infractori-luptau-sa-i-
stopeze-granita-1_56f6ac325ab6550cb84095cf/ index.html 
195 Bokor Zsuzsa, op.cit, p.107  
196 Caritas Italiana. Immigrazioni e lavoro in Italia. Statistiche, problemi  e 
prospettive, IDOS, Roma, 2008, pp. 63-68. 

http://italianala ndemanatuturor.blogspot.com/2011/01/comunitatea-italieneasca-din-romania.html
http://italianala ndemanatuturor.blogspot.com/2011/01/comunitatea-italieneasca-din-romania.html
http://italianala ndemanatuturor.blogspot.com/2011/01/comunitatea-italieneasca-din-romania.html
http://italianala ndemanatuturor.blogspot.com/2011/01/comunitatea-italieneasca-din-romania.html
https://adevarul.ro/locale/alba-iulia/invazia-italienilor-romania-75-ani-romanii-considerau-italieni-infractori-luptau-sa-i-stopeze-granita-1_56f6ac325ab6550cb84095cf/index.html
https://adevarul.ro/locale/alba-iulia/invazia-italienilor-romania-75-ani-romanii-considerau-italieni-infractori-luptau-sa-i-stopeze-granita-1_56f6ac325ab6550cb84095cf/index.html
https://adevarul.ro/locale/alba-iulia/invazia-italienilor-romania-75-ani-romanii-considerau-italieni-infractori-luptau-sa-i-stopeze-granita-1_56f6ac325ab6550cb84095cf/index.html
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flow took place in the early years of World War II, when 
thousands of people sought refuge in Romania from Mussolini's 
rule 197. After 1945, following the establishment of the communist 
regime, some Italians preferred to return to Italy198. The third phase 
in which Italians moved to Romania begun in the 1990s and is still 
ongoing today199, being a movement due to economic interests. 

PSYCHICAL CADRE 

 Broken families  
There are 10 million Romanian citizens abroad200, including 

over 1,2 million in Italy 201
. “Save the Children” Association 

estimates that the total number of children with parents working 

                                                                 
197 Dorin Țimonea. (2016). Invazia italienilor în România. Acum 75 de 

ani, românii îi considerau pe italieni infractori şi luptau să -i stopeze la 
graniţă [The Italian invasion of Romania. 75 years ago, Romanians 

considered Italians criminals and fought to stop them at the border]. 
Available at: https://adevarul.ro/locale/alba-iulia/invazia-italienilor-
romania-75-ani-romanii-considerau-italieni-infractori-luptau-sa-i-
stopeze-granita-1_56f6ac325ab6550cb84095cf/ index.html  
198 Bokor Zsuzsa, op.cit, pp. 157-158 
199 Ricci, Antonio. 2017. „Minoritatea etnică italiană din  România în t imp 

de criză” [“The Italian ethnic minority in Romania in t imes of crisis”] in 

Bokor Zsuzsa, op.cit,, pp. 320-350. 
200  Loredana Iriciuc. (2019). Eugen Tomac: „Avem 10 milioane de 
ROMÂNI în afara țării. Raportul ar trebui să alerteze CSAT și 

Parlamentul României” [We have 10 million ROMANIANS abroad. The 

report should alert the CSAT and the Romanian Parliament] . Available 
at: www.stiridiaspora.ro/eugen-tomac-avem-10-milioane-de-romani-in -
afara-arii-raportul-ar-trebui-sa-alerteze-csat-i-parlamentul-
romaniei_424226.html.  
201  Tuttitalia. (s.a). Romeni in Italia. Available at: 
www.tuttitalia.it/statistiche/cittadini-stranieri/romania/  

https://adevarul.ro/locale/alba-iulia/invazia-italienilor-romania-75-ani-romanii-considerau-italieni-infractori-luptau-sa-i-stopeze-granita-1_56f6ac325ab6550cb84095cf/index.html
https://adevarul.ro/locale/alba-iulia/invazia-italienilor-romania-75-ani-romanii-considerau-italieni-infractori-luptau-sa-i-stopeze-granita-1_56f6ac325ab6550cb84095cf/index.html
https://adevarul.ro/locale/alba-iulia/invazia-italienilor-romania-75-ani-romanii-considerau-italieni-infractori-luptau-sa-i-stopeze-granita-1_56f6ac325ab6550cb84095cf/index.html
http://www.stiridiaspora.ro/eugen-tomac-avem-10-milioane-de-romani-in-afara-arii-raportul-ar-trebui-sa-alerteze-csat-i-parlamentul-romaniei_424226.html
http://www.stiridiaspora.ro/eugen-tomac-avem-10-milioane-de-romani-in-afara-arii-raportul-ar-trebui-sa-alerteze-csat-i-parlamentul-romaniei_424226.html
http://www.stiridiaspora.ro/eugen-tomac-avem-10-milioane-de-romani-in-afara-arii-raportul-ar-trebui-sa-alerteze-csat-i-parlamentul-romaniei_424226.html
http://www.tuttitalia.it/statistiche/cittadini-stranieri/romania/
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abroad amounts to approximately 250,000 nationwide 202. The non-
governmental organization claims that in the absence of parental 
affection, children left at home face emotional, social and 
educational difficulties. 

“Regardless of age, most children whose parents go to work 
abroad feel this situation as abandonment. The psychological risk 
is not the «abandonment» itself, but the way children manage to 

integrate this traumatic experience into their life story. In general, 
children come to two negative conclus ions: they are not important 
as people, they are not worthy of being loved, and others are not 
trustworthy and there is always  the danger of being abandoned.”203 

Approximately 30,000 204  families break up as a result of 
their parents leaving for Italy, which means that 12%205  of all 
broken families in Romania. 

 The (sexual) exploitation of Romanian women 
By sexual exploitation we understand:  
“(..) the phenomenon that involves the explo itation of women and 

children, inside the country or abroad, by fo rcing them to have sex 
in exchange for material goods or money.”206 

                                                                 
202 Mediafax. (2018). Generația uitată acasă. Viitorul scris de părinții 

care își abandonează copiii [The generation forgotten at home. The 

future written by parents who abandon their children] . Available at : 
https://www.mediafax.ro/social/romania-generatia-u itata-acasa-viitorul-
scris-de-parintii-care-isi-abandoneaza-copiii-17374277  
203  “Indiferent de vârstă, majoritatea copiilor ai căror păr inţi pleacă la 

muncă în străinătate resimt această situaţie ca pe un abandon. Riscul 

psihologic nu constă în “abandonul” în sine, ci în modul în care copiii 

reuşesc să integreze această experienţă traumatizantă în povestea vieţii 

lor. În  general, copiii ajung la două concluzii negative: ei nu sunt 

importanţi ca persoane, nu sunt vrednici de a fi iubiţ i, iar ceilalţ i nu sunt 

de încredere şi există mereu pericolu l de a fi părăsiţi” - ibidem 
204 Our calcu lations. 1.200.000 x 250.000 / 10.000.000 = 30.000 (families 
broke up as a result of their parents leaving for Italy )  
205 Our calculat ions. 30.000 x 100 / 250.000 = 12%  

https://www.mediafax.ro/social/romania-generatia-uitata-acasa-viitorul-scris-de-parintii-care-isi-abandoneaza-copiii-17374277
https://www.mediafax.ro/social/romania-generatia-uitata-acasa-viitorul-scris-de-parintii-care-isi-abandoneaza-copiii-17374277
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Nr. of exploited Romanians: 7.500207 
The most affected area: Ragusta (Sicily) 208 
Nr. of aborted children that resulted from the abuse: 230 (in 2 
years: 2015/2016)209 

According to the Italian organization for migrant rights, 
Proxyma Association, more than half of the Romanian women 
who work in greenhouses in the south of the Peninsula are forced 
to have sex with their employers. Almost all work in conditions of 
forced labor and severe exploitation210. 

                                                                                                                                     
206  „(..) fenomenul care p resupune exp loatarea femeilor și copiilor, în 

interioru l țării sau peste hotare, prin forțarea acestora de a întreține rela ții 
sexuale contra bunurilor materiale sau a banilor.” According to 

18octombrie.ro  (2016). Ce este tra ficul sexual sau sclavia sexuală? 

[What is sex trafficking or sexual slavery?] . Available at : 
https://www.18octombrie.ro/ce-este-traficul-sexual-sau-sclavia-sexuala/  
207 Ziare.com. (2017). Reportaj: Româncele care lucrează la fermele din 

Italia - plătite la negru, supuse la muncă forțată și agresate sexual. 
Available at: www.ziare.com/diaspora/roma/reportaj-romancele-care-
lucreaza-la-fermele-din -italia-platite-la-negru-supuse-la-munca-fortata-si-
agresate-sexual-1457185 
208 Active News. (2017). CALVARUL româncelor din Italia. Femeile care 
muncesc în ferme sunt exploatate și abuzate sexual de patroni. Iar „numărul 

întreruperilor de sarcină este înspăimântător” [THE CALVARY of the 

Romanians in Italy. Women working on farms are exploited and sexually 
abused by employers. And "the number of abortions is frightening."]. 
Available at: www.activenews.ro/stiri-diaspora/CALVARUL-romancelor-
din-Italia.-Femeile-care-muncesc-in-ferme-sunt-exploatate-si-abuzate-sexual-
de-patroni.-Iar-„numarul-intreruperilor-de-sarcina-este-inspaimantator-
dezvaluie-L’Espresso-144465   
209 Ibidem   
210 Ziare.com. (2017). Reportaj: Româncele care lucrează la fermele din 

Italia - plătite la negru, supuse la muncă forțată și agresate sexual 

[Report: Romanian women working on farms in Italy - paid illegally, 
subjected to forced labor and sexually assaulted]. Available at : 
http://www.ziare.com/diaspora/roma/reportaj-romancele-care-lucreaza-la-

https://www.18octombrie.ro/ce-este-traficul-sexual-sau-sclavia-sexuala/
http://www.ziare.com/diaspora/roma/reportaj-romancele-care-lucreaza-la-fermele-din-italia-platite-la-negru-supuse-la-munca-fortata-si-agresate-sexual-1457185
http://www.ziare.com/diaspora/roma/reportaj-romancele-care-lucreaza-la-fermele-din-italia-platite-la-negru-supuse-la-munca-fortata-si-agresate-sexual-1457185
http://www.ziare.com/diaspora/roma/reportaj-romancele-care-lucreaza-la-fermele-din-italia-platite-la-negru-supuse-la-munca-fortata-si-agresate-sexual-1457185
http://www.activenews.ro/stiri-diaspora/CALVARUL-romancelor-din-Italia.-Femeile-care-muncesc-in-ferme-sunt-exploatate-si-abuzate-sexual-de-patroni.-Iar-
http://www.activenews.ro/stiri-diaspora/CALVARUL-romancelor-din-Italia.-Femeile-care-muncesc-in-ferme-sunt-exploatate-si-abuzate-sexual-de-patroni.-Iar-
http://www.activenews.ro/stiri-diaspora/CALVARUL-romancelor-din-Italia.-Femeile-care-muncesc-in-ferme-sunt-exploatate-si-abuzate-sexual-de-patroni.-Iar-
http://www.activenews.ro/stiri-diaspora/CALVARUL-romancelor-din-Italia.-Femeile-care-muncesc-in-ferme-sunt-exploatate-si-abuzate-sexual-de-patroni.-Iar-
http://www.ziare.com/diaspora/roma/reportaj-romancele-care-lucreaza-la-fermele-din-italia-platite-la-negru-supuse-la-munca-fortata-si-agresate-sexual-1457185
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These forms of exploatation come with another cost 
attached: the traumas of the returned Romanian women.  

The number of women institutionalized in psychiatric 
facilities suffering from the “Italy syndrome” was, only in 2008, 

160 persons211. Statistics show that, in Romania, in 2018, 5% of 
the hospitalizations in psychiatric wards are of women who have 
been diagnosed with this particular syndrome 212 . Psychiatrist 
Cozmin Mihai, from the Institute of Psychiatry in Iași, defined this 
syndrome as: 

“(..) a form of social depress ion that occurs primarily in people 
who do not have a medical training, but who care for people with 
severe illnesses for a long time”

 213 

 Political manipulation 
Romanians have become a subject of political manipulation 

by associating them with the exacerbation of crime 
Since 2007, various political voices such as the mayor of 

Rome, Walter Veltroni (where we find the largest community of 
Romanians in Italy - almost 90.000 people) said that 75% of the 
arrests made in Rome in the first 8 months of the year are 

                                                                                                                                     
fermele-d in-italia-platite-la-negru-supuse-la-munca-fortata-si-agresate-
sexual-1457185 
211  Digi24.ro. (2018). Ce este „sindromul Italia" și cum se manifestă 

[What is the "Italy syndrome" and how does it manifest itself] . Available 
at: www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/social/ce-este-sindromul-italia-si-cum-
se-manifesta-866124 
212  Simona Lazăr. (2018). Sindromul Italia - o nouă boală depresivă îi 

alertează pe psihiatri [Italy syndrome - a new depressive illness alerts 
psychiatrists] . Available at: https://ziarmedical.ro/2018/10/11/sindromul-italia/  
213 Ibidem  

http://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/social/ce-este-sindromul-italia-si-cum-se-manifesta-866124
http://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/social/ce-este-sindromul-italia-si-cum-se-manifesta-866124
https://ziarmedical.ro/2018/10/11/sindromul-italia/
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Romanians 214 . As a reply, the now President of the Romanian 
Academy, acad. Ioan Aurel Pop, declared: 

“The Italians place us geographically, as we know, in  the Balkans, 

and this would not be too serious if it remained a simple error of 
form, innocent, made out of ignorance. But the Balkans also 
gained a pejorative connotation, the Balkan epithet meaning 
“insecure”, “unstable”, “conflictual”, “Byzantine -Eastern”, 

“unserious”, “underdeveloped”, etc. Or, the Romanians, although 

they have many affinities with the Balkan  world, as a border  type 
of people, also have a strong Central European and Western 
component, always neglected or silenced.”

 215  

A lawyer from Spezia, Gabriele Dallara, stated that: 
“The thesis that the Romanians would be inclined to commit 

crimes arouses laughter like Lombroso's doctrine. The percentage 
of Romanians who commit crimes in reality is minimal.”

 216 

Some relevant figures: Romanians represent 2% of the 
population of Italy, the crime rate being somewhere around 8-9%, 
and the share in prisons 0.4%. Although they are the largest 
community of foreigners in Italy, Romanians have the lowest 
crime rate and presence in prisons. Out of the total crimes 
committed by immigrants, the statistics made public told that 

                                                                 
214  Hotnwes.ro. (2007). Romanii din Italia ies in strada sa-si apere 
imaginea [Romanians in Italy take to the streets to defend their image] . 
Available at : www.hotnews.ro/stiri-arhiva-1021436-romanii-din-italia-
ies-strada-apere-imaginea.htm  
215 Orizonturi cu lturale italo  – române. (2012). Ioan-Aurel Pop: „Românii 

din Italia nu au conştiinţa unei comunităţi” [Romanians in Italy do not 

have the conscience of a community] . Available at: 
www.orizonturicultura le.ro/ro_intaln iri_Ioan-Aurel-Pop-interviu.html  
216  Gazeta Românească. (2016). „Avocatul care eliberează români”. 

Gabriele Dallara, o nouă rubrică juridică ["The lawyer who frees 

Romanians". Gabriele Dallara, a new legal column] . Available at : 
www.gazetaromaneasca.com/observator/comunitate/avocatul-care-
elibereaza-romani-gabriele-dallara-o-noua-rubrica-juridica/  

http://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-arhiva-1021436-romanii-din-italia-ies-strada-apere-imaginea.htm
http://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-arhiva-1021436-romanii-din-italia-ies-strada-apere-imaginea.htm
http://www.orizonturiculturale.ro/ro_intalniri_Ioan-Aurel-Pop-interviu.html
http://www.gazetaromaneasca.com/observator/comunitate/avocatul-care-elibereaza-romani-gabriele-dallara-o-noua-rubrica-juridica/
http://www.gazetaromaneasca.com/observator/comunitate/avocatul-care-elibereaza-romani-gabriele-dallara-o-noua-rubrica-juridica/
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Romanians committed 16%, compared to 15.5% for Moroccans 
and 9% for Albanians, but without referring to the fact that the 
Romanian immigrants are 2 thirds more than those immediately 
ranked numerically. In real terms, keeping the proportions in order 
to have the complete image, and applying this percentage to the 
known number of Romanians in the Peninsula also compared to 
the minorities immediately following numerically, the value of this 
percentage should be somewhere between 8 and 9%. This fact is 
observed by comparing the foreign population in Italian prisons, 
respectively 3326 (21%) Moroccans, 2267 (14.5%) Romanians 
and 1897 (12.3%) Albanians, where the percentage of Romanians 
in Italian prisons is the lowest compared to the total community - 
less than 0.4% total. Another relevant fact, although much more 
difficult to estimate, would be the percentage of the crimes 
highlighted above that were committed by Romanian citizens of 
Rroma / Gypsy ethnicity, inhabitants of nomadic camps that 
“horrified” the inhabitants of the large Italian cities217. 

CULTURAL MANIFESTATIONS 
 Romanians in the Italian Republic  

Regarding the religious dimension, in Italy one can find 383 
Orthodox Churches218 (256 parishes 219 , 127 branches220). Among 

                                                                 
217 Gheorghe Mocuța, Radu Buica. (s.a). Infracţionalitatea imigranţilor 

români din Italia – un alt fel de date statistice [Criminality of Romanian 
immigrants in Italy - another kind of statistical data] , p.1, available at : 
http://old.mpublic.ro/jurisprudenta/publicatii/infractionalitatea_imigrantil
or_romani.pdf  
218  Sorin Ioniță. (2019). Italia: Diaspora ortodoxă românească este 

găzduită de Biserica Catolică [Ita ly: The Romanian Orthodox Diaspora 
is hosted by the Catholic Church]. Available at: https://basilica.ro/italia -
diaspora-ortodoxa-romaneasca-este-gazduita-de-biserica-catolica/  

http://old.mpublic.ro/jurisprudenta/publicatii/infractionalitatea_imigrantilor_romani.pdf
http://old.mpublic.ro/jurisprudenta/publicatii/infractionalitatea_imigrantilor_romani.pdf
https://basilica.ro/italia-diaspora-ortodoxa-romaneasca-este-gazduita-de-biserica-catolica/
https://basilica.ro/italia-diaspora-ortodoxa-romaneasca-este-gazduita-de-biserica-catolica/
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them there are 306 Orthodox Churches (80%221) that are hosted by 
the Catholic Church222, and 140 (or 37% 223) with the liturgy in 
Romanian224. 
 From an educational standpoint, in 2017 there were 750.000 
Romanian students enrolled in school, out of which only 8.000-
12.000 (nearly 1,6%225) study the courses in the Romanian language. 
 As media is concerned, there are 2 TV stations in 
Romanian226, a News portal227 and 2 radio stations that air in the 
maternal language228. 

                                                                                                                                     
219 According to the Statute of the organization and functioning of the 
Romanian Orthodox Church from 16.01.2008, published in the Official 
Gazette [Monitorul Oficial], Part I no. 50 of January 22, 2008, “the parish 

is the community of Orthodox Christians, clergy and laity, located in a 
certain territory and subordinated to the diocesan center from a canonical, 
legal, administrative and patrimonial point of view, led by a parish priest 
appointed by the diocese (archbishop or bishop)”. Text availab le at 

https://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gezdamrrge/statutul-pentru-organizarea-si-
functionarea-bisericii-ortodoxe-romane-din-16012008  
220 “The community of believers who cannot support a parish with their 

own means, by decision of the Permanence of the Diocesan Council, may 
join a neighboring community, together with which they form a single 
parish. In  this case, the join ing community is called  a b ranch, and its 
members have the same rights and duties to the parish as those in the 
joining community” - Ibidem 
221 Our calculat ions. 306 x 100 /  383 = 79,89%  
222 Ibidem  
223 Our calculat ions. 140 x 100 /  383 = 36,55%  
224  ItaliaRomânia.com.(s.a). Biserici românești ortodoxe in Italia 

[Romanian Orthodox Churches in Italy]. Availab le at : 
www.italiaromania.com/biserici-romanesti-italia.asp     
225 Our calculat ions. 12.000 x 100 / 750.000 = 1,6%  
226 Ro italianul. (2018). O româncă din Italia întreabă: Ce părere aveți 

despre Dacia TV, a fost creată pentru a informa românii din Italia sau 

pentru interesele personale ale unui anumit grup? [A Romanian woman 
from Italy asks: What do you think about Dacia TV, was it created to 

https://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gezdamrrge/statutul-pentru-organizarea-si-functionarea-bisericii-ortodoxe-romane-din-16012008
https://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gezdamrrge/statutul-pentru-organizarea-si-functionarea-bisericii-ortodoxe-romane-din-16012008
http://www.italiaromania.com/biserici-romanesti-italia.asp
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Regarding the cultural associative phenomenon, there are 
registered over 100 associations distributed according to the 
regions of Italy: 2 in Calabria, 2 in Campania, 2 in Emilia 
Romagna, 3 in Friuli Venezia Giulia, 37 in Lazio, 1 in Liguria, 13 
in Lombardy, 1 in Marche, 11 in Piedmont, 2 in Puglia, 3 in 
Sardegana, 11 in Sicily, 4 in Tuscany, 1 in Trentino-Alto Adige, 2 
in Umbria and 4 in Tuscany229. Among the most important NGOs 
we mention: in Milan the Association of Romanians in Italy - 
A.R.I., “Donne Romene in Italia [Romanian Women in Italy]” 

Association – ADRI; in Rome the “Immigrati Romeni in Italia 
[Romanian Immigrants in Italy]” Association, “Mamme di Roma” 
Association - ONLUS, Association of Romanian Parents in Italy; 
in Turin the Romanian-Italian Cultural Association “Dacia”; in 
Palermo the C.A.P.I.M.E.D. Romania; in Rogusta the Alliance of 
Romanians from Ragusa. 

 Italians in Romania 

                                                                                                                                     
inform Romanians in Italy or for the personal interests of a  certain 
group?] . Available at: https://www.rotalianul.com/ingrijtoare-romanca-
din-italia-intreaba-ce-parere-aveti-despre-dacia-tv/  
227 Orizonturi culturale Italo-Române. (s.a). Comunitatea românească din 

Italia: cadru panoramic al Ambasadei de la Roma [Romanian community 
in Italy: panoramic view of the Embassy in Rome]. Available at : 
www.orizonturiculturale.ro/ro_studii_Comunitatea-romaneasca-din-
Italia.html 
228

Gazeta Românească. (2011). Aici Radio Torino în limba română! 

[Here Radio Torino in Romanian!] Available at: 
www.gazetaromaneasca.com/observator/comunitate/aici-rad io-torino-in-
limba-roman/  
229 Ambasada României în Republica Italiană. (2020). Asociații românești 

din Italia, Malta și San Marino [Romanian associations from Italy, Malta 

and San Marino] . Available at: https://roma.mae.ro/node/288  

https://www.rotalianul.com/ingrijtoare-romanca-din-italia-intreaba-ce-parere-aveti-despre-dacia-tv/
https://www.rotalianul.com/ingrijtoare-romanca-din-italia-intreaba-ce-parere-aveti-despre-dacia-tv/
http://www.orizonturiculturale.ro/ro_studii_Comunitatea-romaneasca-din-Italia.html
http://www.orizonturiculturale.ro/ro_studii_Comunitatea-romaneasca-din-Italia.html
http://www.gazetaromaneasca.com/observator/comunitate/aici-radio-torino-in-limba-roman/
http://www.gazetaromaneasca.com/observator/comunitate/aici-radio-torino-in-limba-roman/
https://roma.mae.ro/node/288
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In Romania, in the civic and administrative center of the 
capital, there is a church where the religious service is held in 
Italian language230. 

In terms of education, at the level of 2019 there is a single 
school with teaching in Italian, and the number of students 
learning in their mother tongue reaches 1.000231. 
The media consists of 3 TV stations 232  and 2 radio stations 233 
broadcasting in Italian.  

From the perspective of the associative sector, there is only 
one representative entity, called the Association of Italians in 
Romania - RO.AS.IT. It was established in 1993, in Suceava, on 
the initiative of a group of descendants of the Italian emigrants 
settled in the Bucovina area. In 1996, the Association acquired 
legal personality, and in 2008 it received the status of public 
utility, based on the Decision of the Romanian Government 234. 

                                                                 
230  Societatea Muzicală. (s.a). Biserica Italiană. Available at: 
https://www.societateamuzicala.ro/locurileculturii/b iserica-italiana/ 
231 EbsRadio. (2019). FOTO | O școală în limba italiană la Cluj, primul 

proiect al noului Consulat Onorific al acestei țări [PHOTO | An Italian 

language school in Cluj, the first project of the new Honorary Consulate 
of this country]. Available at : https://ebsradio.ro/stiri/foto-o-scoala-in -
limba-italiana-la-clu j-primul-pro iect-al-noului-consulat-onorific-al-
acestei-tari/  
232 Mediafax. (2013). Televiziunea Mediaset Italia, din grupul lui Silvio 
Berlusconi, s-a lansat oficial în România [Mediaset Italia Television, 

from Silvio Berlusconi's group, has officially launched in Romania] . 
Available at: www.mediafax.ro/cultura-media/televiziunea-mediaset-
italia-din -grupul-lui-silvio-berlusconi-s-a-lansat-oficial-in-romania-
10717121  
233  Orizonturi culturale. (s.a). „Spazio Italia” la Radio Timişoara. În 

dialog cu Felicia Ristea ["Spazio Italia" on Radio Timişoara. A dialogue 
with Felicia Ristea] . Available at: www.orizonturicu lturale.ro/ro_intalniri
_Felicia-Ristea-interviu.html 
234 The Association of Italians in Romania: https://roasit.ro  

https://www.societateamuzicala.ro/locurileculturii/biserica-italiana/
https://ebsradio.ro/stiri/foto-o-scoala-in-limba-italiana-la-cluj-primul-proiect-al-noului-consulat-onorific-al-acestei-tari/
https://ebsradio.ro/stiri/foto-o-scoala-in-limba-italiana-la-cluj-primul-proiect-al-noului-consulat-onorific-al-acestei-tari/
https://ebsradio.ro/stiri/foto-o-scoala-in-limba-italiana-la-cluj-primul-proiect-al-noului-consulat-onorific-al-acestei-tari/
http://www.mediafax.ro/cultura-media/televiziunea-mediaset-italia-din-grupul-lui-silvio-berlusconi-s-a-lansat-oficial-in-romania-10717121
http://www.mediafax.ro/cultura-media/televiziunea-mediaset-italia-din-grupul-lui-silvio-berlusconi-s-a-lansat-oficial-in-romania-10717121
http://www.mediafax.ro/cultura-media/televiziunea-mediaset-italia-din-grupul-lui-silvio-berlusconi-s-a-lansat-oficial-in-romania-10717121
http://www.orizonturiculturale.ro/ro_intalniri_Felicia-Ristea-interviu.html
http://www.orizonturiculturale.ro/ro_intalniri_Felicia-Ristea-interviu.html
https://roasit.ro/
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Cultural personalities: Adrian Marino, Sorana Coroamă Stanca, 

Alexandru Pesamosca, Enrico Fanciotti, Horia Moculescu, Mişu 

Fotino, Dante Grechi, Angella Tomaselli, Mădălina Coracin, 
Mihaela Profiriu Mateescu-Culluri, Doina Florişteanu, Nicolae 

Girardi, Cristian Ţopescu, Mario Nardin
235. 

ECONOMIC MANIFESTATIONS 

 Romanians in the Italian Republic 
The contribution of Romanians from Italy to Romania's 

GDP in 2018 was 3 billion EUR236, out of a total GDP of 202 
billion EUR in 2018237, which translates into a percentage of 1.5% 
of Romania's GDP in 2018.  

Immigrants' contribution to Italy's GDP in 2019 was 139 
billion euros, which means 9% of GDP238 . The contribution of 

                                                                 
235 Ibidem  
236 Digi.24. (2019). Câți bani au trimis anul trecut în țară românii plecați 

să muncească în afară [How much money did the Romanians who went 
to work abroad send to the country last year]. Available at : 
www.d igi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/social/cati-bani-au-t rimis-anul-t recut-in-
tara-romanii-p lecati-sa-munceasca-in-afara-1216151  
237 Vladimir Ionescu. (2019). PIB-ul României l-a depășit în 2018 pe cel 

al Portugaliei: care are o populație de 2 mai mică și un PIB/locuitor de 2 

ori mai mare [Romania's GDP exceeded that of Portugal in 2018: which 
has a population 2 times smaller and a GDP /  inhabitant 2 times higher]. 
Available at : https://cursdeguvernare.ro/pib-ul-romaniei-l-a-depasit-pe-
cel-al-portugaliei-in-2018-dar-productivitatea-economiei-locale-este-in-
continuare-in-urma.html  
238 Mircea Diaconu. (2019). Fără imigranți, Italia ar pierde 139 miliarde 

de euro pe an și economia țării ar suferi enorm [Without immigrants, 

Italy would lose 139 billion euros a year and the country's economy 
would suffer enormously] . Availab le at: www.rotalianul.com/fara -
imigranti-italia-ar-p ierde-139-miliarde-de-euro -pe-si-economia-tarii-ar-
suferi-enorm/  

http://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/social/cati-bani-au-trimis-anul-trecut-in-tara-romanii-plecati-sa-munceasca-in-afara-1216151
http://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/social/cati-bani-au-trimis-anul-trecut-in-tara-romanii-plecati-sa-munceasca-in-afara-1216151
https://cursdeguvernare.ro/pib-ul-romaniei-l-a-depasit-pe-cel-al-portugaliei-in-2018-dar-productivitatea-economiei-locale-este-in-continuare-in-urma.html
https://cursdeguvernare.ro/pib-ul-romaniei-l-a-depasit-pe-cel-al-portugaliei-in-2018-dar-productivitatea-economiei-locale-este-in-continuare-in-urma.html
https://cursdeguvernare.ro/pib-ul-romaniei-l-a-depasit-pe-cel-al-portugaliei-in-2018-dar-productivitatea-economiei-locale-este-in-continuare-in-urma.html
http://www.rotalianul.com/fara-imigranti-italia-ar-pierde-139-miliarde-de-euro-pe-si-economia-tarii-ar-suferi-enorm/
http://www.rotalianul.com/fara-imigranti-italia-ar-pierde-139-miliarde-de-euro-pe-si-economia-tarii-ar-suferi-enorm/
http://www.rotalianul.com/fara-imigranti-italia-ar-pierde-139-miliarde-de-euro-pe-si-economia-tarii-ar-suferi-enorm/
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Romanian immigrants to Italy's GDP in 2019: 30.9 billion euros, 
more than 2.07% of GDP239. 

On a closer look at the numbers, it is clear that in a single 
year, the contribution of Romanians to the GDP of Italy was 10 
times higher than their contribution to the GDP of Romania. 

The main occupations / domains of Romanians in Italy are 
in services (55%)240 , industry (21.5%)241 , and entrepreneurship 
(30% – out of the 10% total of companies set up by emigrants 242). 
Regarding the business sector, there are 550.000 businesses set up 
by immigrants243, which bring a 96 billion euros profit244 and have 
a 6,7% value of Italy’s GDP 245 . Among these, the Romanian 
imigrants set up over 60.000 businesses246. 

                                                                 
239  Hotnews. (2019). Românii din Italia, venituri anuale de peste 6,5 
miliarde de euro [Romanians in Italy, annual revenues of over 6.5  billion 
euros]. Available at: http://mobile.hotnews.ro/stire/23416251  
240 Bokor Zsuzsa, op.cit, p.108  
241 Ibidem  
242 Cristina Andrei. (2018). Românii, în top 3 în clasamentul imigranţilor 

care îşi fac afaceri în Italia. Una din zece companii italiene este înfiinţată 

de străini [Romanians, in the top 3 in the ranking of immigrants doing 

business in Italy. One in ten Italian companies is set  up by foreigners]. 
Available at: www.gandul.info/stiri/romanii-in-top-3-in-clasamentul-
imigrantilor-care-isi-fac-afaceri-in-italia-una-din-zece-companii-italiene-
este-infiintata-de-straini-16986972  
243 Gazeta românească. (2017). 60.000 de firme deschise de români în 

Italia, majoritatea în construcții: străinii salvează economia Italiei 

[60.000 companies opened by Romanians in Italy, most of them under 
construction: foreigners save Italy's economy], Available at: www.gazeta
romaneasca.com/observator/prim-plan/60-000-de-firme-deschise-de-
romani-italia-majoritatea-constructii-strainii-salveaza-economia-italiei/  
244 Ibidem  
245 Ibidem 
246 Ibidem 

http://mobile.hotnews.ro/stire/23416251
http://www.gandul.info/stiri/romanii-in-top-3-in-clasamentul-imigrantilor-care-isi-fac-afaceri-in-italia-una-din-zece-companii-italiene-este-infiintata-de-straini-16986972
http://www.gandul.info/stiri/romanii-in-top-3-in-clasamentul-imigrantilor-care-isi-fac-afaceri-in-italia-una-din-zece-companii-italiene-este-infiintata-de-straini-16986972
http://www.gandul.info/stiri/romanii-in-top-3-in-clasamentul-imigrantilor-care-isi-fac-afaceri-in-italia-una-din-zece-companii-italiene-este-infiintata-de-straini-16986972
http://www.gazetaromaneasca.com/observator/prim-plan/60-000-de-firme-deschise-de-romani-italia-majoritatea-constructii-strainii-salveaza-economia-italiei/
http://www.gazetaromaneasca.com/observator/prim-plan/60-000-de-firme-deschise-de-romani-italia-majoritatea-constructii-strainii-salveaza-economia-italiei/
http://www.gazetaromaneasca.com/observator/prim-plan/60-000-de-firme-deschise-de-romani-italia-majoritatea-constructii-strainii-salveaza-economia-italiei/
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The Romania-Italy economic exchanges registered record 
activities în the last years. The year 2017 represented a record year 
in terms of bilateral trade (over 14.6 billion euros), a record then 
surpassed by the one from 2018 (15.52 billion euros - an increase 
of 6.2% to 2017) 247. This was the highest value in the history of 
the bilateral relations, consisted of 7.75 billion euros exports (up 
10%) and imports of 7.77 billion euros (up 2.6%) 248 . Italy is 
currently, after Germany, Romania's second largest economic 
partner in terms of export-import activity. Moreover, it is the 5th 
foreign investor in terms of invested capital, with a value of 
approximately 2.55 billion euros 249. 

 Italians in the Romania 
The main occupations and domains in which Italiens are 

involved are in agriculture, real estate, and construction. 
According to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 

Development (MADR), Italians, Germans and French have the 
most agricultural land in Romania. In the last 6 years, 732,374.29 
ha of agricultural land were sold: in 2014 58,875.14 ha, in 2015: 
172,353.79 ha (almost 3 times more than in the previous year), in 
2016: 144,350 ha, in 2017: 153,972.46 ha, in 2018: 154,076.23 ha, 
in 2019 (until April 30): 48,746.67 ha.  

The Italians bought a total of 300.000 hectares of arable 
land250 and, based on the data presented, an estimated calculation 

                                                                 
247 Consulatul General al României la Milano. (2020). Comerţul bilateral 

România-Italia [Romania-Italy bilateral trade] . Availab le at : 
https://milano.mae.ro/node/1104  
248 Ibidem  
249 Ibidem  
250 Ibidem   

https://milano.mae.ro/node/1104
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shows that almost half of the agricultural land sold to 
foreigners was bought by Italians.  

Regarding the real estate and construction sectors, 
Guglielmo Frinzi, president of the Italian Chamber of Commerce 
in Romania, believes that will remain a safe source of profit for 
foreign owners251. 

Regarding the companies with Italian capital registered in 
Romania, they are almost 40.000252 and sustain approx. 800.000 
Romanian employees253. 

The advantages of a business opened in Romania are the 
lower taxes. In Romania, companies pay a profit tax of 16%, or 
even 3% in the case of micro-enterprises. In Italy, taxes are a real 
maze as an owner of a company from southern Italy argues: 

“No one knows very well what taxes he pays, as they vary from 

region to region. (..) Depending on the profit, the taxes paid by an 
entrepreneur vary between 23 and 52%”

254. 

                                                                 
251  Adevărul.ro. (2008). Unde îmi deschid o afacere? În România sau 
Italia? [Where do I open a  business? In Romania or Italy?]  Available at : 
https://adevarul.ro/international/europa/unde-deschid-afaceree-In-
romania-italial-1_50acab9b7c42d5a663880de8/index.html  
252 Termene. (2016). Aproape 40.000 de firme italiene în România. Cât 

de mult investesc? [Almost 40.000 Italian companies in Romania. How 
much do they invest?]  Available at: https://termene.ro/businessbites/aproa
pe-40-000-de-firme-italiene-in-romania-cat-de-mult-investesc/     
253 Titus Bălan. (2016). Italienii au pus ochii pe București și Timișoara. 

Dar mai ales pe Timișoara [The Italians set their eyes on Bucharest and 

Timisoara. But especially Timisoara.]  Available at: www.banatulazi.ro/ it
alien ii-au-pus-ochii-pe-bucuresti-si-timisoara-dar-mai-ales-pe-timisoara/ 
254  Adevărul.ro. (2008). Unde îmi deschid o afacere? În România sau 

Italia? [Where do I open a  business? In Romania or Italy?]  Available at : 
https://adevarul.ro/international/europa/unde-deschid-afaceree-In-
romania-italial-1_50acab9b7c42d5a663880de8/index.html 

https://adevarul.ro/international/europa/unde-deschid-afaceree-In-romania-italial-1_50acab9b7c42d5a663880de8/index.html
https://adevarul.ro/international/europa/unde-deschid-afaceree-In-romania-italial-1_50acab9b7c42d5a663880de8/index.html
https://termene.ro/businessbites/aproape-40-000-de-firme-italiene-in-romania-cat-de-mult-investesc/
https://termene.ro/businessbites/aproape-40-000-de-firme-italiene-in-romania-cat-de-mult-investesc/
http://www.banatulazi.ro/italienii-au-pus-ochii-pe-bucuresti-si-timisoara-dar-mai-ales-pe-timisoara/
http://www.banatulazi.ro/italienii-au-pus-ochii-pe-bucuresti-si-timisoara-dar-mai-ales-pe-timisoara/
https://adevarul.ro/international/europa/unde-deschid-afaceree-In-romania-italial-1_50acab9b7c42d5a663880de8/index.html
https://adevarul.ro/international/europa/unde-deschid-afaceree-In-romania-italial-1_50acab9b7c42d5a663880de8/index.html
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Italian companies from Romania (awarded for performance in the 
first Italian Entrepreneurs Gala from 2017 in Timiș

255): 
 Agriculture: MarAgro, Emiliana West Rom, Ovoest SRL.  
 Tourism/Commerce: Agro Vi-Pd Italia, L’Intesa Promotive, Etea 

Grain SRL. 
 Electro/IT: Heliopolis RO Energy, Agatos Energy. 
 Construction: Emaluce Impianti. 
 The highest turnover: Zoppas, Cottontex, General Beton. 
 The largest exporter: Zoppas, CFS-Components, Cottontex.  
 The largest number of employees: Zoppas, Cottontex, Gammet 

2000. 
 The most promising brand: Lact Italia, Laura Bald ini, Petrovaselo, 

Tempini. 
 The most important investment evolution: Rossini SRL. 
 Human Resources: Life In, Quanta Resurse Umane.  
 Services /Transport: World Media Trans, D.B. Group RO, LS 

Logistica Internationale.  
 Industry: Zoppas, Rossini, Cottontex256 

According to data provided by the Statistical Office of the 
European Commission (Eurostat), Romania imported in 2017, 
from Italy, goods worth of 7.6 billion euros 257. Romania's intra-

                                                                 
255  Bianca Dich is. (2019). A treia ediție a Galei de Binefacere a 

Antreprenorilor Italieni, aproape de start [The third edition of the 
Charity Gala of Italian Entrepreneurs, close to the start] . Available at: 
https://www.opin iatimisoarei.ro/a-treia-editie-a-galei-de-b inefacere-a-
antreprenorilor-italieni-aproape-de-start/14/11/2019  
256 Oana Mușat. (2017). Treizeci de antreprenori italieni, premiați pentru 
afaceri de succes în Timiș [Thirty Italian entrepreneurs, awarded for 

successful business in Timiș] . Available at : www.observatordetimis.ro/20
17/11/24/treizeci-de-antreprenori-italien i-premiati-pentru-afaceri-de-
succes-in-timis/  
257 România Liberă. (2018). Eurostat: Principalul partener economic al 
României în Europa este Germania [Eurostat: Romania's main economic 

https://www.opiniatimisoarei.ro/a-treia-editie-a-galei-de-binefacere-a-antreprenorilor-italieni-aproape-de-start/14/11/2019
https://www.opiniatimisoarei.ro/a-treia-editie-a-galei-de-binefacere-a-antreprenorilor-italieni-aproape-de-start/14/11/2019
http://www.observatordetimis.ro/2017/11/24/treizeci-de-antreprenori-italieni-premiati-pentru-afaceri-de-succes-in-timis/
http://www.observatordetimis.ro/2017/11/24/treizeci-de-antreprenori-italieni-premiati-pentru-afaceri-de-succes-in-timis/
http://www.observatordetimis.ro/2017/11/24/treizeci-de-antreprenori-italieni-premiati-pentru-afaceri-de-succes-in-timis/
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community supplies of goods are in Italy, where we send 11% of 
total exports, which means an average of 7 billion dollars 258. 

POLITICAL MANIFESTATIONS 

 Romanians in the Italian Republic 
Established parties: 2 structures259 
Representation in Parliament: 6 representatives 
Political positions held: 14 Romanian communal councilors 

at national level260 
Participation in the Romanian elections: 142 polling stations261 

and 950,000 voters 262  (November 2019).  Romanians in Italy 
registered the highest voting presence in the diaspora in 2019263. 

                                                                                                                                     
partner in Europe is Germany]. Available  at: https://romanialibera.ro/eco
nomie/eurostat-principalu l-partener-economic-al-romaniei-in-europa-
este-germania-720886  
258 Ibidem  
259  Mediafax. (2007). Imigranţii români din Italia înfiinţează o nouă 

formaţiune politică [Romanian immigrants from Italy set  up a new 

political party] . Available at: www.mediafax.ro/externe/imigrantii-
romani-d in-italia-infiinteaza-o-noua-formatiune-politica-1031057  
260 Orizonturi culturale Italo-Române. (s.a). Comunitatea românească din 

Italia: cadru panoramic al Ambasadei de la Roma [Romanian community 
in Italy: panoramic view of the Embassy in Rome]. Available at : 
www.orizonturiculturale.ro/ro_studii_Comunitatea-romaneasca-din-
Italia.html  
261 Rotalianul. (2019). Lista cu cele 142 de secții de votare din Italia la 

alegerile pentru președintele României din noiembrie 2019 [The list of 

the 142 polling stations in Italy in the elections for the president of 
Romania in November 2019] . Available at: www.rotalianul.com/lista-cu-
sectiile-de-votare-din -italia-la-alegerile-pentru-presedintele-romaniei-d in-
noiembrie-2019/  
262 Ziare. Com. (2019). S-au închis urnele și în diaspora. Record istoric 

de participare cu peste 675.000 de votații [The ballot boxes were also 

closed in the diaspora. Historical record of participation with over 

https://romanialibera.ro/economie/eurostat-principalul-partener-economic-al-romaniei-in-europa-este-germania-720886
https://romanialibera.ro/economie/eurostat-principalul-partener-economic-al-romaniei-in-europa-este-germania-720886
https://romanialibera.ro/economie/eurostat-principalul-partener-economic-al-romaniei-in-europa-este-germania-720886
http://www.mediafax.ro/externe/imigrantii-romani-din-italia-infiinteaza-o-noua-formatiune-politica-1031057
http://www.mediafax.ro/externe/imigrantii-romani-din-italia-infiinteaza-o-noua-formatiune-politica-1031057
http://www.orizonturiculturale.ro/ro_studii_Comunitatea-romaneasca-din-Italia.html
http://www.orizonturiculturale.ro/ro_studii_Comunitatea-romaneasca-din-Italia.html
http://www.rotalianul.com/lista-cu-sectiile-de-votare-din-italia-la-alegerile-pentru-presedintele-romaniei-din-noiembrie-2019/
http://www.rotalianul.com/lista-cu-sectiile-de-votare-din-italia-la-alegerile-pentru-presedintele-romaniei-din-noiembrie-2019/
http://www.rotalianul.com/lista-cu-sectiile-de-votare-din-italia-la-alegerile-pentru-presedintele-romaniei-din-noiembrie-2019/
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 Italians in Romania 
There is no political party that represents the interests of 

Italians in Romania, given the size of the community. However, 
representation in Parliament is provided by a person (Andi Grosaru), 
the representative of the Italian minority in the Chamber of Deputies 
of the Romanian Parliament in the 2016-2020 legislature264. 

LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE MANIFESTATIONS 

 Romanians in the Italian Republic 
Identification: they are regarded as an ethnic minority265 
Self-identification: a national minority because “I am second 

generation in the Iberian Peninsula”
 266, which is why the time has 

come to become a 'national minority', as the Austrians are, for 
example”

 267.  
The related Legislation is the Italian Constitution268 (chapter 

I, art. 13-54). 
Rights: 

 The right to free movement.  
 Citizens have the right to assemble peacefully and unarmed.  
 The right to liberty and the secrecy of correspondence. 

                                                                                                                                     
675,000 votes] Available at: http://m.ziare.com/alegeri/record-istoric-de-
participare-in-d iaspora-au-votat-peste-675-000-de-romani-1584979 
263 Ibidem  
264  Asociația Italienilor d in România. (s.a). CV Andi Gabriel Grosaru. 
Available at : https://roasit.ro/deputat/  
265 Sabina Fat i. (2015). Românii din Italia: 2 în 1 [Romanians in Italy: 2 

in 1] . Available at : https://moldova.europalibera.org/a/26982802.html 
266 Ibidem  
267 Ibidem  
268 Senato della Repubblica. (2018). Costituzione Italiana - edizione in 
lingua romena, pp. 10 26. Available  at: www.senato.it/application/ 
xmanager/projects/leg18/file/Costituzione%20in%20lingua%20romena%
20-%20Arch ivio.pdf  

http://m.ziare.com/alegeri/record-istoric-de-participare-in-diaspora-au-votat-peste-675-000-de-romani-1584979
http://m.ziare.com/alegeri/record-istoric-de-participare-in-diaspora-au-votat-peste-675-000-de-romani-1584979
https://roasit.ro/deputat/
https://moldova.europalibera.org/a/26982802.html
http://www.senato.it/application/%20xmanager/projects/leg18/file/Costituzione%20in%20lingua%20romena%20-%20Archivio.pdf
http://www.senato.it/application/%20xmanager/projects/leg18/file/Costituzione%20in%20lingua%20romena%20-%20Archivio.pdf
http://www.senato.it/application/%20xmanager/projects/leg18/file/Costituzione%20in%20lingua%20romena%20-%20Archivio.pdf
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 The right to associate freely, without authorizat ion. 
 The right to religion. 
 The right to free ly express one's own ideas in  word, writing o r 

any other means of dissemination.  
 The right to sue for the protection of one's rights. 
 The right to defense. 
 The right to education. 
 The right to family. 
 The right to be elected to the European Parliament. 
 The right of association. 
 The right to work and to labor protection. 
 The right to strike. 
 The right to private property rights . 
 The right to inherit.  
 The right to a pension, to paid matern ity leave, to medical 

assistance in state health units, to unemployment benefits and to 
other social insurance. 

 The right to maintenance and social assistance. 
 The right to open a business. 
 The right to vote / to be elected. 
 To make a petition. 

Liberties269: 
 Individual freedom. 
 Freedom and secrecy of correspondence. 
 Freedom to emigrate. 
 Freedom to organize in t rade unions. 

Obligations 
 Citizens have the right and obligation to defend their homeland.  
 All cit izens have an obligation to contribute to public spending 

in accordance with their income.  

                                                                 
269 Ibidem 
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 All cit izens have a duty to be loyal to the Republic and to 
respect the Constitution and the laws  

 Italians in Romania 
Identification: they are regarded as an ethnic minority.  
Legislation: Romania’s Constitution270 (chapter II, art. 22-51). 
The rights of minorities in Romania are protected as follows:  
a) externally by The Hague Recommendations (1996), The 

Oslo Recommendations (1998), The Lund Recommendations 
(1999), The European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages 
(ratified in Romania on November 6, 2007 by Law 282), The 
Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, The 
Recommendation number 1201 with reference to an Additional 
Protocol to the European Convention on Human Rights, The 
Recommendation 1177 on the rights of minorities, The Book of 
Citizenship and Minority Rights in the EU, etc. Among the rights 
provided in these documents are the right to identity (name), to the 
establishment of associations, to religion, etc. 

b) internally by the 2003 Constitution, the Penal (articles 77 
and 389), the National Education Law (articles 3, 10, 45, 46, 63, 
66, 69, 97, 135, 161, 211, 297) 271. 

Name legislation: according to art. 14 of the Romanian 
Constitution, the surnames of the citizens are entered in the 
registers and civil status documents in the original form and 
spelling, ensuring the Italians in this case, the right to identity. 

                                                                 
270  Fragment din Constituția României. (s.a). Drepturile și libertățile 

fundamentale [Fundamental rights and freedoms]. Available at : https://le
ge5.ro/Gratuit/gq4deojv/drepturile -si-libertatile-fundamentale-
constitutia?dp=gqztemrwge2te  
271  Alexandra Rusu. (s.a). Discriminarea: cadru legislativ 
[Discrimination: legislative framework] . p.7. Availab le at : 
https://www.academia.edu/15967580/Cadru-legislativ-d iscriminare-p.7  

https://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gq4deojv/drepturile-si-libertatile-fundamentale-constitutia?dp=gqztemrwge2te
https://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gq4deojv/drepturile-si-libertatile-fundamentale-constitutia?dp=gqztemrwge2te
https://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gq4deojv/drepturile-si-libertatile-fundamentale-constitutia?dp=gqztemrwge2te
https://www.academia.edu/15967580/Cadru-legislativ-discriminare-p.7
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According to the provisions of the Civil Code, art. 85, the Romanian 
citizens can obtain, under the conditions of the law, the administrative 
change of the family name and the first name or only of one of them. 
In fact, according to law no. 119/1996 regarding the civil status 
documents, the family name and the first name are written as in the 
identity document and the civil status certificates272 . In Romania, 
according to the Compilation of Advice and Reports on National 
Minorities of the Venice Commission, immigrants are not members 
of national minorities. For the Committee on Legal Affairs and Rights 
of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, the idea of 
including the element of citizenship for national minority status is 
restrictive and negative because it thus excludes the possibility of new 
minorities appearing273. 

Rights: 
 The right to life / physical and mental integrity. 
 Free circulat ion. 
 The right to defense. 
 Intimacy, familial and private life. 
 Inviolability of the home. 
 The right to information. 
 The right to education. 
 The right to culture. 
 The right to health care. 
 The right to a healthy environment.  
 The right to vote. 

                                                                 
272  CONSULATUL GENERA L A L ROMÂNIEI la Bonn. (2020). 

Reglementări cu privire la nume [Name regulations] . Available at: 
https://bonn.mae.ro/node/450#null  
273  Compilat ion of Advice and Reports on National Minorit ies of the 
Venice Commission, p.12. Available at : www.venice.coe.int/webforms/d
ocuments/?pdf=CDL-PI(2018)002-e  

https://bonn.mae.ro/node/450#null
http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-PI(2018)002-e
http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-PI(2018)002-e
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 The right to be elected. 
 The right to be elected to the European Parliament. 
 The right of association. 
 The right to work and labor p rotection. 
 The right to strike. 
 Private property rights. 
 The right to inherit.  
 The right to a pension, to paid matern ity leave, to medical 

assistance in state health units, to unemployment benefits and to 
other forms of social insurance. 

 The right to start a family.  
 The right to petition. 

Liberties274 
 Individual freedom. 
 Freedom of conscience. 
 Freedom of speech. 
 Freedom of assembly. 
 Economic freedom 

Obligations275 
 The right and obligation to defend Ro mania. 
 The obligation to contribute, through taxes and fees, to public 

expenditure. 
 Romanian citizens, fo reign citizens and stateless persons must 

exercise their constitutional rights and freedoms in good faith, 
without violating the rights and freedoms of others. 

                                                                 
274 Ibidem  
275  Mihai Alexandru Laurențiu. (2018). Multe drepturi, dar câte 

obligaţii? [Many rights, but how many obligations?]  Available at : 
https://blog.avocatoo.ro/multe-drepturi-dar-cate-obligatii/  

https://blog.avocatoo.ro/multe-drepturi-dar-cate-obligatii/
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ANNEX 

Map on the distribution of Romanians in the provinces of Italy in 2019276 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 
276  Embassy of Romania in the Italian Republic. (2019). Map of the 
Romanian community in Italy. Available at: https://roma.mae.ro/node/290 

https://roma.mae.ro/node/290
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Map of emigrants from Romania by counties in 2016: 
departed persons vs. employees 277 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 
277  Mariana Bechir. (2016). Harta emigrării: Câți locuitori au pierdut 

județele României. Ar putea piața muncii absorbi cele 3,4 milioane de 

emigranți? Exemplul Irlandei [Emigration map: How many inhabitants 
Romania's counties have lost. Could the labor market absorb the 3.4 
million emigrants? The example of Ireland]  Available at : 
https://cursdeguvernare.ro/harta-emigrarii-cati-locuitori-au-p ierdut-
judetele-romaniei-ar-putea-piata-muncii-absorbii-cele-34-milioane-de-
emigranti-exemplul-irlandei.html  

https://cursdeguvernare.ro/harta-emigrarii-cati-locuitori-au-pierdut-judetele-romaniei-ar-putea-piata-muncii-absorbii-cele-34-milioane-de-emigranti-exemplul-irlandei.html
https://cursdeguvernare.ro/harta-emigrarii-cati-locuitori-au-pierdut-judetele-romaniei-ar-putea-piata-muncii-absorbii-cele-34-milioane-de-emigranti-exemplul-irlandei.html
https://cursdeguvernare.ro/harta-emigrarii-cati-locuitori-au-pierdut-judetele-romaniei-ar-putea-piata-muncii-absorbii-cele-34-milioane-de-emigranti-exemplul-irlandei.html
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Motto: “… we [Romanians] are born to behave … geopolit ical.”
278  

THE GEOPOLITICAL MAPS OF THE ROMANIAN 

IDENTITY. THE ETHNOGENESIS 
Radu Baltasiu279 

ABSTRACT 
The article d iscusses the issue of geopolitics and geo-history and their 
beginnings in Romania, through the works of thinkers such as Ion Conea, 
Anton Golopenția, Gheorghe Brătianu, Mircea Vulcănescu and Sabin 

Manuilă, done mostly during the Second World  War, in “Geopolitics and 

Geohistory. The Romanian Journal for South-East Europe” (1941-1944). 
These applied sciences generate a constant need for a situational 
awareness which, in its turn, is consisted of five crit ical elements: 1. the 

                                                                 
278 The context of the quote is the following: “All the members of this 

State, primarily its ruling class, have to always think of them [of the five 
critical elements of the geopolitical situational awareness: the borders, the 
ability to project power, includ ing economic power, some degree of 
autarchy, political independence]. But all these, let's note, are concerns 
and are notions of a strict and par excellence geopolitical nature - and 
they are only understood and lived through geopolitics. And, then, isn't it 
superfluous to ask ourselves if the flower of this young discipline must be 
planted in the glaze of the Romanian mind? Yes, we can say that we we re 
born to be ... geopolitical.” („Toți membrii acestui Stat și în primul rând 

pătura lui conducătoare, trebuie să-și aibă gândul mereu ațintit la ele. – 
Dar acestea toate, să observăm, sunt preocupări și sunt noț iuni de o rdin 
strict și prin excelență geopolitic -  și ele numai prin geopolitică se fac 

înțelese și trăite. Și, atunci, nu e oare superfluu să ne mai întrebăm dacă 

floarea acestei tinere discipline trebuie răsădită și în glastra cugetului 

românesc? Ba, putem spune că suntem născuți să fim ... geopolitici.”), 

Geopolitica și Geoistoria Journal ..., year I, nr.1, p.3 
279 PhD in Sociology, Professor at the University of Bucharest, Romania; 
E-mail contact: radu.baltasiu@sas.unibuc.ro 

mailto:radu.baltasiu@sas.unibuc.ro
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border, 2. power projection, 3. economic vitality abroad, 4. some degree 
of autarchy, 5. political independence. The present paper argues that 
geopolitics is not only a matter of fo reign policy, but also about the 
internal coherence of a society. 
Further, a synthetic case study on the Romanian Ethnic Space is compiled 
with the help of several geopolit ical maps which show the ethnogenesis 
during a timeframe starting from the pre-Roman period until the 10th 
century. 

Key words: geopolitics, geo-history, Romanian Ethnic Space, 
ethnogenesis  

 

A LITTLE BIT OF THEORY 
The geopolitical perspective 

of history is the presentation of the 
evolution of a certain territory from 
the point of view of some of the 
most important aspects of its 
identity which has, in its turn, 
practical relevance in conducting 
the foreign affairs and in other 
issues of national security. The 
Geopolitical perspective of history, 
or Geo-Historical was established in 
Romania with the work of Ion 
Conea, Anton Golopenția, 

Gheorghe Brătianu, Mircea Vulcănescu and Sabin Manuilă , done 
mostly during the Second World War, in “Geopolitics and 
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Geohistory. The Romanian Journal for South-East Europe”
280 

(1941-1944). If geopolitics is about the compulsory geographical 
crossings 281 , geohistory is about history explained through 
geography282.  

We observe that geopolitics is not only a Science per se. 
Geopolitics is, and must be, applied science, an administrative 
science multiplicator. To think geopolitically means to 
understand that Romania is a state of European necessity283 – a 
sentence which endorses the link between the large context 
(Europe, the country is “European”) and precisely timed 

action (“necessity”):  
“Romania has the good fortune - and the misfortune, of course - to 
stand at such a geopolitical crossroads. We are what Nicolae Iorga 
called : a state of European necessity. ... Our Romania lives and 
speaks here not only for itself. ... It means, therefore, that more 
than anywhere else, the watch at  such [key] points must always be 
awake (your watch, that of the well-founded one) ...”284. 

                                                                 
280  „Geopolit ica și Geoistoria. Rev ista Română pentru Sudestul 

European”, published by The Romanian Statistical Society between 
1941-1944. 
281 „vaduri”  
282 “ ... geopolitics is nothing but, to a large extent, the geohistory of the 
present (by geohistory we must understand that as much history, 
Romanian  or any other, as can be exp lained by geography), as geohistory 
itself is nothing but the geopolitics of the past.” („ ... geopolitica nu este 
altceva decât, în mare măsură, geoistoria prezentului (p rin geoistorie 
trebuind să înțelegem acea atâtă istorie, românească sau oricare alta, câtă 

se poate prin geografie explica), după cum geoistoria însăși nu este 

altceva decât geopolitica trecutului.”),  in Geopolitica și Geoistoria …, nr. 
1, p. 4 
283 „stat de necesitate europeană” 
284 Geopolitica și Geoistoria …, year I, nr. 1, p. 3. „România are norocul 

– și primejdia, natural – de a sta la o astfel de răspântie geopolitică. 

Suntem ceea ce Nico lae Iorga numea: un Stat de necesitate europeană. ... 
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The five critical elements of this situational/geopolitical 
awareness are, broadly speaking: 

1. the border 
2. power projection 
3. economic vitality abroad 
4. some degree of autarchy 
5. political independence (ibid.)285  

That is, thinking geopolitical at the geographical crossroads 
means thinking of the concepts and ideas listed above. The third 
and the fourth elements of the situational awareness imply that 
geopolitics is not only a matter of foreign policy. Geopolitics is 
also about the internal coherence of a society: the ability to 
provide, to deploy a satisfactory economic action, that is to 
identify and manage a country’s resources in order to produce 

goods and services able to maintain the internal social coherence –
its internal national security , its societal security.  

THE ROMANIAN ETHNIC SPACE (RES) 
Romanian Ethnic Space (RES) is defined as the area of 

constant inhabitance over many historical cycles on a certain 
territory, from the Adriatic towards the Bug River. The RES 
includes the Ethnogenesis Area (EA) – Vatra, that is the area 
where the present-day-people was formed. Ethnogenesis is the 
acculturation process by which the basic determinants of the 

                                                                                                                                     
România noastră trăiește și vorbește aicea nu numai pentru dânsa singură. 

... Înseamnă, deci, că mai mult  decât oriunde aiu rea, veghea în  astfel de 

puncte [cheie] trebuie să fie mereu trează (veghea ta, a celui așezat).”  
285 „Ideea de hotar, de putere și apetit economic internațional, de autarkie 

și independență, trebuie purtată acolo mereu în conștiințe, ca o obsesie.” 

Ibidem 
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present day Romanians were formed. There are three keypoints in 
the evolution of the RES: the pre-Roman, the Roman-post-Roman, 
and the Forming of the modern Balkan States.  

The pre-Roman state of RES is about the deep stratum of 
pre-Indoeuropeans (i.e. the Cucuteni culture of 7000 B.C) and 
Thracians; it includes the first contact of the Thracians (Dacians) 
with the Roman Empire in the 2nd and 1st centuries B.C. in 
Dobrudja and South of the Danube. 

 The Roman and post-Roman periods are about the interval 
between the Roman conquest of the Decebalus’ Dacia, North of 
the Danube including the coming of the Slavs and Bulgarians, 
when proto-Romanian was formed. After the Roman retreat from 
Dacia in the 3rd Century, the Byzantine Empire regained some sort 
of control over the Romanian Plains North of the Danube, 
especially during the reign of Constantine the Great and Justinian. 
Thus, Dobruja was part of or dependent to the Empire until the 13th 
century (with Noviodunum-Isaccea as a naval base).  

The first and the second phase of ethnogenesis lasted more 
than eight centuries (from 2nd century B.C. when Romans entered 
Thracia until the loss of the Danube to the Avars in 6th Century 
A.D.), with more or less direct and continuous contact with the 
Roman civilization.  

The pillars of the Roman acculturation were the soft and the 
hard-power of the Empire, that is: 

- the direct contact between different interests and 
individuals before the conquest and annexation of the territory – 
the so called “popular colonization”

286 (Iorga); 

                                                                 
286 “... preferring to consider a popular colonization that would have laid 
the foundations for an action of ethnic transformation, later completed 
and sealed by the imperial authority, Trajan” („…preferând a pune alături 

o colonizare populară care ar fi stabilit  bazele unei acţ iuni de 
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- the army and the administration: the discharged 
legionnaires were responsible for the rapid forming of a new 
Anthropos by marrying the Dacian widows and daughters and thus 
disseminating the very Roman discipline and civilization;  

- the infrastructure: Dacia and Thracia were well 
vascularized by roads which the Romans had developed. The 
Roman roads fulfilled multiple functions, such as: facilitating 
exchanges and social mobility, conquering, pacifying and 
organizing the territory.  

- the Christian faith: the apostles Paul and Andrew 
Christianized the Balkans long before the Roman conquest. The 
Christian social network was already established to the South of 
Danube when the Roman armies conquered Dacia. Christianity 
was already part of the Roman civilization.  

 We should note that the proto-Romanian language was 
already formed when the Slavs and Bulgarians divided the 
Romanian Space in Northern and Southern parts of the Danube, 
somewhere between the 6th and 9th centuries.   

THE MAPS 
The following maps are extracted from two digital 

productions287 and a printed volume of Romanian social history288. 

                                                                                                                                     
transformare etnică, mai târziu complectată şi pecetluită de autoritatea 
imperială, Traian.” - Iorga, 1999, p. 197 
287 Radu Baltasiu, Ilie Bădescu, “Geopolitica” , ed. Beladi, 2007 and Radu 
Baltasiu, Emil Țîrcomnicu, „A românii, parcurs istoric și prezent” 

[Aromanians, historical course and present times ], ed. Beladi, 2008 
288  Radu Baltasiu, Ovidiana Bulumac, „Istoria Socială : actualitate și 

problemat ică” [Social h istory: actuality and issue], Ed. Universității din 

București, 2016, chapter 10, „Romanizarea, romaniile populare, 

aromânii”  [The Romanisation, the popular romanies, aromanians] 
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Figure 3. The Oriental  Romanity in the middle of the 20th century. 
The Daco-Romanians are located North of the Danube, excepting 
Timoc (Serbia and Bulgaria) – in pink, while the Ma cedo-
Romanians  are located South of the Danube – reddish pink. 

Figure 2. The Christianizing of the Daco-Thracians , part of the 
Romanization process . The Hearth of the Romanian Ethnogenesis 
(George Murnu and map XXXVI, „Vatra  s trăromână”, in “Spațiul 
etnic românesc”).  
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Figură 4. The Hearth of the Romanian Ethnogenesis. The 
Byzantine frontier. The area where Romanian communities were 
present in the Middle Age. 

 

Figure 5. The axis  of the Romanian ethnogenesis (Papanace): The 
Danube and the Carpathian-Moravian (Vardar) axis .  
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Figure 6. The Romanization process and i ts  elements : roads , 
mili tary and administration, Chris tianity. 
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Figure 8. The proto-Romanians before the arrival  of Slavs (the 4-
6th Century A.D.)  

Figure 9. The Arrival of the Slavs and the beginning of the 
fragmentation of the Oriental Romanity (around 6th Century A.D.)  
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Figure 7. Some theories  argue that in the fi rs t phase of the Slavic 
flooding of the plains , the proto-Romanians were retreating to the 
mountains – natural fortresses (Papanace, Murnu, Capidan).  

Figure 8. By the 10th Century, the Romanian Ethnic Space was al ready 
triple spli t, even i f North and South were not enti rely severed by the 
Danube. The three areas of Romanian concentrations were the 
Carpathians with the surrounding plains, the Balkan Mountains and 
Pindus . From now on, the Romanian s tatehood will appear accordingly, 
divided on these three areas.  
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